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[OpenSSL]
1. This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit
(http://www.openssl.org/).
2. This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
3. This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
4. OpenSSL Toolkit software is used for this product according to OpenSSL License and Original SSLeay
License. OpenSSL License and Original SSLeay License apply as follows:
LICENSE ISSUES
==============
The OpenSSL toolkit comes under a dual license. i.e. both the conditions of
The OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style
Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.
OpenSSL License
--------------/*
=================================================================
===
* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice that this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
*
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
* software must display the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
* endorse or promote products derived from this software without
* prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
* openssl-core@openssl.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
* nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
* permission of the OpenSSL Project.
*
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* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
* acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
=================================================================
===
*
* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
*/
Original SSLeay License
----------------------/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
* All rights reserved.
*
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform to Netscapes SSL.
*
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
* the following conditions are adhered to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
* the code is not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes cryptographic software written by
* Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
* The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the routines from the library
* being used are not cryptographic related :-).
* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
* the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution license
* [including the GNU Public License.]
*/
*
Copyright 1999-2009 Contributors to log4cplus project
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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[Apache Software Foundation]
This product includes the free software Xerces-C++ provided by the Apache Software Foundation.
For the copyright and proprietary rights, refer to the following LICENSE file.
Xerces-C++ Version :The Xerces-C++ is available in both source distribution and binary distribution.
Xerces-C++ is made available under the Apache Software License, Version 2.0.
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html
1. Apache AXIS
2. Apache commons logging

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either expresses or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Export control
When you export (or offer to a non-resident) technologies and programs provided in this document
or the product which you purchased, please comply with "Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act"
and other applicable laws and ordinances.
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This document is “Hitachi Storage Adapter for Microsoft® Volume ShadowCopy
Service User’s Guide” for the following Hitachi Storage systems.
This document describes the main functions, the environmental prerequisites of
the system, environmental configuration procedures, and the usage of tools and
troubleshooting when implementing Hitachi Storage Adapter for Microsoft®
Volume ShadowCopy Service (VSS Provider) for the first time.
Target Storage systems
#

Storage system

Abbreviation

1.

Hitachi AMS2010/2100/2300/2500

AMS

2.

Hitachi Unified Storage110/130/150

HUS 100

3.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform

VSP

4.

Hitachi Unified Storage VM

HUS VM

5.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000

VSP G1000

6.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00

VSP Gx00

Software Version
This document is supporting Hitachi Storage Adapter for Microsoft® Volume
ShadowCopy Service 04.14.0.

Intended Audience
This document is intended for the following audiences:


Operations manager of backup systems



System engineers

Prerequisite Knowledge
This document is intended for users who are familiar with:


The backup use of Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service



The basic operation of Windows Server 2008R2 or Windows Server 2012



The basic operation of the Hitachi AMS2010/2100/2300/2500



The basic operation of the Hitachi Unified Storage 110/130/150



The basic operation of the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform



The basic operation of the Hitachi Unified Storage VM



The basic operation of the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
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The basic operation of the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00



The basic operation of the Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular2



The basic operation of the Hitachi Storage Navigator



The basic operation of the Hitachi Command Control Interface



The basic operation of the VMware vSphere

Reference Documents
Referenced documents are listed below:


ShadowImage in-system replication User’s Guide (Hitachi AMS2000 /
HUS 100)



ShadowImage User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform / Hitachi
Unified Storage VM / Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 / Hitachi
Virtual Storage Platform Gx00)



Copy-on-Write Snapshot User’s Guide (Hitachi AMS2000 / HUS 100)



Copy-on-Write Snapshot User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform)



Thin Image User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform / Hitachi Unified
Storage VM / Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 / Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform Gx00)



LUN Manager User’s Guide (Hitachi AMS2000 / HUS 100)



Account Authentication User’s Guide (Hitachi AMS2000 / HUS 100)



Dynamic Provisioning User’s Guide (Hitachi AMS2000 / HUS 100)



Disk Array User’s Guide (Hitachi AMS2000 / HUS 100)



Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular2 (for GUI) User’s Guide



Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular2 (for CLI) User’s Guide



Storage Navigator User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform / Hitachi
Unified Storage VM)



Hitachi Device Manager - Storage Navigator User Guide (Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform G1000 / Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00)



Provisioning Guide for Open Systems (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform /
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000)



Provisioning Guide (Hitachi Unified Storage VM / Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform Gx00)



nondisruptive migration Operation Manual (Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform G1000)



Global-Active Device User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
/ Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00)



Hitachi Command Control Interface User and Reference Guide



Hitachi Command Control Interface Command Reference



Hitachi Command Suite User Guide
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About Figures listed in the Manual
This document uses screenshots or partial screenshots from Windows computers
in some illustrations. The colors of the screenshots may be different from the
colors of screenshots in actual use.

Revision Level
Revision
Version 29

Date

Description

July 2015

The simple typos and missing characters have been corrected without notice.

Notice of the Product Name Change
The product name is changed as follows with release of VSS Provider V04.9. Functions
and usage are not changed.
Present
Hitachi VSS Hardware Provider

Revised
Hitachi Storage Adapter for Microsoft® Volume
ShadowCopy Service
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List of terms and abbreviations
#

Term and abbreviation

Description

1

APD

Abbreviation for All-Paths-Down.

2

CAW

Abbreviation for Copy-After-Write Snapshot

3

Copy-After-Write Snapshot

An optional function of the storage system.
A function for creating a logical replica of the copy source (P-VOL) when
specifying Snapshot to the virtual volume (V-VOL) in the storage system.
A function to improve a response time of the host IO by executing copy of
data and host IO processing asynchronously.

4

Copy-on-Write Snapshot

An optional function of the storage system.
A function for creating a logical replica of the copy source (P-VOL) when
specifying Snapshot to the virtual volume (V-VOL) in the storage system.

5

ESXi

Abbreviation for ESXi Server

6

GAD

Abbreviation for Global-Active Device

7

DP

Abbreviation for Dynamic Provisioning

8

DT

Abbreviation for Dynamic Tiering
Note: Unless otherwise noted, the mode feature of active flash is
contained.

9

active flash

This is a mode feature of "Dynamic Tiering", which further improves
performance with automated, fine-grained date movement.

10

H-UVM

Abbreviation for

11

JRE

Abbreviation for Java Runtime Environment

12

LDEV

Abbreviation for Logical Device
LDEV is an expression used in the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.
It has the same meaning as "LU" for AMS storage systems and "volume"
for HUS 100 storage systems.

13

LU

Abbreviation for Logical Unit
Note: Replace LU with Volume if the storage system is of the HUS 100.

14

LUSE

LUSE (LUN expansion) is an expression used in the VSP/HUS VM and refers
to large extended volumes configured with multiple connected LDEVs.

15

MSCS

Abbreviation for Microsoft Clustering Service
Called “Microsoft Failover Cluster” in Windows Server 2008.

16

MSFC

Abbreviation for Microsoft Failover Cluster

17

PDL

Abbreviation for Permanent Device Loss

18

P-VOL

Abbreviation for Primary Volume
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#
19

Term and abbreviation
RDM

Description
Abbreviation for Raw Device Mapping.
It is the function of vSphere which directly assigns LU on the storage to the
virtual machine as a virtual device.

20

RSG

Abbreviation for Resource Group

21

Single Sign On

This is the application to perform the integration management of the
authentication to vCenter Server.

22

S-VOL

Abbreviation for Secondary Volume

23

ShadowImage in-system
Replication

An optional function of the storage system.
A function for creating a logical replica of the copy source (P-VOL) when
specifying Snapshot to the physical volume (V-VOL) in the storage system.
Note: Replace this with ShadowImage for the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/
VSP Gx00.

24

SI

Abbreviation for ShadowImage in-system Replication

25

TI

Abbreviation for Thin Image

26

vCenter

Abbreviation for VMware vCenter Server

27

vCenter Server

vCenter Server is management server software from VMware Inc., and is
used to control the virtual environment overall. Centralized control is
available by collecting multiple ESX Servers at the data center

28

VMDK

Abbreviation for Virtual Machine Disk

29

VDKC-Box

Indicates the frame to manage the virtual ID which is configured in the
physical DKC.

30

VMFS

Abbreviation for Virtual Machine File System

31

VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function

It is the function for Hitachi Application Protector (HAPRO).
This is the function to use the virtual machine configured on ESXi provided
by VMware as the server of the import destination of VSS Provider.
HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 can be used as storage
systems.
Note: If AMS is stated in this document, replace “Storage system
supports….” with “Storage system does not support…”

32

vSphere Client

This is the virtual machine environment management console provided by
VMware. vSphere Client manages virtual machine and datastore by
connecting to vCenter Server or ESXi Server

33

V-VOL

Abbreviation for Virtual Volume
Note: Replace this with "DP-Volume" for the HUS 100.

34

VSS

Abbreviation for Volume Shadow Copy Service

35

Virtual DKC

This is synonymous with virtual storage.

36

Storage Management
Software

This is the software to operate storage systems including the status
reference and configuration setting of the storage systems. See Table 8-2.

37

Target

Refers to the storage systems connecting with iSCSI. Target also indicates
a Fibre Channel connected host group.

38

Physical DKC

This is synonymous with physical storage.

39

Host Group

This is a logical component defined in a storage system which connects the
logical unit of a storage system to a host that communicates via Fibre
Channel (FC).
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1. Volume Shadow Copy Service


1.1

Overview



1.2

Overview of the VSS Provider
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1.1. Overview
The Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) is a technique Microsoft Corporation
implemented from Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 to provide a backup
function that generates consistent point-in-time copies of data known as
snapshots.
VSS lets you conduct a hot backup of data without stopping online applications
by linking applications, backup software, and storage systems that are
supported by VSS.
VSS consists of the following components:

(1) Provider
The provider actually creates snapshots. The provider consists of a software
component that comes with the OS and a hardware component which may be
acquired from some source such as a disk array vender. The VSS provider
described in this manual is the hardware component.

(2) Writers
The writer quiesces the OS or an application and will flush data as needed in
order to create a consistent state. Only operating systems and applications that
include a VSS writer can work with VSS.

(3) Requester
This component requests creation, operation, or deletion of snapshots. Usually
backup and recovery software like Microsoft’s Data Protection Manager, or
Hitachi Data Protection Suite can operate as a VSS requester.

(4) VSS (Service)
This service in the Windows operating system operates as a coordinator for the
provider, the writers, and the requester.
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Requester

Writers

(Backup application)

VSS (Service)

Provider
(Hardware/Software)

Storage

P-VOL

S-VOL

COPY

Figure 1.1-1 Concept of VSS

1.2. Overview of the VSS Provider
The VSS Provider is a program that controls a data backup function and works
with the Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS). It uses ShadowImage
in-system Replication, Copy-on-Write Snapshot or Thin Image in Hitachi storage
systems such as the AMS, the HUS 100, the VSP, the HUS VM, the VSP G1000,
and the VSP Gx00. This program delivers backup integration operations with
VSS.
This program provides the following functions:

(1) VSS provider
Hitachi Storage Adapter for Microsoft® Volume ShadowCopy Service is a
fully-functional VSS implementation.
The provider performs copy control of the ShadowImage or Copy-on-Write pair
in the storage system targeted for a backup.

(2) CLI tools
CLI tools are support tools for checking the configuration necessary for the VSS
Provider's operation.
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(3) GUI tools
With the GUI tools you can confirm and setup the configuration necessary for the
VSS Provider's operation.
LAN

Application

Application
業務用
server サーバ

業務アプリケーション
(VSSに対応が必要)

Backup
software
バックアップソフト

バックアップソフト
Backup
エージェント
software agent

(VSSに対応が必要)

VSSサービス
VSS
service

VSSVSS
Hitachi
Hardware
Hardware Provider
Provide

FC Port

FC Port

P-VOL

ShadowImage機能
Copy by
によるコピー

P-VOL
P-VOL

サーバ

VSSサービス
VSS
service

VSSVSS
Hitachi
Hardware
Hardware Provider
Provide

LAN

バックアップ用
Backup
server

ShadowImage

P-VOL

FC Port

Tape libraries
テープライブラリ

P-VOL
S-VOL

AMS

AMS2000シリーズ

Figure 1.2-1 Backup image
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2
2. Environmental Prerequisites


2.1

System configuration



2.2

Server prerequisites



2.3

Software prerequisites



2.4

Storage requirements



2.5

Restrictions and points of consideration
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2.1. System configuration
The system configuration requirements for VSS Provider are shown below.
1) The Hitachi VSS Hardware provider must be installed on both the backup and
recovery application server (such as the media server in a Symantec
NetBackup environment) and the application server (such as a Microsoft
Exchange server) from which a backup will be taken.
2) Table 2.1-1 shows the connection of I/O path between servers and storage
systems and the connection that VSS Provider gives an operation direction
to the storage systems for FC/iSCSI environment support.

Table 2.1-1 Connection between servers/storage systems for FC/iSCSI
environment
#

Connection between servers and storage systems
Storage system

1.

AMS/HUS 100

2.

Host port

I/O path

FC

Must be connected
with FC

iSCSI

Must be connected
with LAN

Path for an operation direction
Must be connected with LAN

3.

VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000

FC

Must be connected
with FC

Must be connected with FC

4.

VSP Gx00

FC

Must be connected
with FC

Must be connected with FC

iSCSI

Must be connected
with LAN

Must be connected with LAN

5.

3) In the case of VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, the command device
must be mapped on an application server and a backup server.
4) IPv6 is not supported.
Additional items related to the system configuration of VSS Provider are listed
below:
1) Fiber channel switches and local area network switches are not always
required. Use them according to your environment as needed.
2) Multiple storage systems can be connected to both an application server
and a backup server.
3) For the application server, a cluster configuration using MSCS (MSFC) is
also possible. (For the backup server, this configuration is impossible.)
4) The necessity of using the same operating system on both the backup
server and the application server depends on the backup software.
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2.1.1. Examples of supported system configurations
VSS Provider supports the following system configurations.
1) Figure 2.1.1-1 and Figure 2.1.1-2 show AMS/HUS 100 storage systems in
an FC environment and an iSCSI environment.
2) Figure 2.1.1-3 shows a similar configuration using a VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 storage system.
LAN
Application Server

Backup Server
Requester
(Backup application)

Requester
(Backup agent)
Writer (application)
VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

FC network
FC-SW
Storage system
Controller #0

P-VOL

Controller #1

DMLU

COPY
S-VOL

LAN

Figure 2.1.1-1 Example of a VSS Provider system configuration
(FC environment) [AMS/HUS 100]
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LAN
Application Server

Backup Server

Requester
(Backup agent)

Requester
(Backup application)

Writer (application)
VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

LAN
LAN-SW
Storage system
Controller #0

P-VOL

Controller #1

DMLU

COPY
S-VOL

LAN

Figure 2.1.1-2 Example of a VSS Provider system configuration
(iSCSI environment) [AMS/HUS 100]
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LAN
Application Server

Backup Server

Requester
(Backup agent)

Requester
(Backup application)

Writer (application)
VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

CCI

CCI

FC network *1
FC-SW *2
Storage system
CHA

P-VOL

CHA

COPY

CMD
S-VOL

LAN
Notes:
*1: Replace FC network with LAN for VSP Gx00 in the iSCSI environment
*2: Replace FC-SW with LAN-SW for VSP Gx00 in the iSCSI environment

Figure 2.1.1-3 Example of a VSS provider system configuration
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
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2.1.2. Example of VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function
system configuration
VMware Gust to Guest Backup (FC) function is that VSS Provider backups P-VOL
connected to ESXi with FC and VM on ESXi is used as an import server of
replicated secondary VOL.
In case of using the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, the following
system configurations are supported.
1) Nontransportable configuration
This is the configuration to backup in the Nontransportable configuration in
which the secondary VOL is imported to the virtual machine to be used as the
application server.
LAN
Virtual machine (Used both as application
server and backup server)

vCenter

Requester (Backup
application & agent)

vCenter Server

Writer (application)
VMware Tools

SQL Server
JRE

Single Sign On

VSS (service)
VSS Provider

AD Server

CCI
Active Directory
ESXi Server

RDM (physical)

FC network
FC-SW
Storage system

P-VOL

COPY

S/V-VOL

LAN

Figure 2.1.2-1 Example of VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function
system configuration
(Nontranportable configuration)
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2) Transportable configuration (one ESXi)
This is the configuration in which the virtual machines for the application server
and backup server uses are located on the same ESXi.

LAN
Virtual machine
(application server)

Virtual machine
(backup server)

Requester
(Backup agent)

vCenter

Requester
(Backup application)

Writer (application)

vCenter Server
SQL Server

VMware Tools
VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

CCI

CCI

JRE

Single Sign On

AD Server
Active Directory

ESXi Server

RDM (Physical)

FC network
FC-SW
Storage system

P-VOL

COPY

S/V-VOL

LAN

Figure 2.1.2-2 Example of VMware Guest to Guest Backup
(FC) function system configuration
(Transportable configuration (one ESXi))
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3) Transportable configuration (separate ESXi)
This is the configuration in which the virtual machines for the application server
and the backup server uses are located on the separate ESXi.

LAN
Virtual machine
(application server)

Virtual machine
(backup server)

Requester
(Backup agent)

vCenter

Requester
(Backup application)

vCenter Server

Writer (application)

SQL Server
VMware Tools

VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

CCI

CCI

JRE

Single Sign On

AD Server
Active Directory

ESXi Server

ESXi Server

RDM (Physical)

FC network
FC-SW
Storage system

P-VOL

COPY

S/V-VOL

LAN

Figure 2.1.2-3 Example of VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function
system configuration
(Transportable configuration (separate ESXi))
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2.1.3. Examples of H-UVM configuration
VSS Provider supports the following H-UVM configurations.
1) Figure 2.1.3-1 and Figure 2.1.3-2 show the case when H-UVM function of
VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00 is used.
LAN
Application Server

Backup Server
Requester
(Backup application)

Requester
(Backup agent)
Writer (application)
VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

FC network
FC-SW
Storage system
VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00 SN nnnnn
VDKC-Box #0

VDKC-Box #n

VSP SN xxxxx

RSG #n

RSG #0

CMD

P-VOL

COPY

S/V-VOL

LAN

Figure 2.1.3-1 Example of H-UVM configuration (Post VSP migration) (one
physical DKC)
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LAN
Application Server

Backup Server
Requester
(Backup application)

Requester
(Backup agent)
Writer (application)
VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

FC network
FC-SW

Storage system

Storage system

VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00
VDKC-Box #n

SN nnnnn

VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00 SN yyyyy

VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00
VDKC-Box #n

SN xxxxx

VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00 SN yyyyy

RSG #n

RSG #n
P-VOL

COPY

VDKC-Box #0

S/V-VOL

VDKC-Box #0

RSG #0

RSG #0

CMD

CMD

LAN

Figure 2.1.3-2 Example of H-UVM configuration (two physical DKCs)
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2.1.4. Example of GAD configuration
VSS Provider supports the following GAD configurations.
LAN
Application Server

Backup Server

Requester
(Backup agent)

Requester
(Backup application)

Writer (application)
VSS (service)

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider

Alternate path software
FC network
FC-SW
Secondary site storage system

Primary site storage system
VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00

SN nnnnn

VDKC-Box #0
RSG #0

VDKC-Box #n
SN
nnnnn
RSG
#n

GAD pair
COPY

S/V-VOL

VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00

P-VOL

SN xxxxx
VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00

VDKC-Box #0
RSG #0

P-VOL

GAD primary volume

CMD

GAD secondary volume

CMD
Quorum
Quorum

External storage system

External VOL

FC-SW

LAN

Figure 2.1.4-1 Example of GAD configuration
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2.2. Server prerequisites
The following table lists the prerequisites for application and backup servers.

Table 2.2-1 Server prerequisites
#
1.

2.

3.

Item
CPU

Condition
Must be more than or equal to the recommended
requirements of the OS

Memory

HD free space

Must be more than or equal to the recommended
requirements of the OS



4 gigabytes or more if using the default log file size
and number of generations



152 gigabytes or more if the log file size and the
number of generations are set to maximum

Formula for calculating the required disk size [GB]:
Disk size [GB]
= (6 x specified log file size [MB]
x (number of generations +1) +1,585 ) ÷ 1024
Note:
The log file size and the number of generations can
be specified by using the maintenance
configuration files.

Remarks


Windows Server
2008R2:2GHz or higher



Windows Server 2012:
3.1GHz or higher



Windows Server
2008R2:2G bytes or
higher



Windows Server
2012:8G bytes or higher

Disk capacity including log
files and setup files are
required because log files
and setup files are not
included.
Note:
Depending on the specified
log file size and the number
of generations, a very large
amount of disk space may
be required. Note that logs
cannot be output when a
disk has no free space.

For details, see subsections 3.2.2 and 8.2.2.
4.
5.

6.

Display
Screen
resolution

1024x768 pixels or more

Screen
color

24 bits or more

Supported HBA

What the OS permits

Required for the GUI
tool

-
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2.3. Software prerequisites
2.3.1. Operating systems
VSS Provider can work on the Windows OSs shown below.

Table 2.3.1-1 Supported operating systems
#

Operating System

1.

Microsoft Windows Server 2008, R2 Standard Edition x64

2.

Microsoft Windows Server 2008, R2 Enterprise Edition x64

3.

Microsoft Windows Server 2008, R2 Datacenter Edition x64

4.

Microsoft Windows Server 2008, R2 Standard Edition x64 SP1

5.

Microsoft Windows Server 2008, R2 Enterprise Edition x64 SP1

6.

Microsoft Windows Server 2008, R2 Datacenter Edition x64 SP1

7.

Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition X64

8.

Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Datacenter Edition x64

9.

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, R2 Standard Edition x64

10.

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, R2 Datacenter Edition x64

Remarks
Server Core option can be
specified.

Server Core option can be
specified.

Server Core option can be
specified.
Only classic desktop (classic
style) is supported.
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2.3.2. Virtual environments
VSS Provider supports the virtual environment shown below:

Table 2.3.2-1 Virtual environment list
#

Virtual
Environment

Disk Connection
Configuration
Remarks

Server Configuration
Non
Transportable
Configuration

Remarks

Transportable Configuration
Application
Server

Backup
Server

1.

Hyper-V

Path-through

-



-

2.

Hyper-V 2.0

iSCSI







3.

Hyper-V 3.0

Path-through

-



-

4.

iSCSI







5.

Virtual Fibre
Channel







iSCSI







Raw Device
Mapping
(Physical
Compatibility)

*1



*1

iSCSI







Raw Device
Mapping

*1



*1

6.

ESXi 5.1 update1

7.

8

ESXi 5.5

9

(Physical
Compatibility)

: Supported

: Non-Supported
Note:
*1: Corresponding to VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function
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2.3.3. Software
Table 2.3.3-1 shows the software that is needed in order to use VSS Provider.

Table 2.3.3-1 Software
#
1.

Software
CCI

Storage/OS

Usage

Version

AMS

Not required

-

2.

HUS 100

Not required

-

3.

VSP

Required for a backup using
ShadowImage function or
Snapshot(CoW) function

v01-24-03/13 and
later

Required for a backup using
Snapshot(TI) function

v01-29-03/04 and
later

4.
5.

HUS-VM

Required for a backup using
ShadowImage function or
Snapshot(TI) function

v01-29-03/04 and
later

6.

VSP G1000

Required for a backup using
ShadowImage function or
Snapshot(TI) function.

01-30-03/04 and
later

7.

Virtual DKC(H-UVM)

Required for a backup using
ShadowImage, Snapshot (CoW) and
Snapshot (TI) function.

01-31-03/08 and
later

8.

VSP Gx00

Required for a backup using
ShadowImage function or Snapshot
(TI) function.

01-33-03/06 and
later

Windows Server
2008R2

Required in the case of iSCSI
environment

Standard
implementation of OS

9.
10.

Microsoft
iSCSI
Software
Initiator

Windows Server
2012

Standard
implementation of OS

2.3.4. Services
When using VSS Provider, the service listed in Table 2.3.4 -1 must be running.

Table 2.3.4-1 Service
#
1.

Service
VSS

Description
Volume Shadow Copy

Type of start up
Manual or automatic

Remarks
This service is to use backup and
volume shadow copy.
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2.3.5. The software required to use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function
To use the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, the software listed in
Table 2.3.5-1 is required.

Table 2.3.5-1 The software required to use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function
#
1

Software
JRE 1.7(x64)

Remarks
Required to be installed in the virtual machine in which the secondary
VOL (S-VOL/V-VOL) copied by VSS Provider is imported.
Since JRE is not included in the installer of VSS Provider, JRE installation
is required when implementing VSS Provider.

2

VMware vCenter Server

Required to build 5.1 update1 b or 5.5 a.

3

VMware Tools

Required to be installed in the virtual machine in which the secondary
VOL (S-VOL/V-VOL) copied by VSS Provider is imported.
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2.3.6. Support scope of H-UVM configuration
This subsection indicates the support scope of H-UVM configuration.

2.3.6.1. RSG
Table 2.3.6.1-1 shows the supported status of RSG.

Table 2.3.6.1-1 Support scope of RSG
#

Configuration

Support

1.

One RSG in VDKC-Box



2.

Two or more RSGs in VDKC-Box

-

3.

One RSG in respective multiple VDKC-Boxes



4.

One RSG each in virtual DKC which straddles multiple physical
DKCs



: Supported

Remarks

-: Non-Supported

Figures from 2.3.6.1-1 to 2.3.6.1-4 show the configurations.
VSP G1000 SN #1

VSP G1000 SN #1

VDKC-Box #n

VDKC-Box #n
RSG #1

RSG #1

RSG #2

Figure 2.3.6.1-1
One RSG in VDKC-Box

Figure 2.3.6.1-2
Two or more RSGs in VDKC-Box

VSP G1000 SN #1
VDKC-Box #n
RSG #1

VSP G1000 SN #1

VSP G1000 SN #n

VDKC-Box #n

VDKC-Box #n

VDKC-Box #x
RSG #2
RSG #1

RSG #2




Figure 2.3.6.1-3
One RSG in respective multiple
VDKC-Boxes

Figure 2.3.6.1-4
One RSG each in virtual DKC which
straddles multiple physical DKCs
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2.3.6.2. RSG assignment of each resource
Table 2.3.6.2-1 shows the supported status for RSG assignment of each
resource.

Table 2.3.6.2-1 Requirement of assigning resources to meta_resource
#

Resource

Assignment to meta_resource

Remarks

Do not assign every port and every parity
group to non-meta_resource.

1.

Every Port

Required

2.

Every Parity Group

Required

3.

Every LDEV_ID

Do not care

4.

Every Host Group ID

Do not care

5.

Every Pool (DP/DT/TI)

Do not care

Table 2.3.6.2-2 Support scope of RSG assignment of each resource
#
1.

Resource
Physical LDEV ID

2.
3.
4.
5.

Virtual LDEV ID

6.
7.
8.
9.

Host group ID

10.
11.
12.
13.

Pool (DP/DT/TI)

14.

Note 1

15.
16.

RSG Assignment

Privilege for RSG

Support

Same RSG as
P-VOL

With privilege



Without privilege

-

Different RSG
from P-VOL

With privilege

-

Without privilege

-

Same RSG as
P-VOL

With privilege



Without privilege

-

Different RSG
from P-VOL

With privilege

-

Without privilege

-

Same RSG as
P-VOL

With privilege



Without privilege

-

Different RSG
from P-VOL

With privilege

-

Without privilege

-

Same RSG as
P-VOL

With privilege



Without privilege

-

Different RSG
from P-VOL

With privilege



Without privilege

-

Remarks

: Supported -: Non-Supported

Note 1:
Pool is not managed by RSG. However, a pool created only by LDEV which belongs to specific
RSG can only be used by a user who has RSG privileges.
Note 2:
Even if P-VOL to be operated is assigned in meta_resource, it can be used if a user has
appropriate privileges.
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2.3.6.3 Placement location of command device which is connected
to host
Place a command device in each physical DKC when a command device is used in
multiple virtual DKCs.
Table 2.3.6.3-1 shows the supported status for placement location of command
device which is connected to host.

Table 2.3.6.3-1 Support scope of placement location of command device which is
connected to host
#

Placement location

Support

Remarks

1.

Only command device in physical DKC



2.

Only command device in virtual DKC

-

Connecting only command device in
physical DKC to host is required.

3.

Command device in physical DKC and virtual DKC

-

Same as above.

: Supported -: Non-Supported
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2.3.7. Support scope of GAD configuration
This subsection indicates the support scope of GAD configuration.

2.3.7.1 Adapter function
Table 2.3.7.1-1 shows the supported status of the adapter function.

Table 2.3.7.1-1 Support scope of adapter function
#

Target

Function

Support

Creation of secondary
VOL



2.

Removal of secondary
VOL



3.

Secondary VOL pair
operations



4.

Secondary VOL
mapping



Creation of secondary
VOL



6.

Removal of secondary
VOL



7.

Secondary VOL pair
operations



8.

Secondary VOL
mapping



Creation of secondary
VOL

-

10.

Removal of secondary
VOL

-

11.

Secondary VOL pair
operations

-

12.

Secondary VOL
mapping

-

1.

5.

9.

Primary site only

Secondary site only

Primary site / Secondary
site at the same time

Remarks

When VOL at the secondary site is operated,
replace primary volume with secondary
volume of GAD pairs.
Refer to “global-active device user guide”.

: Supported -: Non-Supported

2.3.7.2 Placement location of command device which is connected
to host
In the case of the GAD configuration, place the command devices in both the
storages at the primary site and the secondary site.
For the support scope of the placement location, see Table 2.3.6.3-1.
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2.4. Storage requirements
Table 2.4 -1 lists the storage requirements when using VSS Provider.

Table 2.4-1 Storage requirements
#
1.

Item
Support type

Description
AMS2010/2100/2300/2500

Remarks
USP V/VM is not supported.

HUS110/130/150
VSP
HUS VM
VSP G1000
VSP Gx00

2.

Microprogram
revision

AMS

-H/W revision is 0100:
AMS2100/2300: 0832/B or higher
AMS2500: 0840/A or higher

H/W (Hardware) revision
must be confirmed using
Storage Management
Software.

-H/W revision is 0200:
AMS2010/2100/2300/2500:
0890/A or higher
HUS 100

HUS110: 0916/A or higher
HUS130: 0916/A or higher
HUS150: 0916/A or higher

VSP

3.

Host port

70-01-01-00/00 or higher

Required for a backup using
ShadowImage function or
Snapshot(CoW) function

70-05-00-00/04 or higher

Required for a backup using
Snapshot(TI) function

HUS VM

73-01-32-00/00 or higher

VSP G1000

80-01-22-00/00 or higher

VSP Gx00

83-01-01-x0/00 or higher

AMS

-FC
-iSCSI (1Gbps / 10Gbps)

HUS 100

-FC
-iSCSI (1Gbps / 10Gbps)

4.

VSP

FC

HUS VM

FC

VSP G1000

FC

VSP Gx00

-FC
-iSCSI (1Gbps / 10Gbps)

5.

Controller

In case of the AMS and HUS 100, it
must be a dual controller.
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2.5. Restrictions and points of consideration
2.5.1. Restrictions and points of consideration related to the
environmental configuration
Concerning restrictions and points of consideration related to the environmental
configuration, common items for the AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 are listed in Table 2.5.1-1, common items for the AMS/HUS
100 are listed in Table 2.5.1-2, and restrictions for the VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 are listed in Table 2.5.1-3.
When using the iSCSI environment, refer to Table 2.5.1-4, and when using the
VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, refer to the restrictions and points
of consideration listed in Table 2.5.1-5.

Table 2.5.1-1 Restrictions and points of consideration related to the
environmental configuration [Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
#
1.

Item

Description

Server Account
Authentication

In case of using VSS provider as the general user, server information
and storage system information cannot be retrieved. Administrative
right should be given to the server account.
Also, in case of Windows Server 2008 or later and use VSS Provider
with the Windows logon account having the Administrator rights
other than the built-in Administrator, server information and storage
system information cannot be retrieved.
VSS Provider can be used by disabling UAC though, using VSS
Provider with the Windows logon account having the Administrator
right is recommended.

2.

3.

Environmental
configuration via remote
desktop

Configuration via a remote desktop is supported.

Items to confirm during
installation

- Disable antivirus processes and other monitoring process services
(daemon processes). If such services (daemon processes) are
active, installation may not be possible.

Installation, repair installation, uninstallation and update installation
are possible.

- When using firewall software other than the Windows firewall,
disable or remove the software during installation.
In addition, allow settings for communication with TCP port 2000
after installation.
- Other software must not use TCP port 2000.
4.

Installation drive

Install only on local drives.
Installation on network drives and removable disks is not supported.

5.

Path length of the
installation folder

Installation folder of VSS Provider can be specified at the time of
installation. Note that the path length of the VSS Provider installation
folder must be less than or equal to 200 bytes
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#
6.

Item

Description

Number of LUs which can
be mapped to the host
group*

* For iSCSI connection,
"a host group" is "a target
group."

Up to 255 LUs per host group are recognizable by Windows (For
details, visit http://support.microsoft.com/kb/310072/en-us ).
Since WWN (Initiator iSCSI Name in the case of iSCSI) of the backup
server maps S-VOL for a backup to the registered host group, if the
host LUN number is 255 or more, S-VOL cannot be recognized due to
Windows specification mentioned above and backup processing fails.
In addition, the following error is output in the event log.
<Event ID 12362>

7.

How to create setup,
maintenance
configuration, and
configuration files

Use the configuration files which are automatically created during
Hitachi VSS HW provider installation. Files that are made by other
means (by text editor or the like) may be overwritten during
installation, repair installation or update installation.
If you delete a file by mistake, restore the file by VSS HW provider
repair installation and reconfigure the necessary information as
explained in Section 3.2.

8.

”Hitachi” shortcut of the
Start Menu

When installation/uninstallation is performed by multiple Windows
accounts on the equivalent server, "Hitachi" short cut may be left for
the Start Menu of Windows at the time of uninstallation. You may
ignore it, but you can delete it in the following procedures.
(1) Log off in the account except the Windows account that
uninstalled VSS Provider.
(2) Confirm whether there is Hitachi folder for the Start Menu of each
following Windows accounts and delete it if it exists.
<system drive>: \Users\<Windows account>
\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs
(3) Confirm whether there is Hitachi folder for the Start Menu of the
ALL user and delete it if it exists.
<system drive>: \ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start
Menu\Programs

9.

Installation of other VSS
provider

Installing the following VSS provider simultaneously is not supported.
・HP XP Storage Adapter for Microsoftoft\Windows\Start Menu\Prog
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Table 2.5.1-2 Restrictions and points of consideration related to the
environmental configuration [AMS/HUS 100]
#
1.

Item
Account Authentication

Description
-In case of using the Account Authentication function.
Select Storage Administrator (View and Modify) from the role check
box in the Storage Management Software account addition window.
-For the characters and can be used for user name and password as well as
the number of characters can be entered, refer to the Account
Authentication User’s Guide.

2.

RAID level

- For ShadowImage clones and Copy-on-Write Snapshots, RAID0 is not a
supported RAID type. . (RAID1+0/1/5/6 supported)

3.

Dynamic Provisioning

- Dynamic Provisioning pools cannot be made with the VSS HW provider GUI
Tools.
[AMS]
- Snapshots from a DP pool are unsupported in microprogram revisions less
than 0893.
- See the Copy-on-Write Snapshot User's Guide for more information about
Dynamic Provisioning and Snapshot.

4.

Host group creation

Host groups must be created in storage systems as shown in Table 3.3-2.

5.

DHCP

DHCP is not supported for assigning IP addresses on the storage system.
Static IP addresses must be used.
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Table 2.5.1-3 Restrictions and points of consideration related to the
environmental configuration [VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
#

1.

Item

Description

Account Authentication

-Select Administrator (View and Modify) from the role check box in the
Storage Management Software account addition window.
-For the characters and can be used for user name and password as
well as the number of characters can be entered, refer to the CCI
command reference.

2.

CCI (HORCM)

- Start CCI (HORCM) prior to starting any CCI commands from VSS
Provider.
See subsection 3.2.3 for details.
- In the case of the H-UVM configuration or GAD configuration, do not
describe HORCM_VCMD in the HORCM CONF configuration file.
- Do not use the HORCM CONF configuration file used by VSS Provider
except for the purpose of VSS Provider.

3.

Host group creation

Host groups must be created in storage systems as shown in Table
3.3-2.

4.

Creating a user
authentication account
for storage
administration

The storage system must have the same user name and password
when using multiple storage systems of the VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00.
Example) When using storage system A or B, the same user name
(USER01 for example) and password (Ex: ****) should be used as
shown below.

5.

Assigning LDEV ID

Storage

User name

Password

Storage A

USER01

*****

Storage B

USER01

*****

- When configuring H-UVM, to create secondary VOL (S-VOL/V-VOL)
using VSS provider and GUI, assign the physical LDEV ID to RSG which
P-VOL belongs to, in advance.
- Assign virtual LDEV ID to physical LDEV ID as well.
(Do not operate the physical LDEV ID to which the virtual LDEV ID has
not been set (Virtual LDEV ID will be FF:FE) or the physical LDEV ID
reserved for GAD (Virtual LDEV ID will be FF:FF))
- In the case of using virtual DKC which straddles multiple physical
DKCs, make sure that virtual LDEV ID is not duplicated in virtual DKC.

6.

Resource Group
(Resource Partition
Manager)

Do not create Resource Group other than meta_resource in the
storage system because Resource Group is not supported.
Exceptionally, this restriction can be relaxed under H-UVM
configuration. See Section 2.3.6.
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#

7.

Item
DP pool/ThinImange
pool under H-UVM
configuration

Description

When user uses DP pool/ThinImage pool in the configuration
where the backup target straddles multiple physical DKCs
which are straddled by a virtual DKC, Pool number and Pool
type must be same in each physical DKC.
[Supported]
VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

Pool #1

VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

Pool #1
Pool number and Pool
type must be same in
each physical DKC.

[Non supported]
VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

Pool #1

VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

Pool #2
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#

8.

Item
DP pool under
global-active device
configuration

Description

User must use different DP pool number between primary site
and secondary site when user creates physical LDEVs which
configure GAD pair.
[Supported]
VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

Pool #1

Pool #2

P-VO
L
(GAD)

S-VO
L
(GAD)

[Non supported]
VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

S-VOL(GAD)
must be created
using different
DP pool number
from the DP
pool number
which is used by
P-VOL in
primary site.

VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
Virtual VSP
SN #NNNNN

Pool #1

Pool #1

P-VO
L
(GAD)

S-VO
L
(GAD)
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Table 2.5.1-4 Restrictions and points of consideration related to the
environment configuration [iSCSI environment (AMS/HUS 100/VSP Gx00)]
#
1.

Item
Target creation

Description
Targets must be created in storage systems to be used as shown in Table 3.3-2.
[AMS/HUS 100]
In the case of backing up data of a volume using iSCSI, if a target in which Initiator
iSCSI Name of the backup server was registered does not exist when importing
S-VOL/V-VOL to a backup server, create the target with the name of
“HITACHI-VSS-IMPORTTxxx” for import processing.
Notes:
- ”xxx” is set with three zeros as a target number.
- Target is not created in the case of VSP Gx00.

2.

iSCSI function

［AMS/HUS 100]
・iSCSI Name (IQN) support
［VSP Gx00]
・iSCSI Name (IQN) support
・iSCSI Name (EUI) support
［Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
The following items are not supported.
・iSNS Client
・CHAP
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Table 2.5.1-5 Restrictions and points of consideration related to the
environment configuration [VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function]
#
1.

Item
Raw Device Mapping
(RDM)

Description
LU which is used as P-VOL must be mapped on the application server in RDM (physical
compatibility mode).

2.

Command device

In case of using VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 storage systems, command
device must be mapped on the application server/backup server in RDM (physical
compatibility mode)

3.

SCSI controller type

SCSI controller type of the virtual machine supports LSI Logic SAS.
If RDM required sufficient free virtual device node is not available on the import
destination virtual machine during the secondary VOL import process, VSS Provider
creates SCSI controller using the following settings.

4.

SCSI controller created by
VSS Provider

Item

Setting

SCSI controller number

Use from not created and smaller controller
number

SCSI controller type

LSI Logic SAS

Sharing SCSI path

Nil

To use VMware HA, the following conditions must be fulfilled.
5.

VMware HA

- WWN used for the failover of the node participating in VMware HA, write in the
configuration file using the “WWN of ESXi” specified option.
- Register the above WWN in HG which is used for VSS Provider.
-Confirm that the failover operates by using the corresponding HG in advance.
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2.5.2. Operational restrictions and points of consideration
Concerning restrictions and points of consideration related to operation,
common items for the AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 are
listed in Table 2.5.2-1, restrictions for the AMS/HUS 100 are listed in Table
2.5.2-2, and restrictions for the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 are listed in
Table 2.5.2-3.
When using the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, refer to the
restrictions and points of consideration listed in Table 2.5.2-4.

Table 2.5.2-1 Operational restrictions and points of consideration
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
#

Item

Description

1.

Multiple instances
of the VSS
Provider

Multiple instances of the GUI tools and CLI tools on one server are not supported.

2.

Unregistering a
storage system

To unregister a storage system registered by the Add Storage function of the GUI
tool, remove the IP address and the serial number from the setup file.

3.

Number of user
accounts that can
be registered for a
storage system

Use the Add Storage function of the GUI tool to register user accounts.

4.

Changing the
configuration file
or the
maintenance
configuration file

The VSS HW provider GUI and CLI will need to be restarted when a change to the
configuration file or the maintenance configuration file are made while they are in
use.

5.

Restarting a
server during a
backup

When the server reboots during a backup, depending on the backup software and the
timing of a server reboot, the pair state will be PSUS or PAIR after resynchronization
is completed.

Only one account can be registered for a storage system.
To change a user account, you must re-register the storage system using the Add
Storage function and specify a new user name and a password.

When a pair status is suspended, perform the confirmation and recover steps
outlined in Section 8.5.

6.

Log collection
during problem
occurrence

Because a log may wrap, collect a log and save it during the problem occurrence.
See Section 8.6 for the log to collect.
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#
7.

Item

Description

Parallel backup of
multiple data on
the same volume

When performing a parallel backup of multiple data located on the same volume, the
following operational restrictions exist.
[Backup with ShadowImage]
- Backups should always be performed in PSUS running mode.
Note: A parallel backup is impossible in PAIR running mode.
Always schedule such backups sequentially.
- Prepare separate S-VOLs for data to be backed up at the same time.
Example) As depicted below, when performing a parallel backup of two virtual
machines located on one 1 P-VOL, two or more S-VOLs are required. Also, the VSS
Provider must run in PSUS mode.

VHD1

Create S-VOLs more than
or equal to the number of
VHD files.

VHD2

P-VOL

S-VOL

[Backup with Snapshot]
- No restrictions
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#
8.

Item
Event logs which
the VSS service
outputs

Description
(1) When importing is performed normally during a backup processing, the following
application event log errors may be output.
<Event ID 8193,12289>
Visit the following for details:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2003016/en-us
(2) During a backup processing, the following application event log errors are output,
and backup processing may fail:
<Event ID 12362,12363>
Referring to Chapter 2, 3 and 8.4, confirm prerequisites have been completed.
In case of using VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, confirm that the
description stated in “WWN of ESXi” of the configuration file is correct (See
subsection 3.2.1).
Follow the flow chart in Figure 8-3 and refer to the event log which the VSS Provider
outputs and the VSS Provider log. If an error does not occur, because it is thought
that the VSS Provider works normally and the volume is not recognizable due to the
problem of the plug and play for Windows, contact Windows support center.
<Event ID 12329,12330>
Referring to Chapter 2, 3 and 8.4, confirm prerequisites have been completed. Follow
the flow chart in Figure 8-3.
<Event ID 12293>
Visit the following for details:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/972135/en-us
<Event ID 12297>
Visit the following for details:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd364933(v=ws.10).aspx
<Event ID 12298>
Visit the following for details:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc734401(v=ws.10).aspx
It is recommended to monitor Windows event log to detect a problem early because
there is a case that the backup software cannot detect the error output by the VSS
service.
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#
9.

Item
Event log which
does not affect the
VSS Provider
operation

Description
The following event logs which do not affect the VSS Provider operation may be
output while using VSS Provider.
[VSS Service related]
Refer to Event logs which the VSS service outputs in Table 2.5.2-1.
[HDLM related]
When a backup finishes normally in an HDLM environment, the following event log is
output: (HDLM outputs event logs when VSS Provider is unmapped.)
For details, see the Hitachi Command Suite Dynamic Link Manager Software User's
Guide (for Windows(R) in the Hitachi Software manual: Refer to the descriptions of
Windows event logs and the messages that HDLM outputs.
Log type
Application

System

Source

Event ID

DLMManager

32787

DLMManager

32790

DLMManager

32794

hdlmdsm

20781

[iSCSI related]
If a target portal which is impossible to login to is set for the iSCSI initiator, the
following system event logs might be output. Because the backup finishes normally,
there is no problem even if you ignore these log events.
The target portal which is impossible to login to from the server concerned must not
set for the iSCSI initiator.
Log type
System

Source

Event ID

iScsiPrt

1

iScsiPrt

10

iScsiPrt

70

MSiSCSI

113

[VDS Service related]
Log type

10.

The operative
restrictions of the
concurrence
configuration
change for the
equivalence
storage system

Source

Event ID

System

VDS Basic Provider

1

System

Virtual Disk Service

1

In storage system specifications, a concurrence configuration change is executed for
the equivalent resource, unexpected configuration change is executed each other
and the expected configuration may not be made.
Therefore, for the resource that VSS Provider /GUI tool changes configuration of, the
following operative restrictions are necessary.
- Do not execute a concurrence configuration change from other applications
(Storage Management Software and so on).
- Make out the schedule not to execute a concurrence configuration change using
VSS Provider /GUI tool from other servers.
- Restart VSS Provider/GUI tool when you change the setting of a priced option in the
storage system.
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#

Item

Description

11.

A volume status at
the time of
ResyncLuns
abnormal finish

P-VOL remains in an off-line status to protect the consistency of data when a failure
occurs in restore processing by ResyncLuns.
Make target LUN an online status from Server Manager -> Disk Management as
needed.
For details, visit the following.
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2668865

12.

Specifying WWN
of the import
server from the
configuration file

VSS Provider executes the import processing by obtaining WWN of HBA on the
secondary VOL import server. If WWN is not available from HBA due to any reason,
you can specify WWN of the import server using “WWN of ESXi” specified option of
the configuration file shown in the section 3.2.1 of this document.
* If you have specified WWN which is different from the intended import server in the
storage, VSS Provider imports the secondary VOL to the server having the
specified WWN and the process is completed successfully. Then, an error is not
found in the VSS Provider log, and an error message that the target volume is not
recognized is output to the event log by the VSS service.
In this case, make sure that WWN listed in the “WWN of ESXi” specified option is
correct.
* Be careful. WWN listed in the “WWN of ESXi” specified option imports the
secondary VOL for all HG configured in the target storage.

13.

The number of the
target backup
volume

Depending on the configuration of the backup target and system loading status, pair
split processing time exceeds the VSS prescribed time and which may lead to the
backup failure.
If frequent timeout occurs in the pair split processing, reviewing the configuration of
the backup target and system loading status is recommended.

14.

Owner node of
virtual machine on
shared volume

When backing up virtual machines located in the shared volume (CSV) of the failover
cluster of Windows2012 or later, VSS service error may occur, which may lead to the
backup failure.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa384620%28v=VS.8
5%29.aspx
If this failure occurs frequently, consolidating the owner node of the virtual machine
in one node is recommended.
[Confirmation procedure]
(1) Deploy the target cluster from the failover cluster manager and click “Role”.
(2) Check “Owner node” of the virtual machine displayed in the “Role” list.
(3) If owner node is located in multiple nodes, consolidate in one node.
Name

Status

Type

Owner Node

In process

Virtual machine

Server01

In process

Virtual machine

Server02

Consolidate in Server
01 or Server 02.
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#
15.

Item
Backup from
multiple servers
and virtual
machines at the
same time

Description
When backing up from multiple servers and virtual machines at the same time,
waiting time for obtaining resource of the storage system or command competition
occurs, which may lead to the backup failure.
In this case, take one of the following actions.
- Change “Waiting time for resource lock/Waiting time for obtaining the privilege to
Modify” and “The number of VSSHP retries” of the setup file shown in the subsection
3.2.1 to adjust the waiting time for obtaining resource and the number of retries of
the storage system.
- Review the schedule setting at the requester side to avoid coinciding the time frame
between the startup time of the backup job and the completion of the backup job
(arrow shown below).
Virtual
Machine1

Virtual
Machine2,3N

Virtual
Machine1

Virtual
Machine2,3N








Time



Time



Table 2.5.2-2 Operational restrictions and points of consideration
[AMS/HUS 100]
#
1.

Item
Password Protection

Description
VSS Provider cannot log on to a storage system for which password
protection is enabled.
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Table 2.5.2-3 Operational restrictions and points of consideration
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
#

Item

Description

1.

RAID level

RAID1, RAID5, and RAID6 are supported.

2.

Emulation type

OPEN-V is supported.

3.

Confirming the resource lock

Resources are locked while changes are being made (for example, during
LDEV creation).
Resources must be unlocked for a backup to proceed.
If a resource is locked during a backup, VSS Provider retries until the VSS
can obtain resources. However, the backup fails when the resources cannot
be obtained even if a retry is performed.
Schedule backups for times when resources will be unlocked.
*The status of resources can be confirmed by the "Raidcom get
resource" command of CCI.
For details, see the CCI User’s Guide.

4.

Restrictions on using
together with CCI

The following restrictions apply when you use CCI on the same server while
operating the VSS Provider.
Do not use the same user account for CCI as VSS Provider uses for user
authentication (a user account of Windows or a user name for the user
authentication of the storage system).
<User who uses VSS Provider >
Application

Windows user
account

User name for the user
authentication of the storage
system

VSS
Provider

System

User used when registered
using the Add Storage
function of GUI tool

GUI/CLI
tool

Windows logon
account

User used when registered
using the ADD Storage
function of GUI tool

5.

LUSE Volume

Unsupported

6.

CLI Tool

Unsupported

7.

GUI Tool

The following functions for Options are not supported.
- Configuration of Automatically select data pool option setting
- Configuration of Set resting state to PSUS for new ShadowImage
pair option
For the details of each option, see Table 7.2.1-1.

8.

Operation when
nondisruptive migration is
running

Unsupported
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#

Item

Description

9.

Multiple generation
management by enabling
Snapshot resync mode

When Snapshot resync mode is enabled, the created V-VOLs are retained
in PAIR status. Therefore, splitting pairs enables management of
multi-generational data. However, deleting V-VOLs cannot be performed
automatically. Delete the V-VOLs in PAIR status that become unnecessary
with the change in the generation numbers to be managed by using the
Storage Management Software or GUI tools (see Subsection 7.2.2.).

10.

Horizontal Universal Volume
Manager (H-UVM)

Only the supported physical DKC operation is guaranteed in virtual DKC in
H-UVM configuration.
Even if unsupported storage model is migrated to supported storage model
with NDM, it isn't supported by VSSHP.

11.

active flash

This is displayed as “DT” in GUI.
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Table 2.5.2-4 Operational restrictions and points of consideration [In case
of VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function]
#

Item

Description

1.

Server to be registered using
the Register Server function

With the Register Server function of the GUI tool, register vCenter Server controlling
ESXi.

2.

Account authorization of
vCenter Server

Give the Administrator authority to the Window logon account for the server
configuring vCenter Server specified with the Register Server function of the GUI tool.

3.

Unregistering the registered
vCenter Server account

Do not unregister the vCenter Server account by using the Register Server function of
the GUI tool during the backup operation with VSS Provider.

4.

Deleting S-VOL/V-VOL from
the GUI tool

Prior to deleting S-VOL/V-VOL, confirm that RDM has not been connected to a virtual
machine other than the virtual machine in which the GUI tool is used by the
S-VOL/V-VOL to be deleted.
*Be careful. All-Paths-Down (APD) or Permanent Device Loss (PDL) occurs if you
delete S-VOL/V-VOL which connected as RDM to another virtual machine by using
the GUI tool.
Prior to deleting the target S-VOL/V-VOL, confirm that RDM has not been connected to
another virtual machine by using vSphere Client.

5.

Instance number of CCI

If VSS provider is used in the multiple virtual machines on the same ESXi at the same
time, instance number of CCI should be different for each virtual machine.
For the details, see “Points to note when using VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC)
function” in subsection 3.2.3.
-If the following error message is output in the VSS provider log, this error may fall
under the points to note stated above. In this case, review instance number of CCI of
each virtual machine.

ERROR [E1000149] {CHiCommandProcessor::GetRaidcomXError}:Raidcom operation
returned an error response. Error: [Raidcom Error# 8
raidcom: [EX_OPTINV] A specified option is invalid

- Using up to four virtual machines operating on the same ESXi at the same time is
recommended.
If one of the following conditions is applied, check the usage status of VSS provider of
other virtual machines on the same ESXi and GUI tool.
<Conditions>
- Failed to backup and the following message is output to VSS provider log.
- An error occurs in the GUI tool and the following message is output to the VSS
provider log.

INFO [I1000031] {CHiCCI::CommandRetry(54321)}:returns: [5(10) : [EL_CMDIOE]
Control command I/O error, or rejected.
6.

Operational restriction on
the simultaneous
configuration change for the
same virtual machine

For the virtual machine in which VSS Provider/GUI tool are changing the
configuration, do not change the configuration by using vSphere Client and so on at
the same time.
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3
3. Configuration Procedure


3.1

Installation procedures



3.2

User edit files



3.3

Preparing a storage system



3.4

Confirming the setup (recommended)



3.5

Backup operation mode of VSS Provider
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The configuration flow for VSS Provider is shown in Figure 3-1.

1

Installing the VSS
Provider

Install VSS provider in an application server and a backup
server. (Section 3.1)

2

Editing the setup files Edit the setup files on the application server and the
backup server. (Subsection3.2.1)

3

Editing the
maintenance
configuration files

Edit the maintenance configuration files on the application
server and the backup server. (Section3.2.2)

4

Editing the
configuration files

Only when using HUS VM series storage devices, edit the
configuration files on the application server and the
backup server. (Section3.2.3)

5

Preparing storage
devices

Configure the storage devices. (Section3.3)

6

Registering the
storage devices

Register the storage devices in VSS Provider by using the
GUI tool. (Subsection 7.2.2 (2) Add Storage)
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7

8

9

10

Confirming the
configuration
(recommended)

Confirm the configuration status of the storage
devices. (Section 3.4)

Configuring each option
of VSS Provider

Configure each option of VSS Provider by using the
GUI tool. (Section 3.5 and 7.2)

Confirming
environmental
prerequisite of VMware
Guest to Guest Backup
(FC) function

Confirm that the environmental prerequisites shown in
subsection 2.3.5 are fulfilled just only when using the
VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function.

Registering vCenter
Server

Register vCenter Server in VSS Provider by using the
GUI tool only when using the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function.

Figure 3.1 Configuration flow for VSS Provider
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Figure 3-2 shows the directory configuration of Hitachi Storage Adapter for
Microsoft® Volume ShadowCopy Service and Table 3-1 shows the description of
each file.
Volume label:SA013-<version>
└--SA013-<version>
|-- program
| |--Windows(x64)
|
└
Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(<version>)-(x64).exe
|--manual
|MK-09DF8197-<revision1>.pdf
└--releasenote
RN-00DF8229-<revision2>.pdf

Figure 3-2 Directory configuration
Table 3-1 File description
#

File

Description

1.

Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(<version>)-(x64).exe

This is the installer for Hitachi Storage
Adapter x64 system.

2.

MK-09DF8197-<revision1>.pdf

This user`s guide.

3.

RN-00DF8229-<revision2>.pdf

Release note for this version.

<revision>:revision <version>: Release control version
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3.1. Installation procedures
VSS Provider must be installed on both the application server and the backup
server. The installation procedure for VSS Provider is described below.
Note:
The following procedure uses version 04.X.X. Substitute the EXE version to be
used.("X" is a revision number and it may be multiple digits (Ex: 04.14.10).)

Table 3.1-1 VSS Provider installation procedure
#

1.

Installation procedure

Installation Display

(1) Execute the installer.

(1) Execution from an installer.
Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe

Or
or
(2) Execute the installer from the
command prompt.

(2) Execution from the command prompt.

<Command prompt example>
c:¥ >"-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe"

2.

Click Next in the wizard.
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#

Installation procedure

Installation Display

3.

Specify the location where VSS Provider is
installed.
By default the VSS Provider is installed in
the following directory.
<system drive>:\Program Files\
Hitachi\VSSProvider\
When you want to change an installation
destination, click Browse and select an
installation folder.
 When the installation folder is changed,

a file is expanded under the new folder.

 Only a local drive is supported as the

installation drive.

 Note that installation on a network drive

or a removable disk is not supported.

For the path length of the installation
folder, see subsection 2.5.1. Click Next.

4.

Click Next.
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#

Installation procedure

Installation Display

5.

Installation starts.

6.

The Installation Complete message
will inform you when VSS Provider is
installed. Click Finish to close.
This completes installation.
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#

7.

Installation procedure

Installation Display

(1) Edit the configuration file in the
installation folder. For the
configuration file, see subsections
2.5.1 and 3.2.1.
* The log output level
([DebugLevel=NORMAL]) and the restore
mode ([RestoreMode=NORMAL]) are
described in the configuration file by
default.
As the restore mode is set in NORMAL by
default, change the mode as needed. For
the restore mode, see Table 3.2.1-4.
(2) When using a storage system of the
VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00,
copy the HORCM_CONF configuration
file (by default, horcm700.conf) stored
in the installation folder to the
installation folder of CCI (by default,
<system drive>:\HORCM\etc folder).
For information about the
HORCM_CONF configuration file, see
subsection 3.2.3.
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3.2. User edit files
The files in Table 3.2-1 are made in the specified installation folder when
installing VSS Provider. If a file already exists in the installation folder, the file
remains – it is not overwritten.
Users must edit each file as needed. See Restrictions and Points of Consideration
related to the environmental configuration in subsection 2.5.1 for the items to be
edited in each file.

Table 3.2-1 User edit files
#

Item

File name

Role

1.

Setup file

hivss.config

Sets the behavior of VSS Provider. This includes items such
as the backup operation mode of VSS Provider and default
backup mode.

2.

Maintenance
configuration
file

hilogger.config

Sets the behavior of the log output function. This includes
items such as log file size and the number of log generations.

hiRaidcomX
configuration
file

hiRaidcomX.config

HORCM CONF

horcm*.conf

3.

4.

configuration
file

See Table 8.2.2-1 for the log generation management
specifications.

Sets the instance number necessary to operate CCI and the
installation folder for CCI.
This configuration file is only necessary for VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 storage systems.

* = the instance number

Sets the system configuration to operate CCI.
This configuration file is necessary for VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 storage systems.

The instance number listed in hiRaidcomX.config is indicated
by an asterisk (*). The file name made when installing VSS
Provider is horcm700.conf.
In this document, "*" is assumed to be 700 and the file name
is assumed to be horcm700.conf.
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3.2.1. Setup files
Edit the setup files on the application server and backup server as needed.
Edit the files with a text editor using single-byte alphanumeric characters (SJIS
code set). End each line with a line feed.
The items to be edited in the setup files differ depending on the storage system
used. The items to be edited for the various storage systems are listed in Table
3.2.1-1. Edit each item according to the backup needs of the user. Explanations
of each item and entry formats are listed in from Table 3.2.1-2 to 3.2.1-4. Items
which include brackets ([ ]) in the list must be enclosed in single-byte brackets.

Table 3.2.1-1 Setup file items to be edited for different storage systems
#

Storage system

1.

Common to
AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00

2.
3.

Item
Comment
Blank or line feeds
Log output level

4.

Default backup mode

5.

WWN of ESXi

6.

The number of VSSHP retries

7.

AMS

Remarks

It is specified when using the
VMware Guest to Guest Backup
(FC) function

IP address

8.

Backup operation mode

9.

Data pool number

10.

Waiting time for obtaining the privilege to
Modify

11. HUS 100

IP address

12.

Backup operation mode

13.

DP pool automatic selection option

14.

Replication data DP pool number

15.

Management area DP pool number

16.

Waiting time for obtaining the privilege to
Modify.

17. VSP

Serial number

* For the entry method of the
virtual DKC serial number, see
Table 9-1.

18.

Data pool/ThinImage pool number

* For the entry method of the data
pool/ThinImage pool number of
virtual DKC, see Table 9-1.

19.

Waiting time for resource lock

20.

The number of unmapping retries of
secondary VOL
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#

Storage system

Item

Remarks

21.

Restore mode

* From version 04.13, the default
setting has been changed to
Normal restore.

22.

Snapshot resync mode

23. HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00

Serial number

* For the entry method of the
virtual DKC serial number, see
Table 9-1.

24.

ThinImage pool number

* For the entry method of the
virtual DKC ThinImage pool
number, see Table 9-1.

25.

Waiting time for resource lock

26.

The number of unmapping retries of
secondary VOL

27.

Restore mode

28.

Snapshot resync mode

* From version 04.13, the default
setting has been changed to
Normal restore.
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Table 3.2.1-2 Entry formats for setup files (Common to
AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00)
#
1.

Item
Comment

Entry format
<Examples>

Description
For entering comments.

#Comment One
#Comment Two
#Comment Three

In the following cases, everything from "#" to the end of line is
ignored as a comment:

#Comment Four

1) When there is "#" at the start of the line

#Comment Five

2) When there is "#" in the line; and
- all blank spaces before “#”
- IP address before “#”

2.

Lines consisting of
only spaces or

Enter blank or line feeds when needed.

line feeds
3.

Log output level

[DebugLevel=<level>]

Specify the log output level for the log file.

< Examples>

You can change the log output level with the value of <level>.

[DebugLevel=MINIMAL] or

- See Table 3.2.1-5for the log output level to specify.

[DebugLevel=NORMAL] or

- NORMAL is the recommended value.

[DebugLevel=VERBOSE] or
Blank (no entry)
4.

Default backup
mode

[DefaultBackupMode=ShadowImage When a backup mode is not specified by requester, specify the
]
backup mode by default.

*1
or

-If neither specified from this item nor GUI tool, the default
backup mode adopts ShadowImage.

[DefaultBackupMode=Snapshot]

5.

WWN of ESXi

[wwn=<WWN>]

It is specified when using the VMware Guest to Guest Backup
(FC) function.

<Example>
[wwn=10000000C99267FC]

It specifies WWN of the import destination ESXi in which the
secondary VOL is imported at the time of backup.
Map S-VOL to HG in which WWN of <WWN> is registered during
the import processing of S-VOL.
-<WWN>should be specified in one-byte hexadecimal with 16
digits.
- When [wwn=<WWN>] are listed on the multiple lines, all
listed WWNs will be the mapping destination.
- Zoning of storage system and WWN of ESXi need to be
completed in advance.
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#
6.

Item
The number of
VSSHP retries

Entry format
[vsshp_retrycount=<the number of
retries>]
< Examples>
[vsshp_retrycount=30]

Description
It specifies the number of retries when an error is detected
during the retrieval of the configuration information and
configuration change of the storage system.
It should be specified between 3 and 99 times.
- It is only applicable to VSS provider.
It is not applied to GUI tool and CLI tool.
- <the number of retries> should be specified in decimal
single-byte characters.
- If this value is omitted, or an invalid value is used, or the value
is outside the maximum and minimum values, the default
value of 3 times is used.

Note:
*1: Similar mode can be specified from the GUI tool. If the setting was different
between GUI tool and the setup file, give priority to the setting specified in the setup
file.
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Table 3.2.1-3 Entry formats for setup files (AMS/HUS 100)
#

1.

Item

IP address

Entry format

192.168.1.11

Description
IP address of the
management port assigned
to the each controller of the
storage system.

192.168.1.12

AMS

HUS
100

A

A

Specifies “PSUS running A
mode" for the backup
operation mode of VSS
provider“.

A

When you register a
storage system using the
Add Storage function of the
GUI tool, GUI tool writes in
the setup file.
- To cancel registration of
the storage system, it is
necessary to manually
delete the IP address of
the registered storage
system which you want
to remove.
- Enter one IP address per
line "n.n.n.n". The IP
address "0.0.0.0" is
invalid.

2.

Backup
operation
mode
*1

[PairRestingState=PSUS]

- For the details of the
backup operation mode,
see Table 3.5-1.
- If it is neither specified
from this item nor GUI
tool, “PAIR running
mode" is specified for the
backup operation mode.
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#

3.

Item

Data pool
number

Entry format

Description

[datapool=< serial
number>@<data pool number>]

Specify a data pool number
which is used when
Snapshot pair is created. It
should be specified for each
target storage system.
Serial number and data
pool number are delimited
with single-byte “@”.

*1
< Examples>
[datapool=53115@23]
[datapool=87000001@3]

AMS
A

HUS
100
N/A

- Specify the serial number
and data pool number in
decimal single-byte
characters. Leading
zeros (0) are not
required.
- Specify data pool number
that exists in the storage
system.
- If Snapshot pair exists in
P-VOL to be backed up,
use the pool which is
used by the Snapshot.
- If the pool with specified
data pool number does
not exist in the storage
system, an error occurs
when creating the
Snapshot pair and
backup operation fails.
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#

4.

Item
DP pool
automatic
selection
option
*1

Entry format
[AutomaticDPpool=<serial
number>@<automatic selection
presence option>]
Specification details of < automatic
selection presence option>
Specified
value

Operation

0

Automatic
selection is
disabled *2

1

Automatic
selection is
enabled

Invalid
value

Automatic
selection is
disabled *2

Other than
the above

Automatic
selection is
disabled *2

Description
Specify whether or not to
use automatic selection of
the DP pool number used
by Snapshot.

AMS

HUS
100

N/A

A

N/A

A

- Specify the serial number
in single-byte decimal
digits.
- Specify single-byte 0 or 1
for the automatic
selection option.

*2: Use DP pool specified in below#5
and #6.

<Example>
[AutomaticDPpool=91200074@1]

5.

Replication
data DP pool
number

[replicationpool=< serial number>@
<replication data DP pool number>]

*1
<Example>
[replicationpool=91200074@3]

Specify a replication data
DP pool number and
management area DP pool
number used when
creating Snapshot pair.
The number must be
specified for every target
storage system. Separate
the serial number and the
data pool number with a
single-byte "@" character.
- Specify the serial number
and pool number in
single-byte decimal
digits. Leading zeros (0)
are not required.
- If Snapshot pair exists in
P-VOL to be backed up,
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#

Item

Entry format

6.

Management
area DP pool
number

[managementpool=<Serial
number>@<management area DP
pool number>]

*1

<Example>

Description
use the pool used by the
Snapshot pair.

AMS

HUS
100

N/A

A

A

A

[managementpool=91200074@3]

7.

Waiting time
for obtaining
the privilege
to Modify

[lockwait=<Wait time>]
<Example>
[lockwait=60]

Waiting time (unit: second)
for obtaining the privilege
to Modify can be changed
by the value of <Wait
time>.
Specify this waiting time
between 10 and 86400
seconds (24 hours).
<Wait time> should be
specified in single-byte
decimal numbers.
If this value is omitted, or
an invalid value is used, or
the value is outside the
maximum and minimum
values, the default value of
600 seconds is used.

A: Applicable

N/A: Not Applicable (ignored)

Note:
*1: Similar mode can be specified from the GUI tool. If the setting was different
between GUI tool and the setup file, give priority to the setting specified in the setup
file.
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Table 3.2.1-4 Entry formats for setup files (VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00)
#

1.

Item

Serial number

Entry format

[For VSP]
VSP:<serial number>
[For HUS VM]
HUS_VM:<serial number>
[For VSP G1000]
VSP_G1000: <serial number>
[For VSP Gx00]
VSP_Gx00: <serial number>

Description

Serial number of the storage
system.

VSP

HUS
VM

VSP
G1000

A

A

A

VSP
Gx00
A

When you register a storage
system by the Add Storage
function of the GUI tool, GUI
tool writes the serial number
in the setup file.
- To cancel registration, it is
necessary to manually
delete the serial number of
the registered storage
system which you want to
remove.
- The serial number of the
registered storage system
is indicated in decimal in
<serial number>.

<Example>
VSP:54321
HUS_VM:200001
VSP_G1000:300002
VSP_Gx00: 400003

- In case of VSP G1000, enter
the six digits which has the
storage system serial
number identifier "3" to the
head of zero padded five
digits serial number.
<Example>If the serial
number is “2”, enter as
“300002”.
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#

2.

Item

Data pool
/ThinImage
pool number

Entry format

[datapool=<serial
number>@< data pool
/ThinImage pool number>]

*1
<Examples>
[datapool=54321@23]
[datapool=200001@3]
[datapool=300002@127]
[datapool=400003@126]

Description

Specify the data
pool/ThinImage pool number
used by Snapshot.

VSP

HUS
VM

VSP
G1000

VSP
Gx00

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

The data pool and ThinImage
pool number should be
specified for every target
storage system. Separate the
serial number and the data
pool/ThinImage pool number
with a single-byte "@"
character.
- Specify the serial number
and data pool/ThinImage
number in decimal
single-byte characters.
Leading zeros (0) are not
required.
- If Snapshot pair exists in
P-VOL to be backed up, use
the pool used by the
Snapshot pair.
- If the pool with Specified
datapool/ThinImage pool
number does not exist in
the storage system, an
error occurs when creating
the Snapshot pair and
backup operation fails.
- In case of VSP G1000,
specify the value which
includes the storage system
serial number identifier "3"
for <Serial Number>.

3.

Waiting time for
resource lock

[lockwait=<Wait time>]

<Example>
[lockwait=60]

Waiting time (unit: second)
for resource lock can be
changed depending on the
value of <Wait time>.

.

Specify between 10 seconds
and 86400 seconds (24
hours).
<Wait time> should be
specified in single-byte
decimal numbers.
If this value is omitted, or an
invalid value is used, or the
value is outside the maximum
and minimum values, the
default value of 600 seconds
is used.
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#

Item

4.

The number of
unmapping

Entry format

[delmap_retrycnt=<the
number of retries>]

retries of
secondary

<Example>

VOL

[delmap_retrycnt=30]

Description

Specify the number of retries
when unmapping the
secondary
VOL(S-VOL/V-VOL) from the
import destination server
during the backup completion
process.

VSP

HUS
VM

VSP
G1000

A

A

A

VSP
Gx00
A

Specify the number of retries
between 10 and1000 times.
- <the number of
retries>should be specified
in single-byte decimal
numbers.
- If this value is omitted, or
an invalid value is used, or
the value is outside the
maximum and minimum
values, the default value of
30 times is used.
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#

5.

Item

Restore mode

Entry format

[RestoreMode=QUICK]
or
[RestoreMode=NORMAL]

Description

Specify an operation mode in
the restore processing that
uses the ShadowImage
function.

VSP

HUS
VM

VSP
G1000

A

A

A

VSP
Gx00
A

* From version 04.13,
[RestoreMode=NORMAL] is
described by default.
- The restore processing is
performed in Quick restore
when the QUICK mode is
selected, and in Normal
restore when the NORMAL
mode is selected.
- If the value is omitted or an
invalid value is used, the
restore mode depends on
system options.
* As a system option, Quick
restore is set by default.
* This setting takes priority
over the setting in the system
option.
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#

6.

Item

Snapshot
resync mode

Entry format

[SnapshotResyncMode=ON]
or
[SnapshotResyncMode=OFF]

Description

Specify an operation mode in
the backup processing that
uses the Snapshot function.

VSP

HUS
VM

VSP
G1000

A

A

A

VSP
Gx00
A

- When Snapshot resync
mode is enabled, perform a
backup operation using
V-VOLs in PAIR status and
resynchronize the pair after
completing the backup. If
no V-VOLs in PAIR status
exist, create new V-VOLs
and a Snapshot pair,
perform a backup
operation, and
resynchronize the pair after
completing the backup.
- - When Snapshot resync
mode is disabled, create
new V-VOLs and a Snapshot
pair, perform a backup
operation, and delete the
created V-VOLs after
completing the backup.
- - If the value is omitted or
an invalid value is used,
Snapshot resync mode uses
the default value (OFF).

A: Applicable

N/A: Not Applicable (ignored)

Note:
*1: Similar mode can be specified from the GUI tool. If the setting was different between GUI tool
and the setup file, give priority to the setting specified in the setup file
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Table 3.2.1-5 Correspondence of log output level and log type
#
1.

Log output level

Log type

MINIMAL

INFO

2.

ENTER/EXIT

3.

Default (STAT, WARN, ERROR, PARAM)

4.
5.

NORMAL

INFO

(Recommended level)

ENTER/EXIT

6.

DBG1

7.

Default (STAT, WARN, ERROR, PARAM)

8.

VERBOSE

All

9.

Not specified. (blank)

Default (STAT, WARN, ERROR, PARAM)

Table 3.2.1-6 Log types
#
1.

Division

Contents

STAT

The processing status (success or failure of processing) is
output.

2.

WARN

The processing of VSS Provider continues, but important
warnings are output.

3.

ERROR

The processing of VSS Provider stops due to an error. An
error log is output.

4.

PARAM

A parameter being used during processing is output.

INFO

Information about the storage system is output.

6.

ENTER/EXIT

The start log and end log of the function call are output.

7.

DBG1

A log for debugging is output.

8.

DBG2

A log for debugging is output.
DBG1)

(more detailed than

9.

DBG3

A log for debugging is output.
DBG2)

(more detailed than

5.

Default log outputs

Log type

Log outputs that can be
changed by the setup file
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Figure 3.2.1-1 shows an example of a setup file.
#Set IP Address
192.168.1.11
192.168.1.12
:53115
[DebugLevel=NORMAL]
[DefaultBackupMode=Snapshot]
[PairRestingState=PSUS]
[datapool=53115@23]
[datapool=87000001@23]
[RestoreMode=NORMAL]
[SnapshotResyncMode=ON]

Always insert a line feed after
each line

[AutomaticDPpool=91200074@1]
[replicationpool=91200074@3]
[managementpool=91200074@3]
[wwn=10000000C99267FC]

Figure 3.2.1-1 Example of a setup file
[Notes when the same item is listed on multiple lines]
(1) When the same data pool/ThinImage pool number is on multiple lines, the
top line takes precedence. In the following example, 23 becomes the data
pool/ThinImage pool number for serial number 53115.The replication DP
pool number and management area DP pool number become the same.

<Example>
[datapool=53115@23]
[datapool=53115@127]
(2) When the log output level, default backup mode, backup operation mode,
waiting time for resource lock /waiting time for obtaining the privilege to
Modify, the number of VSSHP retries, the number of secondary VOL
unmapping, restore mode and Snapshot resync mode are listed on several
lines, the final line takes precedence. In the following example, VERBOSE
becomes valid for the log output level.

<Example>
[DebugLevel=NORMAL]
[DebugLevel=VERBOSE]
(3) When the WWN of ESXi are listed on the multiple lines, secondary VOL is
imported for all listed WWN. In the following example, secondary VOL is
imported for 10000000C99267FC and 10000000C99267FD.
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<Example>
[wwn=10000000C99267FC]
[wwn=10000000C99267FD]

3.2.2. Maintenance configuration files
Edit the maintenance configuration files on the application server and the backup
server as needed.
Edit the file with a text editor using single-byte alphanumeric characters (SJIS
code set). End each line with a line feed.
Explanations of each item and entry formats are listed in Table 3.2.2-1. Items
which include brackets ([ ]) in the list must be enclosed in single-byte brackets.

Table 3.2.2-1 Entry formats for maintenance configuration files
#
1.

Item
Log file size

Description
Specify the log file size.

Entry format
[MaxFileSize=<size>]

Remarks
You can change the size of
an output log file in
megabytes. Specify the
size in the range of 1-100.
Specify <size> in
single-byte decimal
numbers.
*Leading zeros (0) are not
required.
100M is described by
default.
If this value is omitted, a
non-allowed value is used,
or the value is outside the
maximum and minimum
values, the value of 10M is
used.
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#
2.

Item
Number of
log
generations

Description
When a log file exceeds
the size specified in the log
file size, rotate and specify
the number of generation
of the backup file to
create.

Entry format
[MaxBackupIndex=
<number–of- generations>]

Remarks
You can change the
number of output log file
generations with the value
in <number–ofgenerations>. Specify the
number in the range of
1-255.
Specify < number–ofgenerations> in
single-byte decimal
numbers.
*Leading zeros (0) are not
required.
The number of generations
is set to three by default.
If this value is omitted, a
non-allowed value is used,
or the value is outside the
maximum and minimum
values, five is used as the
number of generations.

[MaxFileSize=100]
[MaxBackupIndex=3]

Always insert a line feed
after each line.

Figure 3.2.2-1 Example of a maintenance configuration file
[Notes when the same item is listed on multiple lines]
When the log file size or the number of log generations is on multiple lines, the
final line takes precedence. In the following example, 30 becomes the log file
size.

<Example>
[MaxFileSize=100]
[MaxFileSize=30]
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3.2.3. Preparing configuration files and restarting CCI (HORCM)
When using the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, you have to do the
following before using VSS Provider:


Edit the hiRaidcomX configuration file and the HORCM CONF configuration
file for the application server.



Edit the hiRaidcomX configuration file and the HORCM CONF configuration
file for the backup server.



Reboot the CCI (HORCM).

Edit the files with a text editor using single-byte alphanumeric characters (SJIS
code set). End each line with a line feed.
Entry formats for the hiRaidcomX configuration file are listed in Table 3.2.3-1.
Entry formats for the HORCM CONF configuration file is listed in Table 3.2.3-2.

Table 3.2.3-1 Entry formats for the hiRaidcomX configuration file
#

Item

Description

Entry format

Remarks

1
.

Instance
number

Instance number of
CCI (value of
HORCMINST)

Instance=<CCIinstance #>

An error occurs if you
specify an instance number
that does not reboot or if
you omit this item.

2
.

Installation
folder of CCI
(HORCM)

Install folder of CCI

CCIInstall=<CCIinstallation
folder>

An error occurs if you
specify an incorrect path or
if you omit this item.

Instance=700
CCIInstall=C:¥HORCM

Always insert a line feed at
the end of each line.

Figure 3.2.3-1 Example of a hiRaidcomX configuration file
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[Points to note when the same item is listed on multiple lines]
When the instance number or the installation folder of CCI is listed on multiple
lines, the final line takes precedence. In the following example, 700 becomes the
instance number.

<Example>
Instance=600
Instance=700

Table 3.2.3-2 Entry formats for the HORCM CONF configuration file
#
1.

Item

Description

HORCM_CMD

Physical drive number
of the command
device

Entry format
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE<num>

Remarks
Specify the physical drive
number. with the value in
<num>.
For details about the
HORCM CONF
configuration file and
conformation method of
physical drive number, see
CCI User Guide Chapter 2.
Configuration Definition
Files.

HORCM_CMD
#dev_namedev_name
¥¥.¥PHYSICALDRIVE21

Figure 3.2.3-2 Example of the HORCM CONF configuration file
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[Points to note when using VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC)
function]
In case of backing up VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 from the multiple
virtual machines on the same ESXi at the same time, specify different CCI
instance number for each virtual machine.
Note:
This restriction is not applied when virtual machines are on different ESXi.
Note:
If instance numbers are duplicated, IO conflict occurs between instances
depending on the timing of process request to the storage system, which may
lead to the backup failure.
For the details, refer to “Restrictions for VMware ESX Server” in “CCI Installation
and Configuration Guide”.
LAN
Virtual machine 1
(used both as application server and backup server)

Virtual machine 2
(used both as application server and backup server)

Requester (Backup
application & agent)

Requester (Backup
application & agent)

Writer (application)

Writer (application)

VMware Tools

JRE

VMware Tools

VSS (service)

JRE

VSS (service)

VSS Provider

VSS Provider
<Example>
Instance
number:700

CCI

ESXi Server

<Example>
Instance
number:701

CCI

RDM (Physical)

RDM (Physical)

FC network
FC-SW
Storage system

P-VOL

COPY

S/V-VOL

P-VOL

COPY

S/V-VOL
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Figure 3.2.3-3 Setting Example of CCI Instance No
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The following is an example of the startup procedure for CCI (HORCM).

<Setup>


The file name of the HORCM_CONF configuration file: [horcm700.conf]
(The number part [700] of the file name is the instance number.)



Instance number: [700]



Installation folder of CCI (HORCM): [C: \HORCM]

<Start up procedure>
(1) Copy the HORCM_CONF configuration file (horcm700.conf) to the C:
\HORCM\etc folder.
(2) Open the command prompt and enter the following commands:
1) > CD C: \HORCM\etc
2) C: \HORCM\etc> SET HORCM_CONF=C: \HORCM\etc\horcm700.conf
3) C: \HORCM\etc> SET HORCMINST=700
4) C: \HORCM\etc> horcmstart.exe

Note:
If the startup fails in step 4), confirm that the instance number, the installation
folder, and the command device settings are specified correctly. For the details,
see the CCI User’s Guide.
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3.3. Preparing a storage system
Shown below are the procedures for preparing a storage system.

Table 3.3-1 Preparations for a storage system
#

Work procedures

Remarks

1.

Confirm the requirements of the storage system.

See Table 2.4 -1.

2.

Perform the prerequisite tasks of the storage system.

See Table 3.3 -2.

Table 3.3-2 shows the prerequisite tasks for a storage system.

Table 3.3-2 Prerequisite tasks for the storage system
#
1.

Item
Paid
Option

ShadowImage

Snapshot

ShadowImage
in-system
Replication

Enable license key for a backup using
ShadowImage function

Do not care

2.

Copy-on-Write
Snapshot

Do not care

Enable license key for a backup using
the ShadowImage function (CoW)

3.

Thin Image

Do not care

Enable license key for a backup using
the ShadowImage function (TI)

4.

LUN Manager

Enable license key

5.

Account
Authentication

[AMS/HUS 100]
Enable license key when using Account Authentication function.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Prerequisite tasks for this item are not required.

6.

Dynamic
Provisioning

Enable license key when using the Dynamic Provisioning function.

7.

Dynamic
Tiering

Enable license key when using the Dynamic Tiering function.

8.

active flash

Enable license key when using the active flash function.

9.

global-active
device

Enable license key when using global-active device function.
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#
10.

Item
Pair status

ShadowImage
[AMS/HUS 100]
Create one or more S-VOLs for the
target P-VOL. The pair status should
be PAIR or PSUS.
When there are multiple S-VOLs, the
use for a backup is selected as follows:
(1) Use the S-VOL whose pair status is
PAIR with highest priority.
(2) If an S-VOL whose pair status is
PAIR does not exist, use the S-VOL
whose pair status is the oldest
PSUS status.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]

Snapshot
The pair status of the target P-VOL
does not matter.
Even an SMPL status is acceptable.
*When VSS Provider creates a V-VOL
dynamically during a backup and
creates a Snapshot pair, do not
exceed the maximum number of
pairs allowed in the storage system.
Also, as one Snapshot pair is created
dynamically by one backup
operation, make the number of pairs
less than the maximum number
when performing a parallel backup in
consideration of the number of
backups performed in parallel.

Create one or more S-VOLs for the
target P-VOL. The pair status should
be PAIR.

11.

DMLU

[AMS]
Create one or more LUs of 10G bytes or more. In addition, it is recommended
to create two DMLUs.
The DMLUs should be located in different RAID groups.
[HUS 100]
When performing a backup using the ShadowImage function, set up like the
AMS. When performing a backup using the Snapshot function, such setup is
not required.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
DMLU volumes not required for these storage systems.

12.

Data pool

Not required for ShadowImage

Prepare one or more data pool for a
backup when using the Snapshot
function (CoW).
For the setting size, see
Copy-on-Write Snapshot User's
Guide.

13.

ThinImage pool

Not required for ShadowImage

Prepare one or more data pool for a
backup when using the Snapshot
function (TI).
For the setting size, see ThinImage
User's Guide.
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#
14.

Item
DP pool

ShadowImage
Not required for ShadowImage

Snapshot
[HUS 100]
Prepare one or more DP pools.
[AMS/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Not required for Snapshot.

15.

Configuration of the
network

[AMS/HUS 100]
Assign IP addresses for communication with each controller.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Prerequisite tasks for this item are not required.

16.

Host port

Turn on mapping mode
(Each host port on the storage system.)
In the case of an FC connection, host group security must make one or more
ON ports. In the case of an iSCSI connection, target security must make one or
more ON ports.

17.

Configuration of a user
account

[AMS/HUS 100]
When using a storage system with the account authentication function
enabled, create a user account.
Assign storage administrator authority (reading authority and change
authority) to the user account.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
When using a storage system of the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 series
with VSS Provider, because it is assumed that the authentication function is
enabled, create a user account. Assign the Storage Administrator authority
(reading authority and change authority) to the user account.
Assign the storage user account to meta_resource.
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#
18.

Item
Creating a host group

ShadowImage

Snapshot

[AMS/HUS 100]
- If connecting to the storage system by FC, create a host group. Create a host
group for every server to be connected, and register the WWN of the
connected server HBA.
When changing the HBA of the server, change the WWN of the target host
group.
Specify Windows for the platform setting and do not switch from Windows.
- Creating a Host group with the name “HITACHI-VSS-HG” and mapping
S-VOLs are not required.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
- When connecting to the storage system by FC, create a host group.
- Create a host group for every server to be connected, and register the WWN
of the connected server HBA.
When changing the HBA of the server, change the WWN of the target host
group. Specify Windows for the host mode setting and do not switch from
Windows.
- Create a host group with the name “HITACHI-VSS-HG”. Do not register WWN
in “HITACHI-VSS-HG”.
When you perform a backup by using the ShadowImage function, map
S-VOL onto “HITACHI-VSS-HG”.

19.

Creation of a target

- When connecting to the storage system with iSCSI, create a target.
Create a target every for server to be connected, and register the Initiator
iSCSI Name of the connected server. After registration, complete the target
connection using iSCSI Initiator.
When you have changed Initiator iSCSI Name of the server, change Initiator
iSCSI Name of the target.
Specify Windows for the platform setting and the host mode setting, and do
not switch from Windows.
[VSP Gx00]
- Create a target with the name “HITACHI-VSS-TARGET”. Do not register a
host in “HITACHI-VSS-TARGET”.
When you perform a backup by using the ShadowImage function, map S-VOL
onto “HITACHI-VSS-TARGET”.
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#
20.

Item
Command device

ShadowImage

Snapshot

[AMS/HUS 100]
No prerequisite tasks.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
- Make a command device by using Storage Management Software, and map
it onto the host group of the target server. The state of all mapped command
devices must be Normal.
- Perform the following settings on a command device:
- User certification : Valid
- If the H-UVM configuration is used by multiple physical DKCs or GAD
configuration, place a command device in meta_resource(RSG#0) of each
physical DKC. Also, map it onto the host group of the target server and
command devices of all physical DKC must be recognized.
- Map the required command devices only. As all the mapped command
devices are processed, mapping unnecessary command devices may cause
performance degradation.

21.

HORCM_CONF
configuration file

[AMS/HUS 100]
No prerequisite tasks.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
- Prepare the HORCM_CONF configuration file.
For details, see subsection 3.2.3.
- In the case of the H-UVM configuration or GAD configuration, do not describe
HORCM_VCMD in the HORCM CONF configuration file.
- Do not use the HORCM CONF configuration file used by VSS Provider except
for the purpose of VSS Provider.
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#
22.

Item
Setting H-UVM
configuration

ShadowImage

Snapshot

- When configuring H-UVM, to create secondary VOL (S-VOL/V-VOL) using
VSS provider and GUI, assign the physical LDEV ID to RSG which P-VOL
belongs to, in advance.
- Assign virtual LDEV ID to physical LDEV ID as well.
(Do not operate the physical LDEV ID to which the virtual LDEV ID has not been
set (Virtual LDEV ID will be FF:FE) or the physical LDEV ID reserved for GAD
(Virtual LDEV ID will be FF:FF))
- In the case of using virtual DKC which straddles multiple physical DKCs,
make sure that virtual LDEV ID is not duplicated in virtual DKC.
* In the conventional environment where the RSG function is not used, LDEV
ID has been assigned in the meta_resource (RSG#0) by default.
To use the H-UVM function, newly create RSG#N.
Since LDEV ID has not been assigned in RSG#N, usable LDEV ID in
themeta_resource (RSG#0) needs to be assigned to RSG#N.
[LDEV ID assignment procedure to RSG]
(1) Remove the assignment of virtual LDEV ID from the physical LDEV
ID which is assigned to RSG.
(2) Assign the physical LDEV ID to RSG which P-VOL belongs to.
(3) Assign the virtual LDEV ID to the assigned physical LDEV ID.
[Before assigning LDEV ID]
RSG#0
[Created LDEV ID]

00

~

RSG#N
[Created LDEV ID]

DE

[Uncreated LDEV ID]
•E0 ~ EF

DF(P-VOL)

[Uncreated LDEV ID]
•Nil

•F0 ~ FF

[After assigning LDEV ID]
RSG#0
[Created LDEV ID]

00

~

RSG#N
[Created LDEV ID]

DE

DF(P-VOL)

[Uncreated LDEV ID]

[Uncreated LDEV ID]

• E0 ~ EF

• F0 ~ FF

•F0 ~ FF
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#
23.

Item

ShadowImage

Snapshot

When configuring H-UVM, if the pair operation of ShadowImage and Snapshot
pair is performed, create a Host group name: “HITACHI-VSS-HG” in the RSG
which P-VOL belongs to.
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3.4. Confirming the setup (recommended)
You can use the CLI command to confirm that everything is setup properly for
using VSS Provider.
Note:
This command is supported only when using AMS/HUS 100 storage systems.
It is not supported with the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.
Procedures to confirm the setup of the storage system are shown in Table 3.4-1.

Table 3.4-1 Procedure for confirming the setup
#

Procedure

Remarks

1.

Start CLI tools.

For starting CLI tools, see subsection 7.1.1.

2.

Execute the CheckConfig command.

For the usage of the CheckConfig command and
confirmation method, see subsection 7.1.2. (1).

3.

Examine the execution results of the CheckConfig
command to confirm that the storage system is
set up to operate with VSS Provider.

This completes the environmental configuration.
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3.5. Backup operation mode of VSS Provider
This mode is to define the transition status of ShadowImage pair during the
operation when VSS Provider is using ShadowImage.
When using AMS/HUS 100 storage systems and doing a ShadowImage backup
operation with VSS Provider, you can select "PAIR running mode" or "PSUS
running mode".
In the case of using the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, only "PAIR running
mode" is supported.
Backup operation modes are described in Table 3.5-1. For the specification
methods of the backup operation modes, see subsection 3.2.1 "Configuration
File" and subsection 7.2.2 "GUI tools Usage Example (6) Options."

Table 3.5-1 Backup operation modes of VSS Provider
#

Backup operation
mode

1.

PAIR running mode

Contents
(1) S-VOL created by a GUI tool is in “PAIR” status.
(See #3 of Table 7.2.1-1)
(2) The pair status of P-VOL and S-VOL becomes "PAIR" when the backup processing
ends.

2.

PSUS running
mode

(1) S-VOL created by though tool is in "PSUS" status.
(See #3 of Table 7.2.1-1)
(2) The pair status of P-VOL and S-VOL becomes "PSUS" when the backup processing
ends.
(3) The management of the backup generation on the storage system is done by
preparing multiple S-VOLs in PSUS status (up to eight) for one P-VOL.
(See #7 in Table 3.3-2 Prerequisite tasks for the storage system).
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4
4. Uninstallation Procedure
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This section covers the procedure for uninstalling the VSS Provider.


The following procedure uses version 04.X.X. Substitute the EXE version to
be used. ("X" is a revision number and it may be multiple digits (Ex:
04.14.10).)

Table 4-1 Uninstallation procedure for VSS Provider
#
1.

Uninstallation procedure

Display

1) Execute the installer.
The setup window for VSS Provider is
displayed. Go to #2.

(1) Execution from an installer

Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe

Or
2) Execute an installer from the command
prompt.
The setup window for VSS Provider is
displayed. Go to #2.

(2) Execution from the command prompt

<Command example>
c:¥ >"Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe"

Or
3) Select “Hitachi Storage Adapter for
Microsoft® Volume ShadowCopy
Service(x64)” from “Add or Remove
programs”/”Programs and function” in
Control Panel and click Change.
The setup window for VSS Provider is
displayed. Go to #2.

Or

(3)Execution from the control panel

(4) Execution from Delete on the control panel

4) Select “Hitachi Storage Adapter for
Microsoft® Volume ShadowCopy
Service(x64)” from ”Programs and
function” in Control Panel and click
Uninstall.
When the confirmation popup window for
the uninstall operation is displayed, go to
#3.
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#

Uninstallation procedure

Display

2.

Select Remove of the setup wizard
displayed and clicks Next.

3.

The confirmation pop-up window for
uninstall operation is displayed and click
Yes(Y).

4.

This window opens if there are any
applications using files identified for
uninstallation.
This window is displayed to determine if you
want to uninstall after closing the
application automatically or if you want
perform the uninstallation with the
application open.
For safe uninstallation, select
“Automatically close and attempt to restart
applications” and click OK.
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#

Uninstallation procedure

Display

5.

Uninstall is in process.

6.

The Uninstall Complete message will inform
you when VSS Provider is uninstalled. Click
Finish to close.
From the “Programs and function” in
Control Panel, confirm “Hitachi Storage
Adapter for Microsoft® Volume
ShadowCopy Service(x64)” has been
removed.
The installation folder of VSS Provider
including log files and setup files are not
removed by the above procedure. Remove
the folder as needed.
This completes installation.
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5
5. Update Installation


5.1

Upgrade procedure



5.2

Downgrade procedure
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Perform update installation to replace VSS Provider with a different version.
To replace it with a newer version than the currently installed VSS Provider
version, see Section 5.1 “Upgrade Procedure.” To replace it with an older version
than the currently installed VSS Provider version, see Section 5.2 "Downgrade
Procedure".
Notes:


Upgrade procedure only supports the VSS Provider version before
replacement is 04.8 or later. If the VSS Provider version before replacement
is 04.7 or earlier, execute uninstallation and then proceed to the Installation
procedure in Section 3.1



Replace the version 04.x.x of the installer file name with the version to be
used. (“X” is a revision number and it may be multiple digits (Ex:04.14.10).

5.1. Upgrade procedure
Shown below is the upgrade procedure for VSS Provider.

Table 5.1-1 VSS Provider Upgrade Procedure
#
1.

Upgrade Installation procedure
(1) Execute the installer.

Upgrade Installation window
(1) Execution from an installer.

Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe

Or
or
(2) Execute the installer from the
command prompt.

(2) Execution from the command prompt.

<Command prompt example>
c:¥ >"Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe"
2.

When the confirmation pop-up window for
the upgrade installation is displayed, click
Yes.

When VSS Provider version before replacement is v04.8

When VSS Provider version before replacement is v04.9
or later
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#

Upgrade Installation procedure

3.

Click Next in the wizard.

4.

This window opens if there are any
applications using files for upgrade.

Upgrade Installation window

This window is displayed to determine if
you want to upgrade installation after
closing the application automatically or if
you want to perform the upgrade
installation with application open.
For safe upgrade install, select
“Automatically close and attempt to
restart applications”, and click OK.
Note: When you select the “Do not close
applications (A Reboot will be required)”
checkbox and click OK, you will have to
reboot the server manually after the
upgrade install is completed.

5.

A message is displayed showing that the
installation of VSS Provider is complete.
Click Finish to end.
This completes upgrade installation.
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#

Upgrade Installation procedure

6.

This window is displayed instead of #5 if
you perform the repair install without
closing the application displayed in step
#4.

Upgrade Installation window

When you want to reboot promptly, select
Yes. I want to restart my computer
now. Otherwise, select No. I will restart
my computer later and click Finish.
This completes upgrade installation.
* When upgrading from version 04.12 or
earlier to version 04.13 or later is
performed with the existing setup file, no
description exists in the restore mode.
Therefore, add a description in the restore
mode in the setup file as needed.
For the restore mode, see Table 3.2.1-4.
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5.2. Downgrade procedure
Shown below is the downgrade procedure for VSS Provider.

Table 5.2-1 VSS Provider downgrade procedure
#

Downgrade procedures

Remarks

1.

Perform steps 1 to 6 of the uninstall procedure to
remove the existing installed VSS Provider.

See Chapter 4 for the uninstall procedure.

2.

Install downgrade version of VSS Provider.

See Section 3.1 for the installation procedure.
Sections 3.2 and 3.4 are unnecessary because the
current setup file and configuration files are taken
over.

3.

Remove the files below in the installation folder of VSS
Provider. You must do this before using VSS Provider.

If you do not remove the target files, VSS Provider
registration will fail and the storage system may
not be recognized.

<Files to remove>
utlprm.inf, utlprm2.inf, utlprm3.inf
4.

When using the Account Authentication function,
perform storage system registration with the GUI tool
again.
This completes the downgrade procedure.
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6
6. Repair Installation
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If you delete a file from the installation folder by mistake, you can restore it by
repair installation. The procedure for repairing a VSS Provider installation is
shown below.
Note:

The following procedure uses version 04.X.X. Substitute the EXE version to
be used. ("X" is a revision number and it may be multiple digits (Ex:
04.14.10).

Table 6-1 VSS Provider repair installation procedure
#
1.

Repair installation procedure

Display

1) Execute the installer.

(1) Execution from an installer

Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe

Or

(2) Execution from the command prompt
2) Execute the installer from the command
prompt.

<Command example>
c:¥ >"Hitachi-vssprovider-setup(04.14.x)-(x64).exe"

Or
(3) Execution from Change in Control Panel.
3) Select “Hitachi Storage Adapter for
Microsoft® Volume ShadowCopy
Service(x64)” from ”Programs and
function “in Control Panel. Click
Change.

2.

Select Repair of the setup wizard displayed
and clicks Next.
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#
3.

Repair installation procedure

Display

This window opens if there are any
applications using files for repair.

This window is displayed to determine if
you want to repair installation after closing
the application automatically or if you want
to perform the uninstallation with
application open.
For safe repair install, select “Automatically
close and attempt to restart applications”,
and click OK.
Note: When you select the “Do not close
applications (A reboot will be required)”
checkbox and click OK, you will have to
reboot the server manually after the repair
install is completed.

4.

A message is displayed showing that the
installation of VSS Provider is complete.
Click Finish to end.
Repair installation repairs the log folder and
the setup file.
(Existing files are replaced.)
This completes repair installation.

5.

This window is displayed instead of #4if you
perform the repair install without closing
the application displayed in step #3.
When you want to reboot promptly, select
Yes, I want to restart my computer
now. Otherwise, select No, I will restart
my computer later and click Finish.
Repair installation repairs the log folder and
the setup file.
(Existing files are replaced.)
This completes repair installation.
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7
7. Tool Operation Methods


7.1

CLI tools



7.2

GUI tool
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VSS Provider comes with "CLI tools" and a "GUI tool." You can use these tools to
set up storage systems. Details about how to use these tools are provided below:

7.1. CLI tools
The CLI tools are run from a command line interface and can be used for
confirming the prerequisite setup when using VSS Provider. Usage and examples
of the CLI Tool commands are described below. You cannot use CLI tools with the
VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.

7.1.1. Function of CLI tools
Start the CLI tools using the following procedures.

In the case of Windows 2008R2
From the Windows Start button, navigate to:
All Programs -> Hitachi -> VSS Hardware Provider -> Shortcut to Command
Prompt

In the case of Windows2012/Windows2012 R2
From the Windows Start button, navigate to:
Right-click -> All applications -> Hitachi -> Shortcut to Command Prompt
Note:
In the case of a server core environment, press [ctrl]+[shift]+[esc] at the
same time and specify file> Create a New Task and execute cmd.exe to launch
the command prompt.
Move to the installation folder of VSS Provider using the cd command.
Input CLI commands and necessary CLI command-options after
hishadowcmd.exe. If you set the installation folder of VSS Provider in the
environment variable PATH, you can execute the commands from normal
command prompt.
The CLI syntax is as follows:

hishadowcmd.exe

</CLI command></CLI command options>

Available CLI commands and CLI command options are listed in Table 7.1.1 -1.
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Table 7.1.1-1 CLI commands
#

CLI Command

Description

1.

/CheckConfig

This command checks if the format of the IP address specified in the setup file is proper,
confirms the information about the storage system connected to the IP address, and
shows if the array and the server are set properly for performing VSS operations.

2.

/?

Explanations of the CLI commands are displayed.

7.1.2. CLI tool usage examples
Usage examples of each CLI command are described below.

(1) CheckConfig
Input example:

hishadowcmd.exe /CheckConfig

This command shows the information of the storage device corresponding to the IP
address specified in the configuration file and VSS Provider available.
*1

If the output message is “Device configuration is acceptable for Backup Operations
by VSS Provider”, the configuration of the storage device is available for VSS
Provider.
Otherwise, confirm the following:
* The IP address that enables to communicate the configuration file is described.
* One or more LUs are assigned in DMLU.
* Mapping mode is enabled.
* [FC environment]: Host group security is enabled on all ports.
[iSCSI environment]: Target security is enabled on all ports.

FC
environment

Loading all device information... done.
Found Device[1]: AMS2300(85010071)
Mapping Mode
: Enabled
CommandDevice LU mapped to this server : Not required (12 detected
on Array)
Differential Management LU
: OK (2 LUs are
configured)
HostGroup Security on Port0A
: Enabled
HostGroup Security on Port0B
: Enabled
! HostGroup Security on Port0C
: Disabled
HostGroup Security on Port0D
: Enabled
HostGroup Security on Port1A
: Enabled
HostGroup Security on Port1B
: Enabled
HostGroup Security on Port1C
: Enabled
HostGroup Security on Port1D
: Enabled
Device configuration is acceptable for Backup Operations by VSS
Provider *1
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iSCSI
environment

Loading all device information... done.
Found Device[1]: AMS2300(85000012)
Mapping Mode
: Enabled
CommandDevice LU mapped to this server : Not required (0 detected
on Array)
Differential Management LU
: OK (1 LUs are
configured)
Target Security on Port0A
: Enabled
Target Security on Port0B
: Enabled
Target Security on Port1A
: Enabled
Target Security on Port1B
: Enabled
Device configuration is acceptable for Backup Operations by VSS
Provider *1

(2) ? (Help indication)
Input example:

hishadowcmd.exe /?

An explanation of the CLI command is displayed in a command-line.
Usage : <command>
Commands:
/CheckConfig : Checks the current configuration on the arrays
/?
: Display the usage summary

7.1.3. Repair installation when starting CLI Tools
If the CLI tool is started when a necessary file has been deleted from the
installation folder, repair install is executed automatically. The CLI tool starts
after completion of the repair install.
Repair install procedures are described in Table 7.1.3-1.
Note:
This repair installation replaces the log files, the setup file, and the maintenance
configuration file rather than repairing them. If you execute this repair install
after having removed the setup file or maintenance configuration file by mistake,
edit the setup file and the maintenance configuration file as needed.
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Table 7.1.3-1 CLI Repair install at the time of CLI start
#

Description

1.

Start CLI tools.

2.

Repair install is executed
automatically.

3.

The CLI tools starts.

Repair install at the time of CLI start
Refer to Chapter 7.1.1 for the start procedure of CLI tool.
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7.2. GUI tool
The GUI tool is a Windows application to be used to set up VSS Provider.
Functions and usage examples of the GUI tool are described below.

7.2.1. Functions of GUI tool
Functions of the GUI tool are described in Table 7.2.1-1.
Some functions of #9 and functions #13 in Table 7.2.1-1 are not supported for
the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.

Table 7.2.1-1 GUI tool functions
#
1.

Item
Add Storage

Function
Add storage systems to
VSS Provider

Contents
[AMS/HUS 100]
- Information about the storage system is displayed in the
Storages window by specifying the IP address of the
storage system.
- For a storage system for which Account Authentication is
enabled, specify a user name and a password.
- The IP address of the storage system added is listed in the
setup file.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
- Information about the storage system is displayed in the
Storages window by specifying the serial number of the
storage system.
Note: The VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 needs time
for the information acquisition. It is necessary to wait for a
while.
- Specify a user name and a password. (It is assumed that
authentication is enabled.)
- The serial number of the storage system added is listed in
the setup file.

2.

ShadowImage

Display SI pair

Displays a list of the pair status of each S-VOL and its
specified P-VOL.
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#

Item

3.

Function
Create S-VOL

Contents
Creates an S-VOL for the selected P-VOL in the specified
RAID group/Parity group, DP pool/DT pool.
If any S-VOLs other than PSUS exist in the target P-VOL,
S-VOL creation button will be inactive and S-VOL cannot be
created.
[AMS/HUS 100]
The pair status of the S-VOL created depends on the
operation mode of VSS Provider.
PAIR running mode: PAIR
PSUS running mode: PSUS
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Pair status of the S-VOL created will transit to the PAIR status
as the backup running mode only supports the PAIR running
mode.

4.

Delete S-VOL

Removes the selected S-VOL.

5.

Resynchronize SI pair

Resynchronizes selected SI pairs of S-VOL.

6.

SI pair split

Split SI pairs of selected S-VOL.

Display Snapshot pair

Displays a list of the pair status of each V-VOL and its
specified P-VOL.

Delete V-VOL

Removes the selected V-VOL from the list..

7.

8.

Snapshot
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#
9.

Item
Options

Function
Snapshot data pool

Contents
Displays the list of data pools/ThinImage pool in the storage
system and specify the data pool number/ThinImage pool
number used to create the Snapshot pair.
[AMS]
Specify ON or OFF with the Auto/Manual check box. Default:
ON.
ON: Auto specification: VSS Provider acquires the space
capacity of the data pools in the storage system and it uses
the maximum data pool. When the data pool sizes are same,
it uses the data pool with lower numbers.
OFF: Manual specification: Selects the data pool/ThinImage
to be used from a list box.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Manual specification is only supported. Check box is always
deactivated.
Selects the data pool/ThinImage to be used from a list box.

10.

Replication and
Management pool

This option is peculiar to the HUS 100. Switches the
Auto/Manual specification method for selection of the DP pool
number to use when creating a Snapshot pair. Select the
Auto/Manual specification method with the radio button. By
default it is set to Auto specification.
Auto specification:

Determines the DP pool which storage
system automatically uses.

Manual specification: Specifies the replication data DP pool
number and a management area DP
pool number.
11.

Use Snapshot as default
option for VSS

This option is to specify the default backup mode.
When the backup mode is not specified by the requester,
specify the backup mode by default.
When the default backup mode is specified by the setup file,
the setting of the setup file takes priority.
Specify ON or OFF with the check box. By default it is ON.
ON: Perform a backup using the Snapshot function.
OFF: Perform a backup using the ShadowImage function

12.

Quick mode for VSS
backup

This option is to specify Quick Mode.
Specify whether to use Quick Mode when the SI pair is
quiescent during the backup process if VSS Provider is using
the ShadowImage function.
Do not use Quick Mode during the resynchronization of the SI
pair for that PAIR running mode is always PAIR running mode
at the backup completion.
Specify ON or OFF with the check box. By default it is ON.
ON: Quick mode
OFF: Normal mode (Quick mode disabled)
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#

Item

13.

Function
Set resting status to
PSUS for new
ShadowImage pair

Contents
This option is to specify the backup operation mode.
Specify whether to resynchronize SI pairs after VSS Provider
completes backup and SI pair status after the GUI tool makes
an S-VOL. When you specify the pair operation mode with the
setup file, the configuration file's setting takes priority.
Specify ON or OFF with the check box. By default it is OFF.
OFF: PAIR running mode
ON: PSUS running mode

14

Register
Server

Register vCenter Server
in VSS Provider

Set it when you use the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC)
function.
To indicate the configuration change of such as RDM to ESXi
through vCenter Server, register the vCenter Server
information in VSS Provider.
Input IP address of vCenter Server as well as user name and
password of Windows logon account (*1).
*1: It is the account specified when connecting to the
vCenter Server installed server using the remote desktop
connection.
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7.2.2. GUI tool usage examples
(1) Starting the GUI tool
Start the GUI tools using the following procedures.

In the case of Windows2008R2
From the Windows Start button, navigate to:
All Programs -> Hitachi -> VSS Hardware Provider -> VSS Hardware Provider
configuration
In the case of Windows2012/Windows2012 R2
From the Windows Start button, navigate to:
Right click -> All Applications-> Hitachi -> VSS Hardware Provider configuration
Note:
In the case of the Server Core environment, press [ctrl]+[shift]+[esc] at the
same time and specify file>the making of the new task and execute
cmd.exe to launch the command prompt.
Go to the installation folder of VSS Provider by using the cd command and
execute hishadowcfg.exe.
When you start the GUI tool, the configuration file is read and it is connected to
the storage system corresponding to the IP addresses (for the AMS/HUS 100) or
the serial numbers (for the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00) described in the
configuration file.
Note:
The VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 require some time for information
acquisition and may wait in the same status for a while.
The message in Figure 7.2.2.1-1 is displayed on "Storages" window until the
connection to a storage system is completed.
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Figure 7.2.2.1-1 “Storages window” (when starting GUI tool)
When the connection to the storage systems is completed, the detected storage
information is displayed in the Storages window. See Figure 7.2.2.1-2 for an
example of what is displayed after connection to the storage systems of the
AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.
It is necessary to select (click) the storage system for the operation from
“Storages” window beforehand to perform (4) ShadowImage operation, (5)
Snapshot operation, and (6) Options setting.
Click Refresh to acquire the latest information of the storage systems.
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Figire 7.2.2.1-2 Completion window when connecting to storage systems
The “Storages” window properties are listed in Table 7.2.2-1.

Table 7.2.2.1-1 “Storages” window properties
#

Property name

Description

Remarks

1.

Index

Storage registration index

-

2.

Type

Storage system type

In the case of the virtual DKC, storage device
type of virtual DKC is displayed.

3.

Serial Number

Storage serial number

In the case of the virtual DKC, storage device
serial number of virtual DKC is displayed.

4.

Command Device

Command device

In the case of the virtual DKC, command
device of physical DKC is displayed.

5.

Controller0

IP address of controller 0

6.

Controller1

IP address of controller 1

Note: These properties are not displayed for
the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.
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(2) Add Storage
A storage system is registered for use by VSS Provider.
To register a storage system, click the “Add Storage” button shown in Figure
7.2.2.2-1.

Figure 7.2.2.2-1 “Add Storage” button
When you click “Add Storage” button, the “Add Storage” dialog box is
displayed (Figure 7.2.2-4).
Input the following information depending on the type of the storage system.
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[Registering the AMS/HUS 100]
1) Select AMS/HUS in Storage Model.
2) Enter the IP addresses of the storage system to be added.
3) When authentication is disabled for the storage system, clear the Required
checkbox.
4) When authentication is enabled for the storage system, select the Required
checkbox and enter the user name and password. (Input is limited to up to
255 single-byte alphanumeric characters.)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 7.2.2.2-2 “Add Storage” dialog box [AMS/HUS 100]
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[Registering the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) Select VSP/HUS VM or VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 in Storage Model.
2) Enter the Serial Number of the storage system to be added. (Input is limited
to up to 6 single-byte alphanumeric characters.)
Note 1:
In the case of VSP G1000, enter the six digits which has the storage system serial
number identifier "3" to the head of zero padded five digits serial number.
<Example> If the serial number is “2”, enter as “300002”.
Note 2:
In the case of virtual DKC, enter the serial number of virtual DKC.
3) Enter the User Name and Password. (Input is limited to up to 255 single-byte
alphanumeric characters.).
VSP/HUS VM

VSP G1000/VSP Gx00

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

Figure 7.2.2.2-3 “Add Storage” dialog box [VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]
When you click OK in the “Add Storage” dialog box after completing the input,
it is connected to the storage system. A message shown in Figure 7.2.2-6 is
displayed in “Storage” window until the connection to the storage system is
completed.
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Figure 7.2.2.2-4 “Storages” window [Add Storage]
When the connection to the storage system completes, the storage system
specified in “Add Storage” dialog box is displayed in the “Storages “window.

Figure 7.2.2.2-5 “Add Storage” completion window
Click Cancel in the “Add Storage” dialog box if you decide not to add the storage
system.
Note:
The VSP/HUSVM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 require time for gathering information
and will wait in the same status for a while.
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Note:
It is not necessary to enter the IP address or serial number of the storage system
again the next time because the registration information of the storage system is
maintained in the setup file.
To remove a storage system from VSS Provider, manually delete the IP address
or serial number from the configuration file and save the file. When you close the
GUI tool and start it again, the storage system disappears from the “Storages”
window. See subsection 3.2.1 for details about the setup file.

(3) Refresh
When you click “Refresh” in the GUI tool, retrieve the each configuration
information of the storage system selected in “Storages” window again and
refresh information of each window.

Figure 7.2.2.3-1 Refresh button
A message shown in Figure 7.2.2.3-2 is displayed in the “Storages” window until
the connection to the storage system is completed.
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Figure 7.2.2.3-2 “Storages” window [Refresh]
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(4) ShadowImage
Select the “Shadow Image“ tab in the GUI tool window to perform a
ShadowImage operation. The “P-VOL list” window is displayed. (Figure
7.2.2.4-1)
If the storage system is the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, Active pairs
and All LUs are not displayed.

AMS/HUS 100

VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00

Figure 7.2.2.4-1 “P-VOL list” window

The “P-VOL List” window properties are listed in Table 7.2.2.4-1

Table 7.2.2.4-1 “P-VOL List” window properties
#
1.

Property
Local Volumes

Description
P-VOL mapped on the local server is displayed.
Note:
1. In the case of virtual DKC, P-VOL mapped on the local server is displayed
according to the operation authority of the user who registered the storage
device.
2. When the virtual LDEV ID of the P-VOL is duplicated in the virtual DKC that
straddles multiple physical DKCs, the P-VOL is not displayed except for the
GAD configuration.

2.

Active pairs

P-VOL of the ShadowImage pairs on the selected storage system is displayed.

3.

All LUs

Selected P-VOL on the storage system is displayed. (P-VOL displayed in Local
volumes , Active pairs and P-VOL mapped on either host)

(1) Displaying S-VOL pair status
You can expand the “P-VOL lists” window by clicking on the plus mark icons.
When you click on an LU in the “P-VOL list” window as shown in Figure 7.2.2.4-2,
information for all S-VOLs forming a pair with it are displayed in the “S-VOL list"
window. S-VOLs are displayed in the “S-VOL list” window only when the
corresponding P-VOL is mapped.
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Note 1:
In the case of the GAD configuration, S-VOL which is paired with P-VOL to be
operated in the virtual DKC at the GAD primary volume side is displayed.

Figure 7.2.2.4-2 S-VOL information
The “S-VOL list” window properties are listed in Table 7.2.2.4-2.

Table 7.2.2.4-2 “S-VOL list” window properties
#

A property name

Description

Remarks

1.

#

Registration index

2.

LUN or

3.

Capacity

LU size

4.

RAID Group or

RAID group or Parity group

In the case of the
DP(DT) volume,
display “-“.
In the case of the
RAID group or Parity
group volumes,
display “-“.

LDEV

LU#

or

LDEV# (in decimal integers)

Parity Group
5.

HDP Pool

DP(DT) pool#

6.

RAID Level

RAID level

7.

Pair Status

Pair status

8.

LU Status or

LU status or LDEV status

LDEV Status
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(2) Creating an S-VOL
When you select a P-VOL in the “P-VOL list” window, all S-VOLs forming a pair
with it are displayed in the “S-VOL list” window. As shown in Figure 7.2.2 -12,
when an S-VOL with a pair status other than PSUS exists, the “Create S-VOL…”
button in the “Create S-VOL” section is inactive, and an S-VOL cannot be
created.

Figure 7.2.2.4-3 “Create S-VOL…” button is inactive
When you select a P-VOL that does not have a pair or only has S-VOL pairs with
PSUS status (as shown in Figure7.2.2.4-4), the “Create S-VOL…” button
becomes enabled.

Figure 7.2.2.4-4 “Create S-VOL…” button is active
Select a RAID group or a DP pool to create S-VOL from the drop-down menu as
needed. Click the “Create S-VOL…”button to create an S-VOL.
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VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00

AMS/HUS 100

Figure 7.2.2.4-5 Selecting Drop-down
Note 1:
PG/DP/DT Pool which exists in the physical DKC of P-VOL to be operated is
displayed in the drop-down menu.
Note 2:
In the case of the GAD configuration, PG/DP/DT Pool which exists in the physical
DKC at the GAD primary volume side is displayed.
Note 3:
active flash Pool is displayed in the same form as DT Pool.
(Addition: PG/DP/DT in a drop-down which exists in the accessible resource that
the user used with AddStorage is displayed.)
A dialog box asks you to confirm the creation of the S-VOL (Figure 7.2.2.4-6).
Click Yes (Y) to create the S-VOL.
Note: S-VOL creation is canceled when you click No (N).

Figure 7.2.2.4-6 Dialog box to confirm creation of an S-VOL
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While the S-VOL is being created, a dialog box (Figure 7.2.2.4-7) displays the
status of the S-VOL creation processing.

Figure 7.2.2.4-7 Status during creating S-VOL.

The created S-VOL is displayed in the "S-VOL list" window and you can confirm
the progress of the initial copy in "Pair Status" in the "S-VOL list" window.
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[When the backup operation mode of VSS Provider is PAIR running
mode]
During initial copying, "Pair Status" changes to “COPY” and progress of the pair
processing is displayed as a percentage. When you click the “Refresh” button,
the progress of the initial copy is updated with the latest information. When initial
copying is completed, "Pair Status" changes to “PAIR” as shown in Figure
7.2.2.4-8.

Figure 7.2.2.4-8 Transisition of the pair status (PAIR running mode)
[When the backup operation mode of VSS Provider is PSUS running
mode]
During initial copying, "Pair Status" changes to “PSUS Pending”. When you click
the “Refresh” button, the progress of the initial copy is updated in the latest
information. When initial copying is completed, "Pair Status" changes to “PSUS”
as show in Figure 7.2.2.4-9.
Note:
VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 storage systems do not support the PSUS
running mode.
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Figure 7.2.2.4-9 Transisition of the pair status (PSUS running mode)
(3)Deleting an S-VOL
To delete an S-VOL, right-click on the S-VOL in the “S-VOL list” window and
select “Delete LU ...” on the displayed menu.

Figure 7.2.2.4-10 “Delete LU…” menu item
A dialog box will ask you to confirm deletion of the S-VOL (Figure 7.2.2.4-11).
Click Yes (Y) to delete the S-VOL.
Note: Deletion of the S-VOL is canceled when you click No (N) button.
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Figure 7.2.2.4-11 Dialog box to confirm S-VOL deletion
In case of the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, a dialog box to
confirm that the S-VOL to be deleted has not been RDM set in another virtual
machine is displayed.
[Note]
Be careful. If the S-VOL to be deleted has been RDM set in another virtual
machine and S-VOL is deleted by using the GUI tool of the corresponding
virtual machine, “All-Paths-Down (APD)” or “Permanent Device Loss
(PDL)” will occur on another virtual machine.
Confirm that the S-VOL to be deleted has not been RDM set on another
virtual machine by using vSphere Client before deleting a S-VOL.

Figure 7.2.2.4-12Dialog box to confirm RDM setting
Deletion processing of the S-VOL starts.

Figure 7.2.2.4-13 Status of S-VOL deletion
When deletion is completed, the S-VOL is deleted from the “S-VOL list” window.

Figure 7.2.2.4-14 After deleting an S-VOL
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(4)Resynchronization (Resync) of SI pair
When the pair status of a P-VOL/S-VOL pair is PSUS, you can perform pair
resynchronization. Right-click the target S-VOL in the “S-VOL list” window and
select “Resync LU ... ” to resynchronize the P-VOL/S-VOL.

Figure 7.2.2.4-15 “Resync LU ... ” menu item
A confirmation dialog box is displayed (Figure 7.2.2.4-16).
Click Yes (Y) to resynchronize the pair.
Note: To resync the pair is canceled when you click No (N) button.

Figure 7.2.2.4-16 Dialog box of confirming resynchronization
Pair resynchronization starts.

Figure 7.2.2.4-17 Status of resynchronization processing
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When pair resynchronization is completed, the “Pair Status” in the “S-VOL list”
window becomes PAIR.

Figure 7.2.2.4-18 After resynchronization
(5) Split of SI pair
When the pair status of a P-VOL/S-VOL is PAIR, a pair split can be executed.
To split a P-VOL/S-VOL pair, right click on the target S-VOL in the “S-VOL list”
window and select “Split LU…” shown in the displayed menu.

Figure 7.2.2.4-19 “Split LU…”menu item
Confirmation dialog box to execute the pair split is displayed as shown in
Figure 7.2.2.4-20. To execute the pair split, click Yes (Y).
Note: To cancel the pair split operation, click No (N) button.

Figure 7.2.2.4-20 Dialog box of confirming pair split operation
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Pair split operation begins.

Figure 7.2.2.4-21 Processing status of pair split
Once the pair split processing completes, “Pair Status” in “S-VOL list” window
will be the PSUS status.

Figure 7.2.2.4-22After the pair split operation

(5) Snapshot
To perform the Snapshot function, click the “Snapshot” tab of the GUI tool. The
“P-VOL list” window in the left pane of the Snapshot tab is shown in Figure
7.2.2.5-1.

Figure 7.2.2.5-1“P-VOL list” window
Table 7.2.2.5-1 shows “P-VOL list” window properties.

Table 7.2.2.5-1“P-VOL list” window properties
#
1.

Property
Local Volumes

Description
P-VOL mapped on the local server is displayed.
*When the virtual LDEV ID of the P-VOL is duplicated in the virtual DKC that
straddles multiple physical DKCs, the P-VOL is not displayed except for the
GAD configuration.
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(1) Display of Snapshot pair status
Clicking the plus icon on the left side of “P-VOL list” window expands the list to
show all local volumes, all P-VOL/V-VOL pairs, and all LUs acquired by the GUI
tool. Information about V-VOLs is displayed in the “V-VOL list” window when you
click an LU in the “P-VOL list” window.
In the case of the HUS 100, only Snapshot pairs having V-VOL numbers are
displayed.
Note 1:
In the case of the GAD configuration, V-VOL which is paired with P-VOL to be
operated in the virtual DKC at the GAD primary volume side is displayed.

Figure 7.2.2.5-2 Display of V-VOL information
Table 7.2.2.5-2 shows the “V-VOL list” window properties.

Table 7.2.2.5-2 “V-VOL list” window properties
#

Property

Description

1.

LUN

LU number

2.

Pool Number

Data pool number

3.

Pool Type

Pool Type

4.

Pair Status

Pair status

5.

Replication Pool

Replication data DP pool

6.

Management Pool

Management area DP pool

Remarks

In the case of the HUS 100, display "-".

In the case of the AMS/VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00, display "-”.

(2) Deleting a V-VOL
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To delete a V-VOL list, right-click the V-VOL in “V-VOL list” window and select
“Delete LU ... ” on the displayed menu.

Figure 7.2.2.5-3 “Delete LU ... ” menu item
As shown in Figure 7.2.2.5-4, a dialog box to confirm deletion of the V-VOL is
displayed.
Click Yes (Y) to delete the V-VOL.
* Deletion of the V-VOL is canceled if you click No (N).

Figure 7.2.2.5-4 Daialog box to confirm deletion of a V-VOL
In case of the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, a dialog box to
confirm that the V-VOL to be deleted has not been RDM set in another virtual
machine is displayed.
Notes:
Be careful. If the V-VOL to be deleted has been RDM set in another
virtual machine and V-VOL is deleted by using the GUI tool of the
corresponding virtual machine, “All-Paths-Down (APD)” or “Permanent
Device Loss (PDL)” will occur on another virtual machine.
Confirm that the V-VOL to be deleted has not been RDM set on another
virtual machine by using vSphere Client before deleting a V-VOL.
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Figure 7.2.2.5-5 Dialog box to confirm RDM setting
Deletion processing of the V-VOL begins.

Figure 7.2.2.5-6 Status of V-VOL deletion
After deletion processing is completed, the V-VOL is deleted from the “V-VOL list”
window.

Figure 7.2.2.5-7 After deletion of V-VOL
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(6) Options
To set options, click the “Options” tab of the GUI tools. The window with the
“Options” tab selected is shown in Figure 7.2.2.6-1.

(1)

(3)

(2)

Figure 7.2.2.6-1 “Options” tab window
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1) Snapshot data pool
Snapshot data pool is used only for the AMS/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.
For the HUS 100, the section is inactive (gray)

Table 7.2.2.6-1 Snapshot data pool property list
#
1.

Property
Automatically select
data pool Check box

Description
Displays a list of data pool/ThinImage pool on the storage system and specify
the data pool number/ThinImage pool number to be used to create the
Snapshot pairs.
By selecting ON or OFF in the checkbox, selects either automatic selection of the
pool number based on the free capacity of the pool or a use of the specified pool
number. (For the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, a checkbox will be
inactive as the selection of the automatic selection is not supported)
When a checkbox is selected,, VSS Provider uses the data pool with maximum
capacity when making a V-VOL. When data pool size is equal, it uses the data
pool with the smallest number.
When a checkbox is not selected,, select the data pool/ThinImage pool
displayed in a pool display list box.
Also, prioritize the setting specified in “Data pool/ThinImage pool number” of
the configuration file.

2.

Pool list box

Displays information about the data pool/ThinImage pool on the storage
system.
* In the case that the pool number duplicated in both physical DKCs exists in the
virtual DKC which straddles multiple physical DKCs, a pool where the number of
the duplicated pool numbers and the number of physical DKCs are identical is
only displayed.
(Example: If the number of physical DKCs = 2, pool number is 1, 2 for the
storage 1 and pool number =1, 3 for the storage 2, only 1 is displayed for the
pool.)

3.

Data Pool

Data pool/ThinImage pool number

4.

Pool Type

Pool Type

5.

Total Capacity

Data pool/ThinImage total capacity

6.

Available Capacity

Data pool/ThinImage pool free space
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2) VSS Provider behavior
If the selected storage system is the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, #3 will
be inactive.

Table 7.2.2.6-2 Provider behavior properties
#

Property

Description

1.

Use Snapshot as default
option for VSS checkbox

In case that the checkbox is selected, VSS Provider executes a backup using the
Snapshot function.
In case that the checkbox is not selected, VSS Provider executes a backup using
the ShadowImage function.
Note that the checkbox is not selected by default.
Also, prioritize the settings specified in “Default backup mode” of the
configuration file.

2.

Quick mode for VSS
backup

In case that the checkbox is selected, VSS Provider executes a backup using the
ShadowImage function in the Quick mode.

checkbox

In case that the checkbox is not selected, VSS Provider executes a backup using
the ShadowImage function in the Normal (Quick mode disable).
Note that the checkbox is selected by default.

3.

Set resting state to
PSUS for new
ShadowImage pair
checkbox

In case that the checkbox is selected, VSS Provider executes a backup in the
“PSUS running mode” using the ShadowImage function.
In case that the checkbox is not selected, VSS Provider executes a backup in the
“PAIR running mode” using the ShadowImage function.
Note that the checkbox is not selected by default.
Also, prioritize the settings specified in “Backup operation mode” of the
configuration file.

3) Replication and management pool
This section is used only for the HUS 100. When you select the AMS/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, it will be inactive.
You can choose Automatic or Manual for the method for specifying the DP pool
number to use during Snapshot pair creation. Select Automatic or Manual with
the radio buttons. The default behavior is Automatic.
Values for the replication data DP pool and management area DP pool are only
pulled from the setup file if they are valid. If the values don’t exist or are invalid
(e.g., are not in single-byte decimal integers more than or equal to 0), the values
in the GUI tool are used.
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Table 7.2.2.6-3 Replication and management pool properties
#

Property

1.

Automatic radio button

Description
When Automatic is selected, the replication data DP pool number and the
management area DP pool number are automatically selected. The DP pool
number to use is determined by the storage system, not by VSS Provider.
If you select this button, combo boxes #3 and #4 become inactive.

2.

Manual radio button

When Manual is selected, the replication data DP pool number and the
management area DP pool number must be manually selected.
If you select this button, combo boxes #3 and #4 become active.

3.

Replication pool combo
box

Displays the numbers of the replication data DP pools in the storage system.
(Display is in single-byte decimal.)
Select a replication data DP pool number.

4.

Management pool
combo box

Displays the numbers of the management area DP pools in the storage system.
(Display is in single-byte decimal.)
Select a management area DP pool number.

(7) Register Server
When using the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, register vCenter
Server which controls ESXi. To register vCenter Server, click “Register Server”
button shown in Figure 7.2.2.7-1.
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Figure 7.2.2.7-1 “Register Server” button
When you click “Register Server” button, “Register Server” dialog box shown
in Figure 7.2.2.7-2is displayed. Then input the following information.

(1)

(2)
(3)

Figure 7.2.2.7-2 “Register Server” dialog box (for the 1st time registration)
1) Input the IP address of the server which configures vCenter Server.
2) Input the user name of Windows logon account (*1) of the server which
configures vCenter Server.
When specifying a domain user name, specifying a domain name is not required.
Example: In case of domain name\user name, specify a user name only.
3) Input a password of Windows logon account (*1) of the server which
configures vCenter Server.
*1: It is the account to be specified at the time of Windows remote desktop
connection. For the restrictions and points of considerations, refer to Table
2.5.2-4.
After completing the above inputs, the registration processing of vCenter
Server is executed when you click “OK” button in “Add Register” dialog box. A
message box shown in Figure 7.2.2.7-3 is displayed when the registration has
completed successfully.

Figure 7.2.2.7-3Register Server completion message
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In case that vCenter is already registered and “Register Server “dialog box is
displayed, the registered vCenter Server information is displayed as shown in
Figure 7.2.2.7-4.

Figure 7.2.2.7-4“Register Server” dialog box (with registration record)
* Only one vCenter Server can be registered. Information of the registered
vCenter Server will be taken over even VSS Provider is replaced (Uninstallation
-> Installation, Update installation).
If IP address and Windows logon account information of vCenter Server have
been changed, execute “Register Server” again.

7.2.3. Repair installation when starting the GUI Tool
If you start the GUI tool in accordance with the starting procedures of the GUI
tools in subsection 7.2.2 (From the Windows Start menu, select All Programs
>Hitachi -VSS Hardware Provider>VSS Hardware Provider
configuration GUI) and a necessary file has been deleted from the installation
folder, repair install is executed automatically. The GUI tool starts automatically
after completion of the repair install.
This is the same as the repair install done during CLI tool start as described in
subsection 7.1.3. Also, see Table 7.1.3-1.
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8. Troubleshooting
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Confirmation and support after a recovery



8.6

Information collected during problem occurrence
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If problems occur during installation or while using the GUI tool, the CLI tools, or
VSS Provider, error messages are output as shown in Table 8-1.
In case of confirming the storage system status and operating for the storage
system, use the storage management software shown in Table 8-2.
When the processing time is longer than usual despite that error messages are
not output to the output destination of error messages in Table 8-1, there may
be a problem with the system configuration or the network. Take actions
according to the flowcharts in Figure 8-1, Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3.

Table 8-1 Output destination of error messages
Function

#

Output destination of error messages
Windows
Event log

Command line

Popup message

Log file

1.

Installer

N

N

Y

N

2.

CLI tools

Y

Y

N

Y

3.

GUI tool

Y

N

Y

Y

4.

VSS Provider

Y

N

N

Y

Y: Output, N: Not output

If a problem occurs when using the installer, follow the flowchart in Figure
8-1.Even if you do not have applicable error information, follow the flowchart
below.

Table 8-2 Storage management software
#

Storage system

Storage Management Software

1.

AMS

Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular2

2.

HUS 100

Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular2

3.

VSP

Hitachi Storage Navigator

Remarks

CCI
4.

HUS VM

Hitachi Storage Navigator
CCI

5.

VSP G1000

Hitachi Command Suite
CCI

6

VSP Gx00

Hitachi Storage Navigator
CCI
Hitachi Command Suite

Note:
Display specification of storage system serial number is varied depending on the
storage management software.
If the storage system is VSP G1000, output the serial number which has the
storage system serial number identifier "3" to the head of zero padded five digits
serial number to each message shown in Table 8-1.
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In case of verifying the storage system having serial number of each message,
check each storage system based on the corresponding storage management
software display specifications.
An error has occurred.

Is an error message displayed
in the window?

Y
See Table 8.3.1-1Error messages.

N

N

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y

By referring to Section 2.5, confirm whether
you performed applicable operations or
settings.

Did you perform applicable
operations or settings?

Y
Retry the operations or review the settings.

N

N

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y

Re-execute the installer.

You could not identify a cause and take action.
Gather information listed in Table 8-6, and
contact technical support.

End

Figure 8-1 Flowchart for when a problem occurs during installation
When a problem occurs while using the GUI tool or CLI tools, take action
according to the flowchart in Figure 8-2.
Even if you do not have applicable error information, follow the flowchart below.
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An error has
occurred.
Confirm the Windows event logs.*

Is there an error warning message?

* Windows event log output
Event Viewer (local)
> Windows log > application
Source: Hitachi VSS Hardware Provider and
Source: VSS
Y
See an event log output by VSS service in
Table 2.5.2-1andthe Errors and warning
messages in Table 8.3.2-1.

N

N

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y

Confirm GUI popup messages and the CLI
command line.

Is there an error message?

Y
See Error messages in Table 8.3.3 -1.

N

N

Confirm VSS provider-related log file

Is there an error message?

Y

Y
See the Error messages in Table 8.3.3-1.

N
The system configuration or the network
may have a problem. See Section 8.4 for
about errors attributable to storage devices ,
environmental prerequisites (Chapter
2),configuration procedures (Chapter 3),
and storage devices, and reconfirm
software and hardware configurations.

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

N

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y

Y

N

The cause was identified and action taken. Do
confirmation/support (Section 8.5) during
restoration.

The cause could not be identified and
action could not be taken. Contact technical
support.

End

Figure 8-2 Flowchart for when a problem occurs while using the GUI tool
or the CLI tools
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If a problem occurs during backup processing, perform the actions according to
the flowchart in Figure 8-3.
Even if you do not have error information, follow the flowchart below.
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An error has
occurred.
Confirm the application logs of backup
software.

Is there an error or warning
message?

Y
See the troubleshooting information of the
backup software.

N

N
Confirm the Windows event log.*

Is there an Error/Warning message?

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y

* Windows event log output
Event Viewer (local)
> Windows log > application
Source: Hitachi VSS Hardware Provider and
Source: VSS
Y
See an event log output by VSS service in
Table 2.5.2-1andthe Error/Warning messages
in Table 8.3.2-1.

N

N

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y

Confirm the VSS provider-related log files

Is there an error message?

Y
See the Error messages in Table 8.3.3-1.

N

N

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y

The system configuration or the network
may have a problem. See Section 8.4 about
errors attributable to storage devices,
prerequisites (Chapter 2), configuration
procedures (Chapter 3), and the storage
devices, and reconfirm software and
hardware configurations.

Could you identify the
cause and take action?

Y
The cause was identified and action taken. Do
confirmation/support (Section 8.5) during
restoration.

N
The cause could not be identified and action
could not be taken. Contacted technical
support.

End

Figure 8-3 Flowchart for when a problem occurs during backup process
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8.1. Message IDs
8.1.1. Message classifications
Error messages output by the GUI tool, the CLI tool and VSS Provider are output
with an accompanying 8-digit message ID.
The first digit at the start of the message ID gives the classification of the
message. Table 8.1.1 -1 explains the classifications.

Table 8.1.1-1 First digit at the start of the message ID
#

First digit

Classification

Description

1.

E

Error

A serious problem has occurred. Operation cannot continue.

2.

W

Warning

Although there was a definition error, a value was assumed and
operation continued.

3.

S

Status

This is status information about processing. Action is not
required.

4.

I

Info

This is output information about internal processing. Action is
not required.

8.1.2. Viewing messages
Shown below are examples of the ways error messages are viewed.
See Figure 8.2.1-1 and Table 8.2.1-3 for details of the log file format.
(1) Command line messages
An output example of an error message displayed on the CLI command line is
shown below.
The message
ID is "E20020CB".
C:¥Program
Files¥Hitachi¥VSSProvider>hishadowcmdcheckconfig

Loading all device information... failed.
-->E20020CB Controller IP configuration file is not valid.
Figure 8.1.2-1 Example of a command line message
(2) Popup messages
An output example of a GUI tool popup error message is shown below.
The message ID is "E2002026".
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E2002026
Configuration file does not have any IP addresses or Serial
Numbers.

Figure 8.1.2-2 Example of the GUI pop-up message
An output example of the log file error message is shown below.
The message ID is “E1000139”.
[5656] [10/14/11-17:50:50.001] [HIAPI ] ERROR [E1000139] {CHiManagementAPI::LoadConfigFile}:
Configuration file does not have any valid serial numbers or IP addresses.

Figure 8.1.2-3 Example of a log file
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8.2. Log files
8.2.1. List of log files
The VSS Provider, the CLI tools, and the GUI tool output processing information
and error messages to log files. The execution results of operations executed on
the storage system by VSS Provider are output in the AMS I/F log when the
target storage system is in the AMS/HUS 100, and are output to the VSP I/F log
when the target storage system is in the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.
When a log file is not output, confirm whether it is due to restrictions of the
account authority of the server as listed in Table 2.5.1-1
The log files are output into a log folder under the installation folder of VSS
Provider.
If the installation folders are default, the log files are saved in:
C:\Program Files\Hitachi\VSSProvider\log
The log files are listed in Table 8.2.1-1.

Table 8.2.1-1 Log files
#

Item

1.

VSS
Provider log

Log file name

Log file type

hivss.log

Log file

hivss.log.<num>

Backup log file

3.

hivss.log.tmp

Temporary log file

4.

hivss.log.tmp.<num>

Backup temporary log
file

5.

hivss.log.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

Overflow log file

6.

hivss.log.tmp.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

Overflow temporary log
file

hivsscmd.log

Log file

hivsscmd.log.<num>

Backup log file

9.

hivsscmd.log.tmp

Temporary log file

10.

hivsscmd.log.tmp.<num>

Backup temporary log
file

11.

hivsscmd.log.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

Overflow log file

12.

hivsscmd.log.tmp.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

Overflow temporary log
file

hivsscfg.log

Log file

hivsscfg.log.<num>

Backup log file

hivsscfg.log.tmp

Temporary log file

2.

7.
8.

13.
14.
15.

CLI log
*1

GUI log
*2
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#

Item

Log file name

Log file type

16.

hivsscfg.log.tmp.<num>

Backup temporary log
file

17.

hivsscfg.log.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

Overflow log file

18.

hivsscfg.log.tmp.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

Overflow temporary log
file

apilog

-

19.

AMS I/F log

20.

apilog.pre

21.

svplog

22.

svplog.pre

23.

VSP I/F log

24.

hiRaidcomX.log

-

hiRaidcomX.log.bak

*1: If an error occurs while using the CLI tool, an error message is displayed on
the command-line and the same message is output in a log file.
*2: When an error occurs while using the GUI tool, a pop-up error message is
displayed and the same message is output in a log file.
The log files output by VSS Provider, the CLI tool, and the GUI tool are managed
by generation. Table 8.2.1-2 shows log file types. The number of generations
and log file size can be specified in the setup file. See subsection 3.2.1 for how to
specify these items in the setup file and see subsection 8.2.2 for the log
generation management specifications.

Table 8.2.1-2 Log generation management, log file types
#
1.

Log file type

Description

Log files

Logs are output in chronological order.

hivss.log
hivsscmd.log
hivsscfg.log
2.

Backup log files

These are the backup files of the log files.
They are generated during log rotation. A
backup log is generated when the file size of
the log file exceeds the rule size.

hivss.log.<num>
hivsscmd.log.<num>
hivsscfg.log.<num>

<num>: The generation of the log (1 – the
number of generation). Smaller numbers
are chronologically newer.
3.

Temporary log files

These files are generated when VSS
Provider, the CLI tools, and the GUI Tool
start. They are temporary files generated in
order not to lose logs due to miswriting or
failure to write because a log file is locked.

hivss.log.tmp
hivsscmd.log.tmp
hivsscfg.log.tmp
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#
4.

Log file type

Description

Backup Temporary log files

These are backup files that are generated
during the log rotation of the temporary log
files. A backup temporary log file is
generated when the file size of the
temporary log file exceeds the rule size.

hivss.log.tmp.<num>
hivsscmd.log.tmp.<num>
hivsscfg.log.tmp.<num>

<num>: The generation of the log (1 – the
number of generation). Smaller numbers
are chronologically newer.
5.

Overflow log files *1

When a rotation is impossible during the log
rotation because a file in the rotation is
locked, an overflow file is generated in
order not to lose a log.

hivss.log.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak
hivsscmd.log.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak
hivsscfg.log.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

<num>: It is a backup log file during
locking.
YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS: A time stamp.

6.

Overflow Temporary log files *1

When a rotation is impossible during the log
rotation of the temporary log files, because
a file in the rotation is locked, an overflow
file is generated in order not to lose a log.

hivss.log.tmp.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak
hivsscmd.log.tmp.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak
hivsscfg.log.tmp.<num>_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.bak

<num>: The number of the backup
temporary log file that is locked.
YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS: A time stamp.

Note:
Unlike the backup logs, the overflow log files and the overflow temporary log files
are not automatically removed. There is no problem when an overflow file that is
older that the last generation backup log is deleted.
Figure 8.2.1-1 shows the output layout of a log file. Table 8.2.1-3 shows the
output information and the information format.

Digits
Content

1 3-5

1 1 1 21

1 1 1 8 (space-fill)

] 1 1 5(space-fill)

[

]

]

]

Processing

[

Output time

[

Module name

1

Log type

s
: space

1 8 (fixed)

] 1 1 Variable

1 1 Variable

1 1 Variable

[

]

: :

} :

Message ID

{ Class

Method name

Text message

name

Figure 8.2.1-1 Output layout
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Table 8.2.1-3 Output information and format
#

Item

Indication type

Size

Definition

1.

Process ID

In decimal

3 to 5 digits



Enclosed by [ ].

2.

Output time

USA standard
time format

21 digits
fixed



Enclosed by [ ].



MM/dd/yy-HH:mm:ss.fff
- MM = month
- dd = day
- yy: = year
- HH: = time(24 hours)
- mm:= minute
- ss: = second
- fff = millisecond

Character
strings

8 digits
fixed



Enclosed by [ ].



Left-aligned, space-fill



This item is divided in the subsequent output item
and two blanks.

3.

Module name

4.

Log type

Character
strings

5 digits
fixed



Contents of Table 3.2.1-4 are output.

5.

Message ID

Character
strings

8 digits
fixed



Enclosed by [ ].



When the log type is STAT, INFO, WARN or ERROR,
a message ID is displayed.



When the log type is PARAM, ENTER/EXIT or DBG, a
message ID is not displayed and [--------] is
displayed.



Enclosed by { }.



Class names were described previously.



Class name and the method name are divided with
“::”.



The value or message returned by each method

6.

7.

Class name
and method
name

Text message

Character
strings

Character
strings

Variable

Variable
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8.2.2. Generation management of log files
The log files output by VSS Provider, the CLI tools, and the GUI tool can be
managed by generation by specifying the number of generations and log file size
in the setup file.
Table 8.2.2-1 shows the generation management specifications for each log file.

Table 8.2.2-1 Log file generation management specifications
#

Item

(1) Number of generations
MIN

MAX

default

(2) Log file size
MIN

MAX

default

(3) Log file size
check opportunity

1.

VSS Provider log

1

255

3

1M

100M

100M

At log output

2.

CLI Tool log

1

255

3

1M

100M

100M

At log output

3.

GUI Tool log

1

255

3

1M

100M

100M

At log output

(1) Number of generations
Specify the number of generations in the maintenance configuration file.
(AMS I/F log and VSP I/F log cannot be specified.)
(2) Log file size
Specify the log file size in the maintenance configuration file.
(AMS I/F log and VSP I/F log cannot be specified.)
(3) Log file size check time
If a message is about to be output to a log file and that would cause the log file
size to exceed the size specified in the maintenance configuration file, the log file
is rotated to a backup log file.
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Table 8.2.2-2 shows an outline of log generation management behavior when
the number of generations is set to 3. The VSS Provider log is used in this
example.

Table 8.2.2-2 Outline of log generation management
Classification
Log file

Generation
The latest

New
Old

New

Behavior
Latest log file.

hivss.log

Output to a temporary file when
hivss.log is locked.
hivss.log.tmp

Rotation
Backup log files

First
generation

First generation backup log file

hivss.log.1
Rotation
Second
generation

Second generation backup log file

hivss.log.2_YYYYMM
DD_HHMMSS.bak*

hivss.log.2
Rotation

Third
generation

Output to an overflow log file when
hivss.log.2 is locked when rotating
hivss.log.1 to hivss.log.2.

Third generation backup log file

Oldest

hivss.log.3
Deletion

Note:
Unlike backup log files, overflow log files are not automatically removed. This
does not cause any problems even if an overflow file becomes older than the last
generation backup log.
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8.3. Error messages
8.3.1. Error messages output by the installer
When an error occurs during the VSS Provider installation, an error message is
displayed in a dialog box.
Table 8.3.1-1 lists the messages displayed by the installer.

Table 8.3.1-1 Error messages displayed by the installer
#

Message ID

Message

Description

Solution

1.

E2008001

The user does not have
Administrator privilege to run this
setup. Please run this setup with
the user having Administrator
privilege.

The installer was started
by a user without
Administrator rights.

Use Windows logon
account with Administrator
rights.

2.

E2008002

The current version of the
operating system is not
supported. Please install the
package on a supported
operating system.

Installation was
attempted on an
unsupported OS

See Table 2.3.1 -1 for the
installable OSs.

3.

E2008003

Processor type is not valid for this
setup. Please run this setup on a
[bit OS type] system.

Installation was
attempted on an
unsupported processer.

When the installation
target server is in a 32 bit
operating system
environment, the VSS
Provider cannot be
installed. Install the VSS
Provider in a 64 bit
operating system
environment.

4.

E2008004

The current installed version is
not upgradable. Please uninstall
the installed product first. Then
run this setup again.

For the installed version,
upgrade installation is not
supported.

Upgrade installation
process is suspended as
the version of installed VSS
provider is not supported.
Uninstall the installed VSS
provider and install again.

5.

E2008005

Could not open registry. Version
check failed. Please uninstall the
installed product first. Then run
this setup again.

Installed version cannot
be confirmed.

Upgrade installation
process is suspended as
the confirmation of the
installed VSS provider
version has failed.
Uninstall the installed VSS
provider and install again.

6.

W2008011

Enter license key..

Next button was pressed
in a state of non-input
with the license key on the
Enter License Key screen.

Input the valid license key
on the Enter License Key
screen
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#

Message ID

Message

Description

Solution

7.

E2008012

Enter valid license.

Next button was pressed
in a state that invalid
license key was input on
the Enter License Key
screen.

Input the valid license key
on the Enter License Key
screen.

8.

E2008013

Failed to check License key.

A fatal error occurred by
license key certification
processing on the Enter
License Key screen.

Refer to Chapter 2 and
confirm whether it meets
prerequisites.

9.

E2008014

Destination path is too long.

Path length of the
installation folder
specified exceeded the
path length which could be
specified.

Review the path length of
the installation folder.

Standard InstallShield error messages are displayed when an error occurs during
installation. Typical messages are shown in Table 8.3.1-2.

Table 8.3.1-2 Standard InstallShield messages
#

Message

Explanation

Solution

1.

1152 Error extracting to the
temporary location

There was not sufficient space
to start the installer.

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (See Section 2.2)

2.

A later version of 'Hitachi Storage
Adapter for Microsoft® Volume
ShadowCopy Service (bit OS type)' is
already installed on this machine. The
setup cannot continue.

A later version (newer version)
has already been installed.

Upgrade installation does not
support the downgrade to the
lower version (older version). To
install a lower version, see
Section 5.2.

3.

A newer version of this application is
already installed on this computer. If
you wish to install this version, please
uninstall the newer version first. Click
OK to exit the wizard.

A later version (newer version)
has already been installed.

Upgrade installation does not
support the downgrade to the
lower version (older version). To
install a lower version, see
Section 5.2.

4.

Error 1310. Error writing to file: [File
path]. Verify that you have access to
that directory.

There is no write permission for
the folder.

Give the full control authority to
an installation folder to the
Windows logon account.
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#
5.

Message
Error 1321. The Installer has
insufficient privileges to modify the
file [File path].

Explanation

Solution

There is no write permission for
the file.

(1) Give the full control authority
to an installation folder to the
Windows logon account.
(2) When a file is being used by
another process, finish the
other process, and enable
writing to the file.

6.

Error 1406. Could not write value
[Registry name] to key [Registry
key]. Verify that you have sufficient
access to that key, or contact your
support personnel.

There is no write permission for
the registry.

Give the full control authority to
a Registry key displayed on the
Windows logon account.

7.

Error 1603 Fatal Error during
installation. Consult Windows
Installer Help (Msi.chm) or MSDN for
more information.

Installation could not complete.

(1) For an installation drive,
prepare for available space to
meet prerequisites. (See
Section 2.2)
(2)Network drive or removable
disk cannot be specified to the
installation drive.
Specify a drive to meet
prerequisites.(See Table
2.5.1-1)

8.

Error 1606. Could not access network
location [Folder path]

Installation could not
complete.

Network drive or removable disk
cannot be specified to the
installation drive. Specify a drive
to meet prerequisites.(See Table
2.5.1-1)

9.

Error 1628 Failed to Complete
Installation

Disk space became insufficient
during installation

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (Refer to Section
2.2)

10. Error 1711. An error occurred while
writing installation information to
disk. Check to make sure enough disk
space is available, and click Retry, or
Cancel to end the installation.

Disk space became insufficient
during installation

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (Refer to Section
2.2)

11. Error 1721: There is a problem with
the Windows Installer package. A
program required for this install to
complete could not be run. Contact
your support personnel or package
vendor.[Message]

Installation could not be done
to the specified install drive. Or
because a component
necessary for uninstallation
does not exist, uninstallation
could not complete.

(1)Network drive or removable
disk cannot be specified to the
installation drive. Specify a drive
to meet prerequisites. (See
Table 2.5.1-1)
(2) Execute uninstallation after
having restore installation.
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#

Message

12. Error 1722. There is a problem with
this Windows Installer package. A
program run as part of the setup did
not finish as expected. Contact your
support personnel or package
vendor.[Message]

Explanation

Solution

Installation could not be done
to the specified install drive. Or
because a component
necessary for uninstallation
does not exist, uninstallation
could not complete.

(1) Network drive or removable
disk cannot be specified to the
installation drive.
Specify a drive to meet
prerequisites. (See Table
2.5.1-1)
(2) Execute uninstallation after
having restore installation.

13. Error writing to the temporary
location

There was not sufficient space
to start the installer.

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (Refer to Section
2.2)

14. Error: -112 There is not enough space
on the disk.

Disk space became insufficient
during installation

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (Refer to Section
2.2)

15. Info 1625: This is installation is
forbidden by system policy. Contact
your system administrator.[File path
of temporary file]

An installer was used by a user
without Administrator rights in
Windows Server 2003.

Windows Server 2003 is not
supported. Use a Windows
operating system that meets the
prerequisites (See Section 2.3).

16. Out of disk space -- Volume;
'[Installation drive]'; required space:
[Required space value]; available
space: [Available space value]. Free
some disk space and retry.

Disk space became insufficient
during installation (Disk space
at the time of the error
occurrence is displayed by a
message.)

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (Refer to Section
2.2)

17. The path [File path] cannot be found.
Verify that you have access to this
location and try again, or try to find
the installation package [Installer
name] in a folder from which you can
install the product [Product name]

The installer for a file path
could not be found so that
setup processing could not be
done.

Repair installation from the
installer.

18. The specified data folder: '[Folder
path]' is invalid, incomplete, contains
spaces, or write protected. Please
type a full path with drive letter; for
example 'C:\APPS'.

Path length of the installation
folder specified exceeded the
path length which could be
specified.

Review the path length of the
installation folder. (See
Table2.5.1-1)

19. The specified folder: '[Folder path]' is
invalid, incomplete or write
protected. Please type a full path with
drive letter; for example 'C:\APPS'

It could not install in the
specified installation drive.

(1) Network drive or removable
disk cannot be specified to the
installation drive. Specify a drive
to meet prerequisites. (See
Table 2.5.1-1)
(2)If you are executing uninstall,
execute uninstall again after
repair install.
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#

Message

Explanation

Solution

20. There is not enough space on the
disk.

There was not sufficient space
at the time of starting
installation.

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (Refer to Section
2.2)

21. Unable to save file:[File path][Error
message]

The file necessary for
installation could not be saved.

(1) For an installation drive,
prepare for available space to
meet prerequisites. (Refer to
Section 2.2)
(2) If you start an installer
concurrently, execute preceding
installation processing.
After this message is displayed,
a folder choice screen is
displayed, but select cancel
button and cancel following
installation processing.

22. Error: -1618 Another installation is
already in progress. Complete that
installation before proceeding with
this install.

Different installation has been
already executed.

If you start an installer
concurrently, execute preceding
installation processing.

23. Error: -112 There is not enough space
on the disk.

Disk space became insufficient
during installation

For an installation drive, prepare
for available space to meet
prerequisites. (Refer to Section
2.2)

24. Another version of this product is
already installed. Installation of this
version cannot continue. To configure
or remove the existing version of this
product, use Add/Remove Programs
on the Control Panel,

VSS Provider of a different
version has been installed.

Update installation from an
installer is not supported.
Execute update installation
according to the procedures in
Chapter 5.
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8.3.2. Error messages output in event logs
Table 8.3.2 -1 show Error/Alert messages output in event logs.
This subsection describes countermeasures when the configuration uses an FC
connection. In the case of the iSCSI connection, replace WWN with “Initiator
iSCSI Name,” Host Group with “Target,” and HITACHI-VSS-HG with
“HITACHI-VSS-TARGET” respectively.
Note:
If there are no errors or alert event IDs detected by event logs in Table 8.3.2-1,
take action against back-dated errors and alert event IDs.

Table 8.3.2-1 Error/Alert messages to be output in an event log
#

Event
ID

Event
type

Message

Description

1.

5001

Error

The Hitachi VSS Hardware
Provider was unable to load
Error# [Error number]

Cannot load VSS Provider.

Action
(1) Execute repair install.
(See Chapter 6).
(2) Execute new installation
(See Section 3.1) once
after having uninstalled.
(See Chapter 4).

2.

3.

4.

5004

5006

5008

Error

Error

Error

Failed to create V-VOL [LU
number of V-VOL] for
P-VOL [LU number of
P-VOL], Error# [Error
number]

Cannot create V-VOL for
P-VOL.

Failed to delete V-VOL LU
for P-VOL [LU number of
P-VOL], Error# [Error
number]

Cannot delete V-VOL for
P-VOL.

Failed to create S-VOL for

Cannot create S-VOL for
P-VOL.

P-VOL [LU number of
P-VOL], Error# [Error
number]

An error occurred when an
operation command was
given to a storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.

An error occurred when an
operation command was
given to a storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

(1) Perhaps a P-VOL which
is not targeted for a
backup was specified.
Specify another P-VOL.
(2) An error occurred when
an operation command
was given to a storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#

Event
ID

Event
type

Message

Description

Action

5.

5010

Error

Failed to delete S-VOL [LU
number of S-VOL] for
P-VOL [LU number of
P-VOL], Error# [Error
number]

Failed to remove of S-VOL
for P-VOL.

An error occurred when an
operation command was
given to a storage system.

Failed to re-synchronize
Shadow Image pair: P-VOL,
[LU number of P-VOL] ,
S-VOL [LU number of
S-VOL], Error# [Error
number]

Pair resynchronization of
P-VOL and S-VOL failed.

Failed to restore Shadow
Image pair: S-VOL [LU
number of S-VOL] -->
P-VOL [LU number of
P-VOL], Error# [Error
number]

Restore from S-VOL to
P-VOL failed.

Failed to create V-VOL for

Cannot create V-VOL for
P-VOL. RAID0 is not
supported.

6.

7.

8.

5012

5014

5017

Error

Error

Error

P-VOL [LU number of
P-VOL], Error# [Error
number] You must use a
RAID level with redundancy
for both the P-VOL and data
pool as RAID 0 is not
supported

See Subsection 8.4.1

An error occurred when an
operation command was
given to a storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

An error occurred when an
operation command was
given to a storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

P-VOL of Snapshot became
a RAID0 LU. Specify an LU
that is not RAID0.
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#

Event
ID

Event
type

Message

Description

9.

5019

Error

Failed to resync the shadow
copy: Serial Number:
[ serial number] Source
Lun[LU number] -->Target
Luns[LU number], Error#
[Error number]

Resynchronization
processing failed.

Action
(1)Perform the following
using Storage
Management Software.
[AMS/HUS 100]
1) When you use the
Account Authentication
function, confirm that
Storage Administrator
(View and Modify)
authority is assigned to a
user account, and assign it
if not.
2) Confirm the valid/invalid
setting of the Password
Protection function. If it is
valid, change it to invalid.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) Confirm that the user
account and password that
you input are correct.
2) Confirm that Storage
Administrator (View and
Modify) authority is
assigned to a user
account, and assign it if
not.
3) When operating restore
with cascade pair
connection, restore cannot
be operated for L2 pair.
Make a pair status of L1
SMPL.
[Common to
AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) A pair status for restore
is not PSUS, restore
cannot be operated. Make
a pair status PSUS.
2) When operating restore
with cascade pairs, if a
pair status other than a
pair for restore is not
PSUS, restore cannot be
operated. Make a pair
status other than a pair
for restore PSUS.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
In the case of the GAD
configuration, if the GAD
pair status to be restored is
not PSUS, restore operation
cannot be performed.
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#

Event
ID

Event
type

Message

Description

Action
Change the GAD pair status
to PSPU using the storage
management software.
(2)An error occurred when
an operation command
was given to a storage
system, See Subsection
8.4.1
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#

Event
ID

Event
type

10.

5021

Error

Message

Description

Failed to create Shadow
Image pair: P-VOL [LU
number of P-VOL], S-VOL
[LU number of S-VOL],
Error# [Error number]

Failed to create
ShadowImage pair.

Action
[AMS/HUS 100]
(1) Perform the following
using Storage
Management Software :
1) When you use the
Account Authentication
function, confirm that
Storage Administrator
(View and Modify)
authority is assigned to a
user account, and assign it
if not.
2) Confirm the
valid/invalid setting of
the Password Protection
function. If it is valid,
change it to invalid
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1)Confirm that the user
account and password that
you input are correct.
(2) Confirm that Storage
Administrator (View and
Modify) authority is
assigned to a user account
using Storage
Management Software,
and assign it if not.
[Common to
AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) An error occurred
when an operation
command was given to a
storage system. See
Subsection 8.4.1.
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#

Event
ID

Event
type

11.

5022

Error

Message

Description

Failed to create Snapshot
pair P-VOL [LU# of
P-VOL],V-VOL [LU# of
V-VOL], Error# [Error
number]

Cannot create Snapshot
pair.

Action
(1) Perform the following
using Storage
Management Software:
[Common to
AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) If Snapshot P.P is not
valid, make it valid. (See
Table3.3-2)
2) Delete any Snapshot
pairs which are not used
when the number of
Snapshot pairs has
reached the maximum.
3) Delete any V-VOLs which
are not used when the
number of V-VOLs has
reached the maximum.
4) Delete any host groups
which are not used when
the number of host
groups existing in the
storage system has
reached the maximum.
5)Confirm whether the pool
number (Data pool/DP
pool/ThinImage pool
number) specified with
the setup file is a pool for
the Snapshot pair
creation corresponding to
the storage system.
6)Confirm that a pool for
the Snapshot pair
creation corresponding to
the storage system is set,
and set if not. Expand the
capacity if there is
insufficient space for the
data pool..
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) In the case of the virtual
DKC which straddles
multiple physical DKCs,
confirm that the pool
number specified in the
configuration file exists in
each physical DKC.
2) If the pool of the pool
number which was
identical with the each
physical DKC has not been
set, set the pool.
(2) An error occurred
when an operation
command was given to a
storage system. See
Subsection 8.4.1
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#

Event
ID

Event
type

12.

5023

Error

Message

Description

Abort the resync
shadowcopy operation:
[Message], Error# [Error
number]

Restore processing was
aborted.

Action
(1) Confirm a pair status for
restore using Storage
Management Software.
(2) An error occurred when
an operation command
was given to a storage
system. See Subsection
8.4.1

13.

5025

Error

Deleting shadow copy failed
for storage (serial number
#). [serial number]

Cannot retrieve the storage
information corresponding
to the specified serial
number.

(1) Input the serial number
of a proper storage
system in the Add Storage
dialog box.
(2) Confirm that the
instance of CCI specified
by the hiRaidcomX
configuration file is
started.

14.

5028

Error

Import operation failed for
storage [serial
number=[serial number]]
Could not find any Host
group configured for the
following HBAs [WWN]

Mapping to the backup
server of the secondary
VOL(S-VOL/V-VOL) failed.

Create a host group which
registers WWN of the
backup server using
Storage Management
Software.

Please configure a Host
group for the above HBA
WWNs and retry.

15.

5030

Error

The Hitachi VSS Hardware
Provider message catalog
does not exist.

Message catalog used with
the VSS Provider does not
exist.

Repair install.

16.

5032

Alert

Writing to Adapter log
stopped.

A log file and a temporary
log file cannot be written to
due to some kind of status
change.

(1) Check whether the log
file and temporary log file
are locked or read-only.

Hitachi Logger Version :
[Version]

(2) Check whether a disk
has become full.
(3) Check for a disk failure.
(4) Check whether a Write
at Once disk is being used.
(5) When a log file is not
output, confirm whether it
does not fall under a limit
of the account authority of
the server listed in Table
2.5.1-1.
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#

Event
ID

Event
type

17.

5033

Alert

Message

Description

Action

Some backup log files are
not writable. Writing to
overflow log [File path]
Please check Adapter log
folder and clean up unused
overflow log files.

Because a log file could not
be rotated, an overflow file
was created.

(1) Check whether a backup
log file is locked or
read-only.
(2) If there is an
unnecessary overflow log
file, delete it.

Hitachi Logger Version :
[Version]

18.

5034

Error

ResyncLuns failed. Please
check the disk: [Disk
Number] of destination
LUN.

Note: An overflow log file
with a creation date older
than the oldest backup log
file is unnecessary.
Failed to ResyncLuns.

When a failure occurs
during restore by
ResyncLuns, P-VOL remains
in offline status to protect
the consistency of the data.
Set the target LUN online
status from Server
Manager->Disk
Management as needed.
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8.3.3. Error messages output by the GUI tool, the CLI tool, and VSS
Provider
Table 8.3.3-1 shows the error messages output by the GUI tool, the CLI, and VSS
Provider.
This subsection describes countermeasures only when the configuration uses an
FC connection. In the case of the iSCSI connection, replace WWN with “Initiator
iSCSI Name,” Host Group with “Target,” and HITACHI-VSS-HG with
“HITACHI-VSS-TARGET” respectively.
Note:
Disregard any message ID (Exxxxxxx) that is not listed in table 8.3.3-1 and
proceed with the next message ID In the log.

Table 8.3.3-1 Error messages output by VSS Provider
#

Message
ID

1.

E1000007

Message
Configuration file does
not have any IP
addresses or Serial
Numbers.

Description

Action

The proper IP address
format is not used in the
setup file.

(1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software, and set the
IP address or serial number of the
storage system using the proper
format in the setup file (see
Subsection 3.2.1).
(2) Confirm that single-byte
alphanumeric characters are used
in the setup file.

2.

E1000008

Configuration file not
found: [filename]

The setup file is not
found.

Confirm that the setup file is stored
in the installation folder of VSS
Provider. If the setup file does not
exist, create the setup file, and save
it in the installation folder (See
Subsection 3.2.1).

3.

E100000D

Invalid IP:[IP address] in
configuration file.

The value of the IP
address specified to the
setup file is invalid.

Confirm the IP address of the storage
system using Storage Management
Software, and set the IP address of a
proper storage system in the setup
file (See Subsection 3.2.1).
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#

Message
ID

4.

E100000F

Message

Description

Failed to create storage
API object for IP:[IP
address]

Action

Communication with a
storage system of the
AMS/HUS 100 is
impossible.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to a storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

5.

E1000011

Device IP:[IP address]
not added to the list,
password protection is
enabled

Because the password
protection function is
enabled, registration of
the storage system
failed.

Use Storage Management Software
to confirm the valid or invalid setting
of the password protection function
of the storage system. If it is valid,
change it to invalid.

6.

E1000030

Attach failed for: [device
path], returns: [Error
message]

Failed to recognize the
storage system.

(1) Perform the following using
Storage Management Software:
1) Confirm whether the serial
number you specified is correct.
2) Confirm that a command device
is set, and set one if not.
(2) Confirm whether it falls under a
limit in the use of CCI. See Table
2.5.2 -3.
(3) In case of using VMware Guest to
Guest Backup (FC) function, VSS
Provider may be used from the
multiple virtual machines on the
same ESXi at the same time. This
error is output due to an occurrence
of IO conflict between instances
depending on the timing of process
request to the storage system. To
continue the process after the
retry, ignore this error after the
successful backup. If the backup
has failed, change “The number of
VSSHP retries” in the setup file and
execute again.
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#

Message
ID

7.

E1000037

8.

E100003B

Message

Description

Action

Creation of S-Vol failed:
The P-Vol already has an
active pair.

Failed to create S-VOL.
The pair status of the LU
is COPY.

The pair status of the specified LU is
Copy.

[Port number:LUN:MU
number] returns [Error
message]

Failed to acquire S-VOL
information or to set the
pair information.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.

Specify a proper LU, and re-execute.

See Subsection 8.4.1

9.

E1000056

Function
DF_GetPairInformation
failed. Error:[Error code]

SnapShot pair
information cannot be
acquired.

(1) An error occurred in API of the
storage management software
(SNM2).
For the action to deal with the
occurred error code, ask the storage
maintenance personnel to check the
output API return code of the storage
management software (SNM2).
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.
(3) If the problem has not been
solved, contact the customer support
center.
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#
10.

Message
ID
E1000058

Message
Failed to connect to
device IP:[IP address],
Error:[Error code]

Description
Cannot connect to the
storage system
corresponding to the IP
address specified in the
setup file.

Action
(1) Perform the following using
Storage Management Software:
1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system, and set the IP
address of a proper storage
system to the setup file (See
Subsection 3.2.1).
2) When you use the Account
Authentication function, confirm
that Storage Administrator (View
and Modify) authority is assigned
to a user account, and assign it if
not.
3) Confirm the valid/invalid setting of
the Password Protection
function. If it is valid, change it to
invalid.
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.
(3) Delete utlprm.inf, utlprm2.inf,
and utlprm3.inf, from the
installation folder of VSS Provider,
and re-register the storage
system using the GUI tool.
(4) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#
11.

Message
ID
E100005A

Message

Description

Failed to connect to
device IP:[IP address]

Cannot connect to the
storage system
corresponding to the IP
address specified to the
setup file

Action
(1) Perform the following using
Storage Management Software:
1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system, and set the IP
address of a proper storage
system to the setup file (See
Subsection 3.2.1).
2) When you use the Account
Authentication function, confirm
that Storage Administrator (View
and Modify) authority is assigned
to a user account, and assign it if
not.
3) Confirm the valid/invalid setting of
the Password Protection
function. If it is valid, change it to
invalid.
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.

12.

E100005D

Failed to register with
SNM API. Error:
[errorCode:Error code].
IP:[IP adores/IP address]
Serial Number:[device
number]

Failed to register the
specified storage
system.

(1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software, and set the
IP address of a storage system with
the proper format in the setup file.
(See Subsection 3.2.1).
(2) Re-execute after deleting the
utlprm.inf, utlprm2.inf, and
utlprm3.inf files from the
installation folder of VSS Provider.
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#
13.

Message
ID
E100005F

Message

Description

Failed to Login to the
Storage:[Error code],
Serial Number:[serial
number]

Failed to login to the
storage system.

Action
[AMS/HUS 100]
Perform the following using Storage
Management Software:
(1) When using the Account
Authentication function:
1) Confirm that Storage
Administrator (View and Modify)
authority is assigned to a user
account, and assign it if not.
2) When you update install,
re-register the storage system
using the GUI tool.
(2) Confirm the valid/invalid setting
of the Password Protection function.
If it is valid, change it to invalid.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Confirm that the user account
and password that you input are
correct.
(2) Confirm that Storage
Administrator (View and Modify)
authority is assigned to a user
account using Storage
Management Software, and assign
it if not.

14.

E1000063

Logged in user does not
have Storage
Administrator privilege to
the storage - Serial
Number[serial number]

The user does not have
Storage Administrator
privilege.

When you use Account
Authentication function, confirm that
Storage Administrator (View and
Modify) authority is assigned to a
user account by using Storage
Management Software. Assign it if
not.
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#
15.

Message
ID
E1000064

Message

Description

Failed to call
DF_CheckLogin with SNM
API. Error:[ Error code].
IP:[IP address/IP
address] Serial
Number:[ serial number]

Failed to login the
storage system.

Action
[AMS/HUS 100]
(1)When it falls under the following
cases, you may ignore this message.
1)When registering the storage
system with no registration history
for the first time
2)After registration of the storage
system, when you delete utlprm.inf,
utlprm2.inf, and utlprm3.inf, from
the installation folder of VSS
Provider, and use VSS Provider
(2)Delete utlprm.inf, utlprm2.inf,
and utlprm3.inf, from the installation
folder of VSS Provider, and
re-register the storage system using
the GUI tool.
(3) An error occurred in API of the
storage management software
(SNM2).
For the action to deal with the
occurred error code, ask the storage
maintenance personnel to check the
output API return code of the storage
management software (SNM2).
(4) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.
(5) If the problem has not been
solved, contact the customer support
center.

16.

E1000068

{Message}:Error
occurredAPI - Error
code][]

Error occurred in API of
storage management
software.
Message example
ERROR [E1000068]
{CHiDF800SnmAPI::del
eteCoWPair
(87012151)}:DF_Simpl
eSnapShot

An error occurred in API of the
storage management software
(SNM2).
For the action to deal with the
occurred error code, ask the storage
maintenance personnel to check the
output API return code of the storage
management software (SNM2). If
the problem has not been solved,
contact the customer support center

Pair failed [03c00006][]
17.

E100006C

Failed to find any free
target index.

Failed to create the
target because there is
no space for it.

Delete an unnecessary target.
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action

18.

E100006D

Failed to add the initiator
to the target. Target will
be deleted

Failed to register
Initiator iSCSI Name to
the target.

Confirm that the specified target
exists by using Storage Management
Software.

19.

E100008A

Failed to get shadow
image pair coupling info.
Error: [Error code]

Cannot get
ShadowImage pair
information.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

20.

E1000090

Failed[Error code]

An error occurred while
recognizing the storage
system.

(1) Confirm and perform the
followings using Storage
Management Software:
[AMS/HUS 100]
Confirm that the platform setting of
the host group has been set to
Windows. If the setting has been set
to other than Windows, set it to
Windows.
[VSP/HUSVM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Confirm that the host mode setting
of the host group has been set to
Windows. If the setting has been set
to other than Windows, set it to
Windows.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

21.

E1000091

Failed to get shadow
image information.
Error:[ Error code]

Cannot get
ShadowImage pair
information.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

22.

E100009B

Failed to get LU object for
created LU:[ LU number
of secondary VOL].

Cannot get LU#
information of the
secondary
VOL(S-VOL/V-VOL).

(1) Confirm that the secondary VOL
exists in the storage system using
Storage Management Software.
(2) Overloaded process may be
performed on the storage system.
Confirm the status of the storage
system and retry after some time.
(3) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.

23.

E100009F

Failed to get LU object for
LU:[ LU number of
secondary VOL].

Cannot get LU#
information of the
secondary
VOL(S-VOL/V-VOL).

(1) Confirm that the primary VOL
exists in the storage system using
Storage Management Software.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.

24.

E10000C7

getPairStatus failed P-Vol: [LU number of
P-VOL].

Cannot get a pair
status/.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system. See Subsection 8.4.1.
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action

25.

E10000C9

P-Vol[LU number of
P-VOL] pair status[Pair
status] is not valid

The pair status is
invalid.

Interrupt action was performed by
using Storage Management Software
while backing up or creating an
S-VOL using the GUI Tool. P-VOL or
S-VOL might have been deleted or
the pair status might have been
changed. Confirm the existence of
P-VOL and S-VOL and pair status
using Storage Management Software

26.

E10000CB

Remove LU mapping
failed - P-Vol: [LU
number of P-VOL] S-Vol:
[LU# of Secondary VOL].

Cannot remove LU#
mapping of secondary
VOL (V-VOL/S-VOL).

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.

Failed to delete S-Vol:
[LU number of S-VOL].

Cannot delete S-VOL.

27.

E10000CD

See Subsection 8.4.1

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

28.

29.

E10000D0

E10000D1

Failed to delete Snapshot
pair - P-Vol: [LU number
of P-VOL] V-Vol: [LU
number of V-VOL].

Cannot delete Snapshot
pair.

Delete V-Vol failed for
V-Vol: [LU number of
V-VOL].

Cannot delete V-VOL.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

(1) Please delete the target LDEV
using Storage Management
Software.
(2)An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

30.

E10000D3

S-Vol LU: [LU number of
S-VOL] pair is not ready
for VSS Backup

S-VOL is not ready for a
backup.

[AMS/HUS 100]
Set the pair status for the backup to
PAIR or PSUS using Storage
Management Software.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Set the pair status for the backup to
PAIR using Storage Management
Software.
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#
31.

Message
ID
E10000D4

Message

Description

P-Vol LU: [LU number of
P-VOL] does not have
any ShadowImage pairs

Not a ShadowImage
pair configuration.

Action
[AMS/HUS 100]
Perform the following using Storage
Management Software:
1) Confirm the valid/invalid setting of
the ShadowImage in-system
Replication function. If it is invalid,
change it to valid.
2) Create the S-VOL in PAIR status
or PSUS status.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Create the S-VOL in PAIR status
using Storage Management
Software.

32.

E10000D7

Failed to create Snapshot
pair for P-Vol: [LU
number of P-VOL]. There
are no data/ThinImage
pools available.

Cannot create Snapshot
pair.

(1) Perform the following using
Storage Management Software.
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) If Snapshot P.P is not valid, make
it valid. (See Table 3.3-2)
2) Delete any Snapshot pairs which
are not used when the number of
Snapshot pairs has reached the
maximum.
3) Delete any V-VOLs which are not
used when the number of V-VOLs
has reached the maximum.
4) Delete any host groups which are
not used when the number of host
groups existing in the storage
system has reached the maximum.
5) Confirm whether the pool number
(Data pool/DP pool/ThinImage
pool number) specified with the
setup file is a pool for the Snapshot
pair creation corresponding to the
storage system.
6) Confirm that a pool for the
Snapshot pair creation
corresponding to the storage
system is set, and set if not.
Expand the capacity if there is
insufficient space for the data pool.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) In the case of virtual DKC which
straddles multiple physical DKCs,
confirm that the pool number
specified in the configuration file
exists in each physical DKC.
2) If the pool of the pool number
which was identical with the each
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action
physical DKC has not been set, set
the pool.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

33.

E10000D9

Failed to create Snapshot
pair for P-Vol: [LU
number of P-VOL] V-Vol:
[LU number of V-VOL].

Cannot create Snapshot
pair.

(1) Perform the following using
Storage Management Software:
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) If Snapshot P.P is not valid, make
it valid. (See Table 3.3-2)
2) Delete any Snapshot pairs which
are not used when the number of
Snapshot pairs has reached the
maximum.
3) Delete any V-VOLs which are not
used when the number of V-VOLs
has reached the maximum.
4) Delete any host groups which are
not used when the number of host
groups in the storage system has
reached the maximum.
5) Confirm whether the pool number
(Data pool/DP pool/ThinImage
pool number) specified with the
setup file is a pool for the Snapshot
pair creation corresponding to the
storage system.
6)Confirm that a pool for the
Snapshot pair creation
corresponding to the storage
system is set, and set if not.
Expand the capacity if there is
insufficient space for the data pool.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) In the case of the virtual DKC,
confirm that the virtual LDEV ID
which has been assigned to RSG
has some free space.
2) Confirm whether the state where
virtual LDEV ID has not been set
to physical LDEV ID of LDEV to be
created (Virtual LDEV ID will be
FF:FE) or the reserve state for
GAD (Virtual LDEV ID will be
FF:FF). If the virtual LDEV ID has
not been assigned, assign it.
[AMS]
When the target P-VOL makes a
ShadowImage pair, re-execute the
backup by deleting the
ShadowImage pair and rerunning
backup. Or, set the default backup
mode to ShadowImage, and then
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action
acquire a backup.
[VSP/HUSVM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) When a host group name:
HITACHI-VSS-HG does not exist,
create HITACHI-VSS-HG.
2) Confirm that the target LU is not a
LUSE volume (LUSE volumes are
unsupported).
3) Overloaded process may be
performed on the storage system.
Confirm the status of the storage
system and retry after some time.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
1) In the case of the virtual DKC
which straddles multiple physical
DKCs, confirm that the pool number
specified in the configuration file
exists in each physical DKC.
2) If the pool of the pool number
which was identical with the each
physical DKC has not been set, set
the pool.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system. See
Subsection 8.4.1
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#
34.

Message
ID
E10000DB

Message

Description

Action

Shadow copy[LU number
of S-VOL/V-VOL] is not
mapped to a valid port

Because the
S-VOL/V-VOL is not
being mapped, backup
processing failed.

[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Confirm that the problem does not
fall under the limits of interrupt
operation from other applications.
See Table 2.5.2 -1.
[AMS/HUS 100]
Resynchronize the target
ShadowImage pair using Storage
Management Software.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Perform the following using Storage
Management Software.
(1) Resynchronize the target
ShadowImage pair.
(2) Map the target S-VOL to the Host
group with the name
HITACHI-VSS-HG and perform
resync processing. In addition,
when a host group does not exist,
create HITACHI-VSS-HG and
perform a similar procedure.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
In the case of virtual DKC, create a
Host group name:
HITACHI-VSS-HG in RSG which
P-VOL belongs to, and perform a
similar procedure.

35.

E10000DD

Failed to delete
ShadowImage pair P-Vol:[ LU number of
P-VOL] 'SVOL' or
'VVOL':[ LU number of
S-VOL or V-VOL]

Cannot delete
ShadowImage pair.

(1)When the status of the specified
pair is Split Pending, wait for the
pair status to become PSUS, or
re-execute after setting a pair
status to PAIR using Storage
Management Software.
(2) An error occurred by the
operation command for the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

36.

E10000DE

Failed to resync
ShadowImage pair P-Vol:[ LU number of
P-VOL] S-Vol:[ LU
number of S-VOL]

Resync processing
failed.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

Failed to resync
ShadowImage pair P-Vol:[ LU number of
P-VOL] V-Vol:[ LU
number of V-VOL]
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#
37.

Message
ID
E10000DF

Message
Failed to restore
ShadowImage pair P-Vol:[ LU number of
P-VOL] S-Vol:[ LU
number of S-VOL]

Description
Failed to restore from
Secondary
VOL(S-VOL/V-VOL) to
P-VOL.

Failed to restore
ShadowImage pair P-Vol:[ LU number of
P-VOL] V-Vol:[ LU
number of V-VOL]

Action
(1) Perform the following using
Storage Management Software:
[AMS/HUS 100]
1) When you use the Account
Authentication function, confirm
that Storage Administrator (View
and Modify) authority is assigned to
a user account, and assign it if not.
2) Confirm the valid/invalid setting of
the Password Protection function. If
it is valid, change it to invalid.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Confirm that the user account and
password that you input are correct.
(2) Confirm that Storage
Administrator (View and Modify)
authority is assigned to a user
account, and assign it if not.
(3) When performing a restore
operating using a cascade pair, the
restore operation cannot be
performed directly from a L2 pair.
Set the pair status of L1 to SMPL.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
In the case of the GAD configuration,
if the GAD pair status to be restored
is not PSUS, restore operation
cannot be performed. Change the
GAD pair status to PSPU using the
storage management software.
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Confirm that the volume which
having operated restore is
ShadowImage pair or Snapshot pair
configuration.
(2) When operating restore with
cascade connection, if a pair status
other than a pair for restore is not
PSUS, the restore cannot be
performed. Make a pair status other
than a PAIR for restore PSUS.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#
38.

Message
ID
E10000F1

Message

Description

Action

vssFinalizeSnapshot
failed - P-Vol: [LU
number of P-VOL] S-Vol:
[LU number of S-VOL].

When executing
ShadowImage/Snapsho
t, resync processing
failed.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

39.

E10000F3

Failed to retrieve the
required information for
this storage: [serial
number]. Either the
command device is not
configured properly, or
there is no valid
ShadowImage license on
this array.

When executing
ShadowImage/Snapsho
t, the required
information for the
storage system could
not be retrieved.

The setting of the storage system
includes an error. Set the storage
system with reference to Section 3.3.

40.

E10000F4

Creation of S-Vol failed:
The LU is already paired.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.
The pair status of the LU
is already PAIR.

The specified pair status of LU is
already PAIR. Specify a proper LU,
and re-execute.

41.

E10000F5

Creation of S-Vol failed:
No more pairs can be
created.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.
No more S-VOLs can be
created.

Perform the following using Storage
Management Software:
(1) Delete any ShadowImage pairs
which are not used when the
number of ShadowImage pairs has
reached the maximum.
(2) Delete any S-VOLs which are not
used when the number of S-VOLs
for P-VOL has reached the
maximum.

42.

E10000F7

Creation of S-Vol failed.
The specified RaidGroup
is not valid.

Creation of S-VOL
failed. The specified
Raid/ParityGroup is not
valid.

The specified RAID/Parity group is
not valid. See Subsection 8.4.1

43.

E10000F8

Creation of S-Vol failed.
The LU cannot be
created.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.

Perform the following using Storage
Management Software:
In addition, delete any unused LUs in
cases (1)-(3) below.
(1) Check whether the number of
LUs in the storage system has
reached the maximum.
(2) Check whether the number of
LUs in the RAID/Parity group or
DP(DT) pool has reached the
maximum.
(3) Confirm that the available space
of the specified RAID/Parity group
or DP (DT) pool is sufficient.
(4) When you use Account
Authentication, confirm that
Storage Administrator (View and
Modify) authority is assigned to the
user account. If it is not, assign it.

44.

E10000FB

Failed to delete
S-Vol:[ LU number of
S-VOL] failed. The
specified LU is in
regressed status.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.

A failure occurred in the specified
RAID/Parity group or DP (DT) pool.
Remove the failure, then re-execute.
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#
45.

46.

Message
ID
E10000FD

E10000FE

Message

Description

Failed to create S-Vol for
P-Vol: [LU number of
P-VOL]. Error Code:
[Error code].

Creation of S-VOL
failed.

Failed to delete S-Vol
LU:[ LU number of
S-VOL]

Removal of an S-VOL
failed.

Action
(1) Confirm that the available space
of the specified RAID group/Parity
group or DP (DT) pool is sufficient.
(2) The specified DP(DT) Pool is not
valid. See Subsection 8.4.1
An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

47.

E1000105

Failed to initialize S-Vol
LU.

Initialization of an
S-VOL failed.

(1) Another application interrupted
the creation of S-VOL and P-VOL or
S-VOL might have been deleted.
Confirm the existence of P-VOL and
S-VOL and pair status using Storage
Management Software.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

48.

E100010A

CreatePair failed - P-Vol:
[LU number of P-VOL]
S-Vol: [LU number of
S-VOL].

Creation of the
ShadowImage pair
failed.

(1) Confirm that DMLU is set using
Storage Management Software. If it
is not, set it.
(2) Confirm that the available space
of the specified RAID /Parity group
or DP (DT) pool is sufficient.
(3) An error occurred in the
operation command for the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

49.

E100010B

getPairStatus failed P-Vol: [LU number of
P-VOL] S-Vol: [LU
number of S-VOL].

Acquisition of the pair
status of ShadowImage
failed.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#
50.

Message
ID
E100010E

Message

Description

Pair creation failed P-Vol: [LU number of
P-VOL] S-Vol: [LU
number of S-VOL].

Creation processing of
ShadowImage pair or
Snapshot pair failed.

Action
[AMS/HUS 100]
(1) Confirm and perform the
following using Storage
Management Software:
1) When you use Account
Authentication, confirm that
Storage Administrator (View and
Modify) authority is assigned to the
user account. If it is not, assign it.
2) Confirm the valid/invalid setting of
the Password Protection function.
If it is valid, change it to invalid.
3) Confirm that the available space
of the specified RAID /Parity group
or DP (DT) pool is sufficient.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Confirm that the user account
name and password that you
input are correct.
(2) Using Storage Management
Software confirm that Storage
Administrator (View and Modify)
authority is assigned to the user
account. If it is not, assign it.
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Confirm that the target P-VOL to
create a pair and check whether
available MU number exists.
(2) An error has occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

51.

E100010F

LU is invalid

LU is invalid

Wait until the pair status becomes
PAIR.

52.

E1000110

Unable to find LDEV
object for: [LU number of
S-VOL/V-VOL].

S-VOL/V-VOL for the
indication was not
found.

A configuration change of storage
occurred and S-VOL/V-VOL for the
indication might have been deleted.
Refresh or reboot GUI tool and
acquire the latest information.

53.

E1000111

vssUpdatePortInfo: Host
Group GetPort info failed.

Information of HG on
which P-VOL to be
processed is mapped,
cannot be retrieved.

Check the RSG of HG resource group
which maps the target volume using
Storage Management Software.
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#
54.

Message
ID
E1000118

Message

Description

Action

Failed to remove S-Vol
LU: [LU number of
S-VOL/V-VOL] path from
HG: [Host group name].

Could not remove
S-VOL/V-VOL from the
host group.

(1) Using Storage Management
Software, unmaps S-VOL/V-VOL in
the host group of the host group
name of the message column. In
addition, delete V-VOL at the time of
the backup in Snapshot.
(2) Check that it does not come into
conflict with the operational
restrictions and points of
consideration when using CCI. See
Table 2.5.2-3.
(3) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
(4)Because it took some time to
delete the Snapshot pair during the
backup completion process using the
Snapshot function, removal from the
host group may have failed.
(Time required for deletion of
Snapshot pair depends on the pool
capacity used by the Snapshot pair.)
Change “The number of secondary
VOL unmapping retries” in the setup
file if necessary.

55.

E1000119

Failed to remove S-Vol
LU: [LU number of
S-VOL/V-VOL]] path
from Target: [Target
number].

Could not remove
S-VOL/V-VOL from the
target.

(1) Using Storage Management
Software, unmaps S-VOL/V-VOL
from the target of the target name in
the message column. In addition,
delete V-VOL at the time of the
backup in Snapshot.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

56.

E1000126

Invalid Controller IP in
configuration file.

The format of an IP
address in the setup file
is incorrect.

(1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software, and set the
IP address of the storage system in
the proper format in the setup file
(See Subsection 3.2.1).
(2) Confirm that only single-byte
alphanumeric characters were used
in the setup file.
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#
57.

Message
ID
E1000138

Message
Failed to connect to
device. Serial number:
[serial number], Error:
[Error code].

Description

Action

Could not connect to the
storage system
corresponding to the
registered serial
number.

(1) Confirm whether HORCM starts.
(2) Confirm that the FC cables are
connected properly.
(3) Confirm that the contents of
hiRaidcomX.config are correct.
(4) Confirm the serial number of the
storage system and user name
using Storage Management
Software, and then type the proper
serial number, user name, and
password into the Add Storage
dialog box for registration of
storage systems.

58.

E1000139

Configuration file does
not have any valid serial
numbers or IP addresses.

The setup file does not
contain IP addresses in
the correct format.

(1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system or a serial number
using Storage Management
Software, and input it in the setup
file in the proper format. (See
Subsection 3.2.1)
(2) Confirm that only single-byte
alphanumeric characters were used
in the setup file.
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#
59.

Message
ID
E100013A

Message

Description

Failed to create storage
API object for Serial
Number:[serial number]

Communication with a
storage system of the
VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 is
impossible.

Action
(1) Confirm whether HORCM starts.
(2) Confirm that the FC cables are
connected properly.
(3) Confirm that the contents of
hiRaidcomX.config are correct.
(4) Confirm the serial number of the
storage system and the user name
using Storage Management
Software, and then type the proper
serial number, user name, and
password in the Add Storage dialog
boxes for registration of storage
systems.
(5) Confirm the path definition of the
command device.
(6) Create the host group where
WWN of the backup server
registered by using Storage
Management Software in a backup
server.
(7) Confirm whether the problem
falls under the Restrictions and
Points of Consideration when using
multiple storage systems of the
VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00. Refer to Table 2.5.1-3.
(8)In the case of the H-UVM
configuration or GAD configuration,
do not describe HORCM_VCMD in
the HORCM CONF configuration file.
(9)Confirm that the HORCM CONF
configuration file has not been used
except for the purpose of VSS
Provider.

60.

E1000145

Failed to encrypt the
password for
Storage:[ serial
number]. Error :[Error
code]

Failed to encrypt a user
name and a password.

Type a proper user name and a
password in the Add Storage dialog
boxes for registration of storage
systems.
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#
61.

Message
ID
E1000149

Message

Description

Raidcom operation
returned an error
response. Error:
[Raidcom Error# [Error
ID]

An Error was detected
by CCI command.

Action
(1) Confirm that hiRaidcomX.config
exists in the installation folder of
VSS Provider.
(2) Confirm that the contents of
hiRaidcomX.config are correct.

Error message]

(3) Confirm that CCI is installed.
(4) See the command error
messages in Table 9-4 of the CCI
User’s guide. Error IDs correspond
to the values in the table.
(5) Confirm that the FC cable has
been connected correctly.
(6) Confirm that HORCM has been
activated.
(7) For the characters and the
maximum number of input
characters for a user name and
password, see CCI command
reference.
(8)In case of using VMware Guest to
Guest Backup (FC) function,
confirm that it is not falling under
the restrictions of instance number
of CCI. See Table 2.5.2-4.
(9) If the H-UVM configuration is
used by the multiple physical DKCs
or in the case of the GAD
configuration, place a command
device in the meta_resource
(RSG#0) of each physical DKC.
Also, map it onto the host group of
the target server and command
devices of all physical DKCs must
be recognized.
(10) An error occurred in the CCI
interface.
For the occurred error code and SSB
code, check the CCI User`s Guide for
appropriate action.
If the problem has not been solved
with the action stated in the related
documents, contact the customer
support center.

62.

63.

64.

E100014C

E100014F

E1000151

Failed to get HBA Adapter
attributes. Error: [Error
code].

Acquisition of the HBA
adapter information
failed.

In the case of an iSCSI environment,
ignore this error.

Failed to get an iSCSI
initiator node name.
Error: [Error code].

Microsoft iSCSI Initiator
Service stops.

In the case of an FC environment,
ignore this error.

Failed to log into the
iSCSI target. Error:
[Error code].

Connection to a target
failed.

In an FC environment, confirm
whether HBA is recognized correctly.

In an iSCSI environment, start
Microsoft iSCSI Initiator Service by
service of the management tool.
Invalidate CHAP authentication using
Storage Management Software.
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action

65.

E100015C

Configuration file
[configuration file name]
access denied. Config file
is read-only.

Access to the setup file
failed.

Check the file attributes of the setup
file. Confirm that it is not read-only
and has the access permission.

66.

E100015D

Failed to open
configuration file:
[configuration file name]

Because the setup file
was opened by another
application, it could not
be updated.

Close the setup file and re-execute.

67.

E2002003

AddStorage failed.
Password protection is
enabled.

Because the Password
Protection function is
valid, registration of a
storage system failed.

Confirm the valid/invalid setting of
the Password Protection function of
the storage system which was
specified using Storage Management
Software. If it is valid, change it to
invalid.

68.

E2002004

Invalid input value in
serial number, username
or password.

The input values of a
serial number, a user
name, and a password
are invalid.

(1) Confirm the serial number of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software and type a
proper serial number, user name,
and password in the Add Storage
dialog boxes for registration of
storage systems.
(2) Confirm that the instance of CCI
specified by the hiRaidcomX
configuration file is started.
(3) In the case of the H-UVM
configuration or GAD configuration,
do not describe HORCM_VCMD in
the HORCM CONF configuration file.

69.

E2002005

Storage discovery failed.
Verify IP addresses.

Cannot acquire the
information of the
storage system
corresponding to the
specified IP address.

(1) Perform the following using
Storage Management Software:
1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system, and type the
correct IP address into the Add
Storage dialog box.
2) Confirm the valid/invalid setting of
the Password Protection function of
the specified storage system. If it
is valid, change it to invalid.
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.

70.

E2002006

Storage user ID is not
registered.

The specified user name
is not registered in the
storage system.

Using Storage Management
Software, confirm the user name of
the storage system and type the user
name registered into the storage
system in the Add Storage dialog
box.

71.

E2002008

The specified password
does not match.

The password that you
input is not correct.

Type the correct password into the
Add Storage dialog box.

72.

E2002009

Authentication failed.
User name or password is
invalid.

Authentication of the
storage system failed.
The user name or
password includes an
error.

Type the correct user name and
password into the Add Storage dialog
box.
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action

73.

E200200A

Authentication failed.
User name or password is
required.

Authentication of the
storage system failed.
The user name or
password was omitted.

Type a correct user name, a
password into the Add Storage dialog
box.

74.

E200200B

Authentication is not
required for this storage.
Adding without
authentication.

Authentication
information is not
necessary to add the
storage system.

Type only a correct IP address into
the Add Storage dialog box. (A user
name and password is not required.)

75.

E200200D

Storage serial number is
empty.

A serial number was not
input.

Confirm the serial number of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software and type the
correct serial number into the Add
Storage dialog box.

76.

E200200E

Storage IP addresses is
empty.

An IP address was not
input.

Confirm the IP address of the storage
system using Storage Management
Software and type the correct IP
address into the Add Storage dialog
box.

77.

E2002010

Failed to decrypt the user
name and password.

Failed to decrypt a user
name and a password.

The input user name and password
could be invalid.
Type the correct user name and
password into the Add Storage dialog
boxes and register the storage
system again.

78.

E2002011

Login failed. Password
protection is required.

Because Password
Protection function is
valid, recognition of the
storage system failed.

Use Storage Management Software
to change the setting of the
Password Protection function of the
specified storage system to invalid.

79.

E2002012

Login failed. Access
denied, config file is
read-only.

Because the
configuration file is
read-only, updating
failed.

(1) Make the configuration file
writable.
(2) Make sure that the setup file is
not open.
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#
80.

Message
ID
E2002013

Message
Authentication failed.
Check username,
password, and IP
addresses.

Description

Action

Could not access the
storage system by the
IP address, or the user
name and password
specified for
authentication.

(1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software, and type
the correct IP address into the Add
Storage dialog box.
(2) If authentication is enabled for
the storage system, confirm the
user name and password and type
them into the Add Storage dialog
box.
(3) Confirm that the setup file is not
open.

81.

E2002014

LoadListLocalP-Vol failed.

Failed to update the
P-VOL list.

(1) Using Storage Management
Software, confirm the valid/invalid
setting of the ShadowImage
in-system Replication function. If it
is invalid, change it to valid.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

82.

E2002015

Unable to get LU object
for LUN: [serial
number:LU number of
P-VOL].

Could not get LU
number information for
the P-VOL.

(1) Confirm whether the P-VOL
exists in a storage system using
Storage Management Software.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

83.

E2002017

S-Vol cannot be created
for this volume. P-Vol is
associated with Snapshot
V-Vol.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.
P-VOL is paired with a
V-VOL.

Create S-VOL after deleting the
V-VOL which is associated with the
specified P-VOL.
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#
84.

Message
ID
E2002018

Message

Description

Action

Error: ShadowImage
cannot be created for this
volume.

Could not use the
specified P-VOL for
making ShadowImage.

(1) You may have specified a P-VOL
which is not targeted for a backup.
Specify the correct P-VOL.
(2)The specified P-VOL may not be
mapped to the VSS installation
server (application server). Map it
using Storage Management
Software.
(3) Using Storage Management
Software, confirm the valid/invalid
setting of the ShadowImage
in-system Replication function. If it
is invalid, change it to valid.
(4) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.

85.

E2002019

S-Vol cannot be created
for this volume. P-Vol is
being formatted.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.
P-VOL is being
formatted.

Create the S-VOL after P-VOL
formatting is complete.

86.

E200201A

Creation of S-Vol failed:
The LU is already paired.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.
The pair status of the LU
is already PAIR

The pair status of the specified LU is
already PAIR. Specify the correct LU
and re-execute.
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#
87.

Message
ID

Message

Description

E200201B

Operation Failed.
message

Operation Failed.

Action
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) If Host group: HITACHI-VSS-HG
does not exist, create
HITACHI-VSS-HG.
(2) Check that it does not come into
conflict with the operational
restrictions and points of
consideration when using CCI. See
Table 2.5.2-3.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) In the case of virtual DKC, if Host
group name: HITACHI-VSS-HG
does not exist in RSG which P-VOL
belongs to, create
HITACHI-VSS-HG.
(2) If virtual DKC is running, confirm
the setting when VSS provider is
used in the virtual DKC. See Table
9-1.
(3) If the virtual DKC which straddles
multiple physical DKCs is used, make
sure that the virtual LDEV ID of
P-VOL is not duplicated in the virtual
DKC. If the virtual LDEV ID of P-VOL
is duplicated, assign the virtual LDEV
ID of P-VOL to prevent duplication.
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
See the log file and provide solutions
for any error messages were output.

88.

E200201C

The LU is not found.

While waiting for format
completion, S-VOL is
not found.

During S-VOL creation, operation
might have been interrupted by
Storage Management Software or
another program, and the P-VOL or
S-VOL may have been deleted or the
pair state may have been changed.
Confirm the existence of P-VOL and
S-VOL and check the pair status
using Storage Management
Software.

89.

E200201D

DeleteLun failed for
S-Vol: [LU number of
S-VOL].

Could not delete an
S-VOL.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#
90.

Message
ID
E200201E

Message
Initializing S-Vol LU
failed.

Description
Initialization of an
S-VOL failed.

Action
(1) During S-VOL creation, operation
might have been interrupted by
other program, and the P-VOL or
S-VOL may have been deleted or
the pair state may have been
changed. Confirm the existence of
P-VOL and S-VOL and check the pair
status using Storage Management
Software.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

91.

E200201F

Unable to create the
P-Vol S-Vol pair.

Pair creation of
ShadowImage failed.

(1) Create the S-VOL after P-VOL
formatting is complete.
(2) Confirm that a free space of the
specified RAID/Parity group or DP
(DT) pool is sufficient.
(3) MU number which can be used to
create ShadowImage pair may
have already been used. Check the
target P-VOL pair configuration
and keep available MU.
(4) Confirm that the target LU is not
LUSE volume (LUSE volume is not
supported).
(5) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#
92.

Message
ID
E2002020

Message
LU#' of Delete S-Vol #
'S-VOL failed. Please
retry the operation.

Description
Deletion of an S-VOL
failed.

Action
(1) Refresh or restart the GUI tool,
then re-execute the remove of the
S-VOL.
(2) When the pair status of the
S-VOL is Split Pending, wait for the
pair status to become PSUS.
Alternately, set the pair status to
PAIR using Storage Management
Software and then re-execute.
(3) Confirm the valid/invalid setting
of the Password Protection function
using Storage Management
Software. If it is valid, change it to
invalid.
(4) Using Storage Management
Software, confirm that LU to be
removed exists in the storage
system.
(5) Check that it does not come into
conflict with the operational
restrictions and points of
consideration when using CCI. See
Table 2.5.2-3.
(6) Refer to the VSS Provider log
files, when another Error message
is output, and execute the
corresponding solutions.
(7) An error occurred when a pair
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

93.

E2002021

Resyc S-Vol # 'LU#'
failed. Please retry the
operation.

Resynchronization of an
S-VOL failed.

(1) Resynchronize the S-VOL after
refreshing or restarting the GUI
tool.
(2) Confirm that the ShadowImage
pair to be resynchronized exists in a
storage system using Storage
Management Software.
(3) Confirm as far as possible that
Account Authentication for the
storage system is registered and
restart the GUI tool.
(4) Check that it does not come into
conflict with the operational
restrictions and points of
consideration when using CCI. See
Table 2.5.2-3.
(5) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#
94.

Message
ID
E2002022

Message
Unable to retrieve LU
object for LUN: [serial
number:LU number of
P-VOL].

Description
Cannot retrieve LU
number of a P-VOL.

Action
(1)Using Storage Management
Software, confirm that the P-VOL
exists in the storage system.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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#
95.

Message
ID
E2002023

Message
Configuration file is
wrong. Check
hivsscfg.log

Description
The setup file has an
entry error, or it is
impossible to
communicate with the
storage system.

Action
[AMS/HUS 100]
(1) Confirm that the entries in the
setup file are correct.
(2) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software, and enter
the correct IP address the storage
system in the setup file (See
Subsection 3.2.1).
(3) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.
(4) Confirm that the Password
Protection function of the specified
storage system is set to invalid.
(5) Delete utlprm.inf, utlprm2.inf,
and utlprm3.inf from the installation
folder of VSS Provider, and register
the storage system with the GUI
tool.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Confirm that HORCM has started.
(2) Confirm that the FC cables are
connected properly.
(3) Confirm that the contents of
hiRaidcomX.config are correct.
(4) Confirm the serial number of the
storage system and the user name
using Storage Management
Software. Then type the serial
number, user name, and password
in the Add Storage dialog box, and
register the storage system.
(5) Confirm the path definition of the
command device.
(6) Create a host group where WWN
of the backup server is registered by
using Storage Management
Software in a backup server.
(7) In the case of the H-UVM
configuration or GAD configuration,
do not describe HORCM_VCMD in
the HORCM CONF configuration file.
(8) Confirm that the HORCM CONF
configuration file has not been used
except for the purpose of VSS
Provider.
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#
96.

Message
ID
E2002024

Message

Description

Unable to find and
connect to any storage.
Verify the controller IP
address and/or VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00 Serial number and
user credentials. Verify
network connectivity. For
VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00, check
that CCI is active.

There is no storage
system corresponding
to the IP address (for an
AMS/HUS 100
controller) or the serial
number (for a VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00 controller)
specified in the setup
file. Or, the storage
system cannot be
connected to.

Action
[AMS/HUS100]
(1) Using Storage Management
Software, perform the following
operation:
1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system and enter the
correct IP address of the storage
system in the setup file (See
Subsection 3.2.1).
2) When you use Account
Authentication, confirm that
Storage Administrator (View and
Modify) authority is assigned to the
user account. If it is not, assign it.
3) Confirm the valid/invalid setting
of the Password Protection
function. If it is valid, change it to
invalid.
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Confirm the serial number of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software and enter
the proper serial number in the
setup file. (See Subsection 3.2.1)
(2) Confirm that the instance of CCI
specified with the hiRaidcomX
configuration file is started.
(3) Confirm that the hiRaidcomX
configuration file has been saved in
the single-byte alphanumeric
characters (SJIS etc).

97.

E2002025

Configuration file not
found.

Cannot find the setup
file.

Confirm that the setup file is stored
in the installation folder of VSS
Provider. If the configuration file
does not exist, create a configuration
file and save it in the installation
folder (See Subsection 3.2.1).
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#
98.

Message
ID
E2002026

Message

Description

Configuration file does
not have any valid Serial
Number or IP Addresses.

The setup file does not
contain proper serial
numbers or IP
addresses in the correct
format.

Action
[AMS/HUS 100]
Confirm the IP address of the storage
system using Storage Management
Software, and enter the IP address of
the storage system in the setup file
in the proper format.
(SeeSubsection3.2.1)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Confirm the serial number of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software. Then, type
the proper serial number, user
name, and password in the Add
Storage dialog box, and register the
storage system.
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Confirm that the setup file has been
saved in the single-byte
alphanumeric characters (SJIS etc).

99.

E2002028

Delete V-Vol # 'LU#'
failed. Please retry the
operation.

Deletion of a V-VOL
failed.

(1) Refresh or restart the GUI tool.
Then re-execute the remove of the
V-VOL.
(2) Confirm the valid/invalid setting
of the Password Protection function
using Storage Management
Software. If it is valid, change it to
invalid and re-execute.
(3) Confirm that the LU to be
removed exists in the storage
system using Storage Management
Software.
(4) Check that it does not come into
conflict with the operational
restrictions and points of
consideration when using CCI. See
Table 2.5.2-3.
(5) Refer to the VSS Provider log
files, when another Error message
is output, and execute the
corresponding solutions.
(6) An error occurred when a pair
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

100. E2002029

'serial number' is a
VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000
/VSP Gx00 storage.
Please note that
VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 is not
supported.

Unsupported in the
VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00.

CLI commands are unsupported in
the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00.
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action

101. E200202A

Unable to get information
from the device.

Cannot get information
about the storage
system.

Confirm the IP address of the storage
system using Storage Management
Software, and enter the IP address of
the storage system in the proper
format in the setup file (See
Subsection 3.2.1).

102. E200202B

Device is not properly
configured for backup
operations by VSS
Provider.

The storage system is
not properly configured
for backup operations.

(1) Confirm whether the prerequisite
tasks of the storage systems listed in
Table 3.3-2 were executed.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

103. E200202E

Loading of device
information failed.

Failed to get storage
information.

(1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software, and enter
the IP address or serial number of
the storage system in the proper
format in the setup file (See
Subcection3.2.1).
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.

104. E200202F

Differential Management
LU Not Configured.

DMLU is not set.

Set DMLU more than or equal to 10G
byte in the storage system using
Storage Management Software.

105. E2002030

Invalid RAID type
specified.

Invalid RAID type is
specified.

An invalid RAID type is specified for
S-VOL. Specify any of
RAID0/1/1+0/5/6.

106. E2002031

Invalid combination of
command options passed
as an argument.

Invalid combination of
CLI command was
passed as a parameter.

Confirm usage of CLI command.
(See Subsection 7.1.1 or execute the
following CLI command.
hishadowcmd.exe /?)

107. E2002032

Unable to retrieve
volume information for
P-Vol 'LU# of P-VOL'

Cannot retrieve volume
information for P-VOL.

The specified volume may not be
mapped to the VSS installation
server (application server). Map it
using Storage Management
Software.

108. E2002034

The volume 'LU number
of P-VOL' is not a valid
Hitachi AMS Storage
Device.

This volume of the
storage system is not
supported.

Specify the volume mapped to the
storage system for support.

109. E2002035

Too few arguments
passed.

Insufficient passed
parameters.

Confirm usage of CLI command.
(See Subsection 7.1.1 or execute the
following CLI command.
hishadowcmd.exe /?.)
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#

Message
ID

Message

Description

Action

110. E2002036

Invalid command passed
as an argument.

Invalid CLI command
was passed.

Confirm usage of CLI command.
(See Subsection 7.1.1 or execute the
following CLI command.
hishadowcmd.exe /?)

111. E2002037

Invalid command option:
[CLI command] passed
as an argument.

An invalid CLI command
was passed as an
argument.

Confirm usage of CLI command.
(See Subsection 7.1.1 or execute the
following CLI command.
hishadowcmd.exe /?)

112. E2002038

Unexpected command
option: [CLI command]
passed as an argument.

Unexpected CLI
command was passed
as a parameter.

Confirm usage of CLI command.
(See Subsection 7.1.1 or execute the
following CLI command.
hishadowcmd.exe /?)

113. E200203B

Loading all device
information... failed.

Failed to get storage
information.

(1) Confirm the IP address or serial
number of the storage system using
Storage Management Software, and
set them in the proper format in the
setup file (See subsection 3.2.1).
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.

114. E200203D

Error: Unable to get
information for P-Vol.

Cannot get information
for a P-VOL.

(1) The specified P-VOL may not
exist in the storage system. Confirm
it using Storage Management
Software.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to the
storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

115. E200203E

Error: Unable to find the
CM volume on this
server. Please configure
a CM volume and expose
it to this server.

Command device is not
set.

Map the command device using
Storage Management Software.

116. E200203F

There are no S-Vols
configured for the P-Vol
LU: [P-VOL LU#].

A ShadowImage pair is
not configured.

The specified P-VOL may not been
mapped to the VSS installation
server (application server). Map it by
using Storage Management
Software.

117. E2002040

The S-Vols are not ready
for a backup.

The S-VOLs are not
ready for a backup.

Confirm the pair status using
Storage Management Software. Wait
until the status becomes PAIR or
PSUS and re-execute.

118. E2002041

S-Vol cannot be created
for this volume. P-Vol is
associated with
Snapshot-V-Vol.

Creation of an S-VOL
failed.
The P-VOL is associated
with a V-VOL.

After deleting the V-VOL associated
with the specified P-VOL, create an
S-VOL.
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#

Message
ID

119. E2002042

Message

Description

ShadowImage cannot be
created for this volume.

The specified P-VOL
cannot be used for
ShadowImage.

Action
(1) The specified P-VOL may not be
targeted for a backup. Specify the
correct P-VOL.
(2) The specified P-VOL may not be
mapped to the VSS installation
server (application server). Map it
using Storage Management
Software.
(3) Confirm the valid/invalid setting
of the ShadowImage in-system
Replication function using Storage
Management Software. If it is
invalid, change it to valid.

120. E2002043

S-Vol cannot be created
for this volume. P-Vol is
being formatted.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.
P-VOL is being
formatted.

Create the S-VOL after the P-VOL is
formatted.

121. E2002044

ShadowImage cannot be
created at this time.
Please verify the pair
status using /querysvol
command.

Because the pair status
is not PSUS, the S-VOL
cannot be created.

When creating a ShadowImage pair,
you cannot create the S-VOL when
the pair status is not PSUS.

122. E2002045

Preparation of S-Vol LUs
failed.

Could not create S-VOL.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system. See Subsection 8.4.1

123. E2002046

The LU is not found.

While waiting for format
completion, S-VOL is
not found.

During S-VOL creation, operation
might have been interrupted by
Storage Management Software, and
the P-VOL or S-VOL may have been
deleted or the pair status might have
been changed. Confirm the existence
of P-VOL and S-VOL and check the
pair status using Storage
Management Software.

124. E2002048

Creating S-Vol... failed.
The specified LU is in
regressed status.

Creation of S-VOL
failed.

A failure occurred in the specified
RAID /Parity group or DP (DT) pool.
Re-execute after resolving the
failure.

125. E2002049

Initialization of S-Vol LU
failed.

Initialization of S-VOL
failed.

(1) Another interrupted S-VOL
creation, and P-VOL or S-VOL might
have been deleted. Confirm the
existence of P-VOL and S-VOL and
check the pair status using Storage
Management Software.

Make the pair status PSUS using
Storage Management Software.

(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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126. E200204A

Message

Description

Creating P-Vol S-Vol pair
failed.

Creation of a
P-VOL/S-VOL pair
failed.

Action
(1) There are one or more volumes
with the status of "Split
Pending/Paired Internally
Synchronizing" under the specified
P-VOL.
Confirm the pair status using
Storage Management Software and
re-execute after waiting until the
above status is removed.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

127. E200204B

Generic failure.

Processing failed.

Reference the VSS Provider log files
and other Error messages, and take
the corresponding action.

128. E200204C

LU mapping mode is
disabled, Serial Number:
[serial number].

The LU mapping mode
is disabled.

Enable LU mapping mode using
Storage Management Software.

129. E200204E

Pair resting status PSUS
is not supported for the
P-Vol LU: [LU# of
P-VOL].

In the VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00, PSUS
is not supported.

Create pair status PAIR using
Storage Management Software.

130. E200204F

EndPrepareSnapshots
abnormal end.

A defect was detected
while processing
EndPrepareSnapshots
I/F.

Reference the VSS Provider log files
and any other error messages, and
take the corresponding action.

131. E2002050

Unable to find an S-Vol
for the P-Vol LU: [LU# of
P-VOL].

S-VOL for P-VOL is not
found.

Create an S-VOL corresponding to
the P-VOL, and make the pair status
PAIR.

132. E2002052

No FC HBAs or iSCSI
initiators available on the
local server.

The storage system is
not connected to HBA of
the server.

(1)The server configuration might
not be supported in the virtual
environments. With reference to
Table2.3.2-1, confirm whether the
configuration of the server is
satisfied.
(2)In the case of FC environment,
confirm that the FC cables and HBA
board on the backup server are
connected properly.
(3)In the case of iSCSI environment,
confirm that Initiator iSCSI Name at
the backup server is being set
properly.
(4) In case of using the VMware Gust
to Guest Backup (FC) function,
confirm that WWN of ESXi is used in
the configuration file (see Table
3.2.1-2).
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133. E2002053

Message

Description

Serial number: [serial
number]: unable to get
the device object.

Failed to recognize a
storage system.

Action
(1) Confirm and perform the
following operation using Storage
Management Software.
[AMS/HUS 100]
Confirm that the IP address of the
specified storage system is set in the
setup file.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Confirm that the serial number of the
specified storage system is set in the
setup file.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

134. E2002056

Cannot unmask LUN:
[LU#]. No host group is
configured for WWN:
[WWN] in storage Serial
number: [serial number]

Mapping to the backup
server of the secondary
VOL(S-VOL/V-VOL)
failed.

(1) Create a host group which
registered WWW of the backup
server on the backup server using
Storage Management Software.
(2) Confirm that the S-VOL is
mapped on the backup server. See
Section 8.5.
(3) In case of using the VMware Gust
to Guest Backup (FC) function,
confirm that WWN of ESXi is used in
the configuration file (see Table
3.2.1-2).
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135. E2002057

Message
Serial number: [serial
number] unable to
unmask LUN: [LU#] to
local server: [WWN
name]

Description
LU mapping failed.

Action
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Using Storage Management
Software, confirm and perform the
following operation:
1) When the maximum number of
LUs are mapped to the host group
in which WWN of the import server
for S-VOL/V-VOL is registered or
when the number of LUs under the
Port which created the host group
of the import server exceed the
maximum number, delete any LUs
which are not used.
2) Delete any targets which are not
used when the number of targets
in the storage system has reached
the maximum.
3) Delete any targets which are not
used in the targeted port when the
number of targets for one Port has
reached the maximum.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00
only]
(1) Using Storage Management
Software, confirm and perform the
following operation:
1) Check if the target LU is a LUSE
volume using Storage Management
Software. (LUSE volumes are not
supported.)
2) Confirm the user authentication of
the storage system using Storage
Management Software. See
Subsection 8.4.1
3) Check the RSG of HG for the
import destination server.
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136. E2002058

Message

Description

Serial number: [serial
number]: unable to
unmask LU: [LU#] to
local server: [iSCSI
initiator name]

LU mapping failed.

Action
(1) Using Storage Management
Software, perform the following
operation:
1) When the maximum number of
LUs re- mapped to the target in
which the iSCSI initiator of the
import server for S-VOL is
registered, delete any LUs which is
not used.
2) When the number of targets has
reached the maximum, delete the
host groups which are not used.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

137. E200205A

Unable to retrieve the
Array object information.

Cannot retrieve the
storage information
corresponding to the
specified serial number.

(1) Confirm whether HORCM starts.
(2) Confirm that the FC cables are
connected properly.
(3) Confirm that the contents of
hiRaidcomX.config are correct.
(4) Confirm the serial number of the
storage system and the user name
using Storage Management
Software. Then, type the proper
serial number, user name, and
password into the Add Storage
dialog box, and register the storage
system.
(5) Confirm the path definition of the
command device.
(6)Confirm and perform the
followings using Storage
Management Software.
[AMS/HUS100]
Confirm that the platform setting of
the host group has been set to
Windows. If the setting has been set
to other than Windows, set it to
Windows.
[VSP/HUSVM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Confirm that the host mode setting
of the host group has been set to
Windows. If the setting has been set
to other than Windows, set it to
Windows.
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Message

138. E200205C

Abort Snapshots
occurred.

Description
VSS service stopped.

Action
(1) Confirm that the IP address of the
specified storage system is set in
the setup file of the application
server.
(2) When using the VMware Guest to
Guest Backup (FC) function,
confirm that vCenter Server is
registered, and register it if not (see
Subsection 7.2.2.).
(3) If the virtual DKC which straddles
multiple physical DKCs is used,
make sure that the virtual LDEV ID
of P-VOL is not duplicated in the
virtual DKC. If the virtual LDEV ID of
P-VOL is duplicated, assign the
virtual LDEV ID of P-VOL to prevent
duplication.
(4)Reference the VSS Provider log
files, when another Error message
is output, and execute the
corresponding solutions.
(5) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
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139. E200205F

Message

Description

ResyncLuns failed for
Storage Identifier 'serial
number', SourceLun[LU#
of S-VOL]
-->TargetLuns[LU# of
P-VOL], with [Error code]

Resynchronization
failed when restoring.

Action
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Using Storage Management
Software, confirm and perform the
following operation:
1) When a pair status for restore is
not PSUS, restore operation cannot
be performed. Using Storage
Management Software, make the
pair status PSUS.
2) When restoring a cascade pair, if a
pair status of other pairs except
the pair to be restored is not PSUS,
a restore operation cannot be
performed. Make a pair status
other than a pair for restore PSUS.
3) Restore operation cannot be
performed when the following
reasons are applied due to the
storage system specification.
- Primary volume of the
ShadowImage pair is the virtual
VOL of the Dynamic Provisioning
and the secondary volume of the
ShadowImage pair is the normal
volume.
- Primary volume of the
ShadowImage pair is the normal
volume and the secondary
volume of the ShadowImage pair
is the virtual VOL of the Dynamic
Provisioning.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
In the case of the GAD configuration,
if the GAD pair status to be restored
is not PSUS, restore operation
cannot be performed. Change the
GAD pair status to PSPU using the
storage management software.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

140. E2002060

ResyncLuns is not
supported for the storage
Serial Number

ResyncLuns IF is
unsupported.

When the storage system is in the
VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00,
ResyncLuns IF is unsupported.

Stop the restore
processing.

An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.

‘Serial number’
SourceLun[LU#]
-->TargetLuns[LU#]
141. E2002064

Stop the resync Shadow
Copy operation.

See Subsection 8.4.1.
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142. E2002065

Message

Description

ResyncLuns failed for
serial number ' serial
number ', SourceLUN:
[LU# of S-VOL]
-->TargetLuns: [LU# of
P-VOL], with Error Code:
[Error code].

Resynchronization
failed when restoring.

Action
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Using Storage Management
Software, confirm and perform the
following operation:
When a pair status for restore is not
PSUS, restore operation cannot be
performed. Using Storage
Management Software, make the
pair status PSUS.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
In the case of the GAD configuration,
if the GAD pair status to be restored
is not PSUS, restore operation
cannot be performed. Change the
GAD pair status to PSPU using the
storage management software.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.

143. E2002066

144. E20020B8

SplitAllPairs:
ShadowImage pair split
failed. Error Code: [Error
code] - P-Vol: [LU# of
P-VOL] S-Vol: [LU# of
S-VOL].

Split pair failed.

--> Configuration file is
wrong. Check
hivsscmd.log.

The setup file has an
entry error.
Alternatively, the
storage system cannot
be connected to.

An error occurred when an operation
command was given to the storage
system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

(1) Confirm that the entries in the
configuration file are correct.
(2) Confirm the IP address or serial
number of the storage system using
Storage Management Software, and
set them in the proper format in the
setup file (See Subsection 3.2.1).
(3) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.
(4) Confirm that the Password
Protection function of the storage
system is set to disabled.
(5) Delete utlprm.inf, utlprm2.inf,
and utlprm3.inf. Then re-execute
the storage system registration with
the GUI tool.
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145. E20020B9

Message

Description

Action

Error: No devices found.
Please check whether the
controller IP is added in
the config file.

Could not connect to the
storage system.

(1) Confirm the IP address of the
storage system using Storage
Management Software, and enter
the IP address of the storage
system in the proper format in the
setup file (See Subsection 3.2.1).
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.

146. E20020C0

Error: Unable to
find/connect to the
storage device.
Please check whether the
controller IP is added in
the config file.

There is no storage
system corresponding
to the IP address
specified in the setup
file. Alternatively, the
storage system of the
specified IP address
cannot be connected to.

(1) Confirm the IP address or serial
number of the storage system using
Storage Management Software, and
set them in the proper format in the
setup file (See Subsection 3.2.1).
(2) Confirm that the LAN cables are
connected properly.
(3) Confirm that the Password
Protection function of the storage
system is set to disabled.

147. E20020CF

Creation of S-Vol failed:
The P-Vol already has an
active pair.

Creation of an S-VOL
failed.
The pair status of the LU
is Copy.

The pair status of the specified LU is
Copy. Specify a useable LU and
re-execute.

148. E20020D1

Creation of S-Vol failed:
No more pairs can be
created.

Creation of S-VOL
failed. No more
S-VOLs can be
created.

(1) Delete any unused ShadowImage
pairs when the number of
ShadowImage pairs has reached
the maximum.
(2) The number of S-VOLs for P-VOL
has reached the maximum. Delete
S-VOLs which are not being used.

149. E20020D2

Creation of S-Vol failed:
The specified RaidGroup
is not valid.

Creation of an S-VOL
failed.
The specified
RAID/Parity group is not
valid.

The specified RAID/Parity group is
not valid. See Subsection 8.4.1

150. E20020D3

Creation of S-Vol failed:
Valid RaidGroups are not
available.

Creation of an S-VOL
failed.
The specified
RAID/Parity group does
not exist.

(1) Confirm that the RAID/Parity
group exist using Storage
Management Software. Specify an
existing RAID/Parity group and
re-execute.

151. E20020D4

Creation of S-Vol failed:
Insufficient user
permissions.

Creation of an S-VOL
failed.
The user does not have
creation authority.

When using Account Authentication,
confirm that Storage Administrator
(View and Modify) authority is
assigned to the user account. If it is
not, assign it.
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152. E20020D5

Message

Description

Creation of S-Vol failed:
The LU cannot be
created.

Creation of an S-VOL
failed.

Action
[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Check if the number of LUs in the
storage system has reached the
maximum.
(2) Check if the number of LUs in the
RAID/Parity group or DP (DT) pool
has reached the maximum.
(3) Check if the specified RAID/Parity
group or DP (DT) pool has enough
space.
(4) When using Account
Authentication, confirm that
Storage Administrator (View and
Modify) authority is assigned to the
user account. If it is not, assign it.
(5) Confirm the valid/invalid setting
of the Password Protection function.
If it is valid, change it to invalid.
(6) Overloaded process may be
performed on the storage system.
Confirm the status of the storage
system and retry after some time.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Confirm and perform the followings
using Storage Management
Software.
(1)In the case of the virtual DKC,
confirm that the virtual LDEV ID
which has been assigned to RSG has
some free space.
(2)Confirm whether the state where
virtual LDEV ID has not been set to
physical LDEV ID of LDEV to be
created (Virtual LDEV ID will be
FF:FE) or the reserve state for GAD
(Virtual LDEV ID will be FF:FF). If
the virtual LDEV ID has not been
assigned, assign it.

153. E20020D6

Creation of S-Vol failed:
The specified LU is in
regressed status.

Creation of an S-VOL
failed.

A failure occurred in the specified
RAID/Parity group. Fix the failure
and re-execute.
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154. E20020DB

Message
No FC host groups or
iSCSI targets are
configured for the local
server.

Description

Action

No host groups are set
in the S-VOL/V-VOL
server.

(1) In the FC environment, create a
host group registering WWW of the
imported server. Also, confirm that
HBA has been recognized correctly.
WWN of the import server can be
specified in the configuration file. If
the error has not been resolved even
if the environment was revised, see
Table 2.5.2-1 “Specifying WWN of
the import server from the
configuration file” to specify WWN of
the import server in the
configuration file and check that the
error is solved.
(2) In the iSCSI environment, start
Microsoft iSCSI Initiator Service from
Service in Management tool.
(3) See Subsection 2.3.2 and
confirm that the server configuration
has been supported.
(4) In case of using the VMware
Guest to Guest Backup (FC)
function, confirm whether WWN of
ESXi has been specified in the
configuration file.
(See Table 3.2.1-2)

155. E20020DC

Shadow copy LU[[LU# of
S-VOL/V-VOL]] is not
mapped to a valid port.

Because S-VOL/V-VOL
is not mapped,
importing failed.

[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
Confirm whether the problem is due
to an interruption by another
application. See Table 2.5.2 -1.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Perform the following operation
using Storage Management
Software.
After mapping the target S-VOL to
the Host group with the name
HITACHI-VSS-HG, perform resync
processing. In addition, when a host
group does not exist, create
HITACHI-VSS-HG and perform a
similar procedure.
[VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
In the case of the virtual DKC,
create a Host group name:
HITACHI-VSS-HG in
RSG which P-VOL belongs to,
and perform a similar procedure.
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156. E20020DD

Message
Other processes are
running.

Description

Action

Cannot reboot because
other processes are
running.

Check the following for the same
account and other user accounts of
the use server.
(1) You cannot run multiple GUI
tools. Closed the GUI tool and then
restart it.
(2) You cannot use the CLI tools in
multiple command prompts at the
same time.
Re-execute it after closing the
command prompts.

157. E20020DE

Unable to get information
from the device.

Cannot get information
from the storage
system.

[Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Reference the VSS Provider log
files and other error messages, and
take the corresponding action.
(2) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
Confirm whether the problem falls
under the limits for using CCI.
See Table 2.5.2-3.

158. E20020DF

ResyncLuns failed. Please
check the disk: [Disk
Number] of destination
LUN.

Failed to ResyncLuns.

When a failure occurs during the
restore by ResyncLuns, the P-VOL
remains in offline status to protect
the consistency of the data. Set the
target LUN online status from Server
Manager->Disk Management as
needed.
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159. E20020E1

Message
Resource lock failed.
Serial Number: [serial
number]

Description
Resource that is
specified to lock has
already been used by
another user.

Action
(1) Confirm that the resource has not
been used by another user,
Storage Management Software
and so on. For the confirmation
method of the resource lock
status, see Section 8.5.
(2) An error occurred when a
resource was locked using CCI.
See message ID: solution for
E1000149.
(3) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system. See
Subsection 8.4.1
(4) Confirm that the command
device setting is correct. See
Table 3.3-2.
(5) You may ignore this message
when backup succeeds because
the backup processing
continues after having output
this message.
(6)When backup has failed, change
“Waiting time for resource lock”
in the setup file and execute
again.

160. E20020E2

Resource unlock failed.
Serial Number: [serial
number]

Resource that is
specified to unlock has
already been used by
another user.

(1) Confirm that the resource has not
been used by another user,
Storage Management Software
and so on. For the confirmation
method of the resource lock
status, see Section8.5. If the
resource has been used by
another user, Storage
Management Software and so on,
this message can be ignored.
(2) An error occurred when a
resource was unlocked using CCI.
See message ID: solution for
E1000149.
(3) Confirm that the command
device setting is correct. See
Table 3.3-2.
(4)An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.
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161. E20020E3

Message

Description

Another user is accessing
to the storage with
Modify Mode. Wait and
retry the operation.
Resource lock failed.
Serial Number: [serial
number]

Resource that is
specified to lock has
already been used by
another user.

Action
Check the followings to eliminate
failures and then perform the
retry operation after refreshing
or rebooting the GUI tool.
(1) Confirm that the resource has not
been used by another user,
Storage Management Software
and so on. For the confirmation
method of the resource lock
status, see Section 8.5. If the
resource has been used by
another user, Storage
Management Software and so on,
this message can be ignored.
(2) An error occurred when a
resource was locked using CCI.
See message ID: solution for
E1000149.
(3) An error occurred when an
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1

162. E20020E5

Split S-Vol [LU# of S-Vol]
failed. Please retry the
operation.

Failed to split the S-VOL
pair.

(1) Retry the pair split processing of
S-VOL after refreshing or
rebooting the GUI tool.
(2) Confirm that the ShadowImage
pair to be split exists in the storage
system using Storage
Management Software.
(3)Restart the GUI tool in only the
case that the Account
Authentication function enabled
storage system is registered.
(4) Confirm that this operation does
not infringe on the Operational
restrictions and points of
consideration when using Hitachi
Command Control Interface. See
Table2.5.2-3.
(5)Pair status of the specified S-VOL
is not ready for the pair split.
Check the pair split status.
(6)An error occurred when a pair
operation command was given to
the storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.1.
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163. E20020E6

Message

Description

Action

IP Addresses, User Name
or Password is incorrect.

IP address, user name
or password of vCenter
Server is not correct.

(1) Confirm that account of the
specified user name is the
administrator privileged account.
(2) Confirm that the specified IP
address is for vCenter Server.
Check that the specified user name
and password are the user name
and password for the vCenter
Server Windows logon account. To
specify the domain user name,
specifying domain name is not
required.
Example: For Domain name\User
name, specify the user name only.
(3)Confirm that the corresponding
virtual machine is the one on ESXi
server managed by vCenter
Server specified with the IP
address.
(4)See Subsection 2.3.5 to confirm
the required software settings to
use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function.
(5)Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter
Server and ESXi as well as between
ESXi and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.
(6)If the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function is not used,
ignore this error.

164. E20020EA

Failed to call the jni
method.

Failed to call IF of Java
module used by VSS
Provider.

(1)Files necessary to operate VSS
Provider may be moved or deleted.
Execute the repair installation
(Restarting VSS Provider/GUI tool
after the repair installation is
necessary).
(2) See Subsection 2.3.5 to confirm
the required software settings to
use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function.
(3) Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter
Server and ESXi as well as between
ESXi and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.
(4) If the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function is not used,
ignore this error.
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165. E20020EB

Message

Description

LoadLibrary fail. DLL
Name:[DLL name] error
code:[error code]

Failed to load Java
Runtime Environment.

Action
(1) Files necessary to operate VSS
Provider may be moved or deleted.
Execute the repair installation
(Restarting VSS Provider/GUI tool
after the repair installation is
necessary).
(2) Confirm that JRE is installed.
(3) See Subsection 2.3.5 to confirm
the required software settings to
use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function.
(4) If the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function is not used,
ignore this error.

166. E20020ED

Free Virtual Device Node
is not found.

No free space on the
virtual device node for
RDM.

(1)Confirm that virtual device node
on the virtual machine has free
space. Also, check the SCSI
controller type and confirm
whether the controller type is
supported.
See Table 2.5.1-5.
(2)See Subsection 2.3.5 to confirm
the required software settings to
use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function.
(3) Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter
Server and ESXi as well as between
ESXi and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.

167. E20020EE

Failed to retrieve the
virtual machine.[host
name of virtual machine]

Host name of the virtual
machine was not able to
retrieve from vCenter
Server.

(1)Confirm that IP address of
vCenter Server manages ESXi
which configures the target virtual
machine has been specified.
(2)Confirm that same host name as
the one used for the target virtual
machine does not exist in the same
network.
(3)See Subsection 2.3.5 to confirm
the required software settings to
use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function.
(4) Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter
Server and ESXi as well as between
ESXi and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.
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#

Message
ID

168. E20020EF

Message

Description

vSphere API Error.[error
message]

Error was detected
when calling vSphere
API.

Action
(1) Confirm that account of the
specified user name is the
administrator privileged account.
(2) Confirm that the specified IP
address is for vCenter Server.
Check that the specified user name
and password are the user name
and password for the vCenter
Server Windows logon account.
To specify the domain user name,
specifying domain name is not
required.
Example: For Domain name\User
name, specify the user name only.
(3)This message is output when VSS
Provider or GUI tool was used with
the session timeout of vCenter
Server. To continue the processing
after logging in again, ignore this
error.
(4)If the settings of host name or IP
address of the virtual machine
have changed, restart VSS
Provider and GUI tool.
(5)Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter
Server and ESXi as well as between
ESXi and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.

169. E20020F0

Register Server is not
available.

Server registration
function cannot be used
as the OS environment
is not supported.

(1)Confirm that OS on which VSS
Provider is running is supporting the
VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC)
function. See Table 2.3.1-1.
(2) If the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function is not used,
ignore this error.
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#

Message
ID

170. E20020F1

Message
Failed to find the target
LUN[serial number_LU
number].

Description

Action

RDM target LU was not
recognized on ESXi.

(1)Confirm that WWN of ESXi has
been specified in the configuration
file.
See Table 3.2.1-2)
(2)Confirm that the target LU is
recognized by using vSphere Client
to ESXi
configuration->Storage->Device
list.
If the target device has not been
recognized, check that the number
of LUs which are recognizable on
ESXi has not been reaching the
maximum.
If the target LU has been
recognized and “operation
status” in the device list does
not show “mounted”, a failure
may occur in the vSphere
environment. See Subsection
8.4.2.
(3) See Subsection 2.3.5 to confirm
the required software settings to
use the VMware Guest to Guest
Backup (FC) function.
(4) Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter
Server and ESXi as well as between
ESXi and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.

171. E20020F2

Failed to add RDM
setting.

Failed for RDM setting.

(1)See the VSS Provider log file and
execute an appropriate solution if
another error message is output.
(2) Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter Server
and ESXi as well as between ESXi
and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.

172. E20020F3

Failed to delete RDM
setting.

Failed to unmap RDM.

(1) See the VSS Provider log file and
execute an appropriate solution if
another error message is output.
(2)Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter
Server and ESXi as well as between
ESXi and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.

173. E20020F4

Failed to rescan ESXi
HBAs.

Failed to execute ESXi
Rescan.

(1) See the VSS Provider log file and
execute an appropriate solution if
another error message is output.
(2)Confirm that no problem with the
connection between vCenter Server
and ESXi as well as between ESXi
and storage system.
See Subsection 8.4.2.
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#

Message
ID

174. I1000031

Message
INFO [Message ID]
{CHiRaidManager::setR
Minfo

Description

Action

An error occurred in API
of the storage
management software.

If the corresponding message ID is
displayed immediately before the
error message, an error may occur
in API of CCI.

(300002)}:returns:
[7(9) :

Confirm appropriate action by
referring to the CCI user`s guide for
the occurred error code and SSB
code.

[Error code] Message.
[Product Information]
P.P.
occurredAPI

:Error

If the problem has not been solved
with the actions stated in the related
documents, contact the customer
support center.

:
Message
:
SSB1

:SSB1

SSB2

:SSB2

:
Message
:
]
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8.4. About errors attributable to storage environment
8.4.1. About errors attributable to storage systems
If the cause of a failure cannot be identified using event logs and log files, the
error may have occurred due to an operation command to the storage system.
When the problem cannot be settled, reconfirm the following and follow the
original troubleshooting flowchart.

Table 8.4.1-1 Confirmation required when an operation command error
occurs [Common to AMS/HUS100/VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
#
1.

Item

Contents

Reconfirmation of the
prerequisite environment

See Prerequisite Environment (Chapter 2) and an Environmental
Configuration Procedure (Chapter 3) and reconfirm the software configuration
and the hardware configuration.
In addition, confirm that it is not a problem caused by the specifications of a
priced option in the target storage system.
See the User’s manual for each priced option.

2.

Retry after elapsed time

Because the storage system may not be ready, wait for a few minutes and
retry for a couple of times.

3.

Confirm connections of
LAN cable

Confirm that the LAN cables are connected properly.

4.

Confirm connections of
FC cable

Confirm that the FC cables are connected properly.
In addition, confirm that a command device is mapped to an application
server and a backup server for the VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.

Table 8.4.1-2 Confirmation required when an operation command error
occurs [AMS/HUS 100]
#

Item

Contents

1.

Confirmation of the IP
address

Confirm that the IP address of the target storage system is listed in the setup
file. Confirm the IP address of the target storage system using Storage
Management Software.

2.

Confirmation of the
storage system condition

Check for defects in the storage system or volume for a backup using Storage
Management Software.
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Table 8.4.1-3 Confirmation required when an operation command error
occurs [VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
#

Item

Contents

1.

Confirmation of the
serial number

Confirm that the serial number of the target storage system or volume for a
backup is listed in the setup file. Confirm the serial number of the target
storage system using Storage Management Software.

2.

Confirmation of the
storage system condition

Check for defects in the storage system using Storage Management Software.

3.

Confirmation
troubleshooting using
the CCI User’s Guide

Do the general troubleshooting explained in Chapter 9. in the CCI User’s
Guide.

4.

Confirmation of the
operational limits on the
use of CCI

Confirm whether it falls under the limits to use when you use CCI by referring
to Table 2.5.2 -3.

Confirmation of the API
error of CCI

[Log file confirmation] Confirm the log file again and confirm whether
"I1000031" was output before and after of the ERROR message.

5.

If it was output, see #174 in Table 8.3.3-1 and take the corresponding action

Table 8.4.1-4 Confirmation required when an operation command error
occurs [iSCSI environment (AMS/HUS 100/VSP Gx00)]
#
1.

Item
Confirmation of the
iSCSI connection

Contents
Confirm that a LAN cable is connected to the iSCSI port properly. In addition,
confirm that no errors occur in the connection status of the iSCSI environment
using the iSCSI initiator and the Storage Management Software.
For VSP Gx00, confirm that a command device is mapped to an application
server and a backup server.
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8.4.2. An error attributable to vSphere environment
If a problem has occurred during the operation of VSS Provider when using the
VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, a failure may occur in the vSphere
environment. In this case, check the following points again and follow the flow of
the original troubleshooting if a problem is not solved.

Table 8.4.2-1 Confirmation required when an error occurs in vSphere
environment
#
1.

Item
Confirmation of the task
and event

Contents
Check [Task and event] in vCenter Server by using vSphere Client and confirm that an
error has not been occurred.
If an error has occurred, take an appropriate action based on the error contents or ask the
vSphere environment administrator to deal with the problem.
Also, to select[Task and event] window, choose [Task and event] tab
from[Inventory]-[Host and cluster]by using vSphere Client.

2.

Confirmation of ESXi

From [Inventory]-[Host and cluster] in vSphere Client, confirm that ESXi in use has been
starting and connected to vCenter Server.

3.

Confirmation of
connection between ESXi
and storage system

Ask vSphere environment administrator to confirm that HBA of ESXi has been operated
normally and connected to the storage system.

4.

Operation status of each
machine

Confirm with the vSphere environment administrator for the following points on vSphere
Client, vCenter Server and ESXi. If any problem has been found, ask for recovery.
(1)Whether a machine is operating.
(2) Whether any problem such as insufficient memory, CPU high-load or access
concentration occurs.
(3)Whether TCP/IP communication between machines is enabled.
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8.5. Confirmation and support after a recovery
If an error occurs while using VSS Provider, VSS Provider may have been
stopped without completion.
For an iSCSI connection, replace “WWN” with “Initiator iSCSI Name”, and “Host
group” to “Target”. Also, Replace "HITACHI-VSS-HG" with
"HITACHI-VSS-TARGET."
To use the VMware Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, see Table 8.5-3
Confirmation and support after recovery as well.

Table 8.5-1 Confirmation and support after recovery [AMS/HUS 100]
#
1.

Item
Pair status of P-VOL,
S-VOL

Contents
In the case of a failure during a backup
by ShadowImage, confirm the pair
status of P-VOL and S-VOL using the
GUI tool or Storage Management
Software

Support details
[PAIR running mode]
When a pair status is not PAIR,
carry out one of the following:
1)Resynchronize the target
ShadowImage pair using Storage
Management Software.
2)Resynchronize the target
ShadowImage pair after refreshing
by using the GUI tool or restarting
the GUI tool.
[PSUS running mode]
When a pair status is not PAIR or
PSUS, execute one of the following:
1) Always support PAIR running
mode.
2) Split the target ShadowImage pair
using Storage Management
Software.

2.

Whether S-VOL is
mapped to a backup
server

For a failure during a backup by
ShadowImage, confirm that the target
S-VOL is not mapped to a backup
server using Storage Management
Software.

When the target S-VOL is mapped to
a backup server, unmap it using
Storage Management Software.
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#
3.

Item
Whether V-VOL is
created by VSS Provider

Contents
For a failure during a backup by
Snapshot, confirm the V-VOL# which
VSS Provider created from VSS
Provider log. *1

Support details
When the target V-VOL remains,
delete the target V-VOL using the
GUI tool or Storage Management
Software.
Note: In case of the VMware Guest
to Guest Backup (FC) function,
confirm that the target V-VOL
has not been set to RDM by using
vSphere Client. If RDM has been
set, delete V-VOL after
unmapping RDM.

4

An online status of the
P-VOL

For a failure a during a restore by
ResyncLun, confirm the online/offline
status of the P-VOL.

When a failure occurs during a
restore by ResyncLuns, the P-VOL
remains in offline status to protect
the consistency of the data.
Set the target LUN online status from
Server Manager->Disk Management
as needed.

5

Account authentication
session status

If a failure occurred while using VSS
Provider or the GUI tool in a state of
Account Authentication enabled, check
the session of the storage system.

Confirm the session with Storage
Management Software.
If the session of a user name (user
name registered by the Add
Storage function of GUI tool) used
for the user authentication of the
storage system still remains, delete
the session.
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Table 8.5-2 Confirmation and support after recovery [VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]
#
1.

Item
Pair status of P-VOL,
S-VOL

Confirmation contents
For a failure during a backup by
ShadowImage, confirm that the target
P-VOL and S-VOL are not a split pair
using the GUI tool or Storage
Management Software.

Support details
When pair status is not PAIR,
execute either of the followings.
1) Resynchronize the target
ShadowImage pair with Storage
Management Software.
2)After mapping the target S-VOL to
the host group name:
HITACHI-VSS-HG using Storage
Management Software,
resynchronize the target
ShadowImage pair after a refresh
by using the GUI tool or restarting
the GUI tool.

2.

Whether S-VOL is
mapped to a backup
server

For a failure during a backup by
ShadowImage, confirm that the target
S-VOL is not mapped to a backup
server using Storage Management
Software.

When the target S-VOL is mapped to
a backup server, un-map it using
Storage Management Software.

3.

Whether V-VOL is
created by VSS Provider

For a failure during a backup by
Snapshot, confirm the V-VOL# created
by VSS Provider from VSS Provider log.
*1

When the target V-VOL remains,
delete the target V-VOL by using the
GUI tool or Storage Management
Software.
Note: In case of the VMware Guest
to Guest Backup (FC) function,
confirm that the target V-VOL has
not been set to RDM by using
vSphere Client. If RDM has been set,
delete V-VOL after unmapping RDM.

4

An online status of the
P-VOL

For a failure during a restore by
ResyncLun, confirm the online/offline
status of the P-VOL.

When a failure occurs during a
restore by ResyncLuns, P-VOL
remains in offline status to protect
the consistency of the data.
Set the target LUN online status from
Server Manager->Disk Management
as needed.

5

Resource lock status

For a failure when using VSS Provider
and GUI tool, confirm the resource lock
status of the storage system.

Check the resource lock status using
Storage Management Software or
CCI. If a user name (user name used
for the registration through the Add
Storage function of GUI tool) which is
used for the user authentication of
the storage system locks the
resource, unlock the corresponding
resource.
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Table 8.5-3 Confirmation and support after recovery [iSCSI environment
(AMS/HUS 100/VSP Gx00)]
#
1.

Item
Whether target is
created by the VSS
Provider

Confirmation contents

Support details

Use the Storage Management Software
to confirm whether a target is created
by the VSS Provider.

If a target to be confirmed remains,
delete the remaining target using the
Storage Management Software.

- "HITACHI-VSS-IMPORTTxxx"
(xxx is a target number) exists,
And,
- Any LUs are not mapped.

Notes:
Checking the existence a V-VOL created by VSS Provider and V-VOL#
When a V-VOL is created, the following message is output in the VSS Provider
log:
Message ID ”S100001F”, Message ”Successfully created V-VOL”, V-VOL#
Shown below is the example of the log message which is output during V-VOL
creation.
[5184] [13/07/26-12:03:25.001] [HIAPI
] STAT [S100001F] {CHiManagementAPI::createVVOL}:
Successfully created V-VOL:[??:-01:-1(64033)] for P-VOL:[6F:037:0(8204)]
V-VOL#(decimal)

Figure 8.5-1 Message output when creating a V-VOL
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Table 8.5-3 Confirmation and support after recovery [VMware Guest to Guest Backup
(FC) function]
#
1.

Item
Existence or
non-existence of RDM
setting and VMDK file

Confirmation contents
If a failure occurs during a backup,
check an existence of RDM setting
and VMDK file created during RDM
setting.

Support details
1) From the VSS provider log, check the virtual
device node performed the RDM setting during
the backup time and the VMDK file name
created during RDM setting.
Naming rule of VMDK file is as follows.
(For the log confirmation method, see *2
showing below.)
< Naming rule of VMDK file >
Serial number_LU number
(decimal)_yyyymmddhhmmss.vmdk
2) Check an existence of RDM setting.
Select the edit of the virtual machine setting
for the target virtual machine by using
vSphere Client. If a hard disk using the virtual
device checked in above 1) exists, delete it.
3) Delete a VMDK file.
Select ESXi configuring the target virtual
machine by using vSphere Client.
Select Configuration->Storage->Datastore
->Refer to datastore->Target virtual machine,
and if a VMDK file checked in above 1) exists,
delete it.

*2: Confirmation method of virtual device node at the time of RDM setting and VMDK file
created during RDM
DBG1 [--------] {com.hitachi.vmware.VssHpSvrIf::addRawDiskToVM}:Search result --> SCSI Controller:[1] Unit:[0]
INFO [I20020EC] {com.hitachi.vmware.VssHpSvrIf::addRawDiskToVM}:Free virtual device node found. [SCSI Controller:1 UnitNumber:0]
ENTER [--------] {com.hitachi.vmware.VssHpSvrIf::vSphreApiLapper_reconfigVM_Task}:
1)
PARAM [--------] {com.hitachi.vmware.VssHpSvrIf::Log_VMConfigSpec_param}:UnitNum:[0] CtrlKey:[1001] CapaInKB:[122880]
FileName:[[datastore1] VSS_VMWare_VM03_1/91200074_130_20130924112656.vmdk]

2)

1): RDM set virtual device node
2): VMDK file name
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8.6. Information collected during problem occurrence
When a problem cannot be settled by troubleshooting, provide the following
information.
The contents of information collected are shown in Table 8.6-1.For the VMware
Guest to Guest Backup (FC) function, collect each information shown in Table
8.6-2.

Table 8.6-1 Information collected
#

Type

Contents

Error occurrence function
VSS
Provide
r

1.

Windows event logs

(1) Collect the application log and system log of the
installation server of VSS provider.

GUI

CLI

R

R

R

(2) If you install VSS Provider in the guest OS and back
up the volume that is connected to the guest OS, collect
the custom view of the host OS > server role > event log
of Hyper-V.
[Collecting method]
1) Select a target event log in the event viewer.
2) Operation (A) -> Select Save (V) in the event you
selected
3) Select an event file or object text and save it with a
file name.
2.

VSS
Provider-related
logs

Collect all logs in the log folder under the installation
folder of VSS Provider.

R

R

R

3.

Configuration file

Collect setup file and the maintenance configuration file
under the installation folder of VSS Provider

R

R

R

Maintenance
configuration file
4.

Version.txt file

Collect the Version.txt file under the installation folder of
VSS Provider

R

R

R

5.

Simple trace of the
disk array

For the AMS/HUS 100, collect a simple trace of the disk
array by using Storage Management Software.

R

R

R

6.

Version of VSS
Provider

Confirm the VSS Provider version as follows:

R

R

R

1) Launch the command prompt.
2) Execute the VSS admin list providers command.
3) Confirm the version of “Hitachi VSS Hardware
Provider “under the provider name.
Provider Name: 'Hitachi VSS Hardware Provider'
Provider Type: Hardware
Provider Id: {249bef1a-bb31-4527-9f90-24e8e00c5a0d}
Version: 04.14.x
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#

Type

Contents

Error occurrence function
VSS
Provide
r

7.

VSS trace

VSS trace is the log information output by the VSS
service (Volume Shadow Copy). The VSS trace is used
to identify problems among the requester, VSS service,
and VSS Provider.

R

GUI

NR

CLI

NR

For the settings required for collecting VSS trace and
usage, visit the following URL.
[Windows 2008 R2, Windows 2012/Windows
2012 R2]

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd765
233
Note: Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit
(SDK) needs to be installed in advance as noted in the
above URL.
For the Transportable configuration, SDK needs to be
installed in an application server and backup server
respectively.
Note: Specify the VSS trace output destination using
the “-o OutputFile” option of the command populated
when the VSS trace is collected.
When VSS trace is collected, collect a file specified in
“OutputFile”.
Note: Since the collection of VSS trace will start after
populating the required command for the
E2002056command prompt, settings are required every
time VSS trace is collected.
[Usage Example]
1) Start the command prompt and move SDK to the
installed folder.
2) Populate the command shown below. VSS trace will
start after populating the command.
<Example of Command to be Populated>
vsstrace -l 255 -o c:\vsstrace.txt
3) Execute the backup process and collect VSS trace. A
collection of VSS trace is completed when the command
prompt is closed.

R: Collection is required. NR: Collection is not required.

Table8.6-2 Information collected (VMware Guest to Guest Backup
(FC) function)
#
1.

Type
Version of vSphere
Client

Contents
Confirm the vSphere Client version as follows.
1) Select [Help] -> [VMware vSphere version information] from the vSphere Client menu.
2)Confirm the version of “vCenter Client” displayed in the dialog box.
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9
9. Configuration method when VSS
Provider is used in virtual DKC

Configuration method when VSS Provider is used in virtual DKC
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Table 9-1 shows the configuration method when VSS Provider is used in virtual
DKC.

Table 9-1 Configuration method when VSS Provider is used in
virtual DKC
#
1.

Item
GUI

Physical DKC

Virtual DKC

Add Storage serial
number

Serial number of physical DKC

Serial number of virtual DKC

2.

User

User who has equal privileges to
Storage Administrator(View &
Modify) for RSG of physical DKC.

User who has equal privileges to
Storage Administrator(View & Modify)
for RSG of virtual DKC.

3.

Password

Password associated with a user.

Password associated with a user.

4.

Displaying information

Display information of physical DKC.

Display information of virtual DKC.

5.

Displaying command
device

Display command device of physical
DKC.

Display command device of physical
DKC.

* If multiple command devices of
the registered storage are detected,
display one of the command
devices.

* If multiple command devices of the
registered storage are detected,
display one of the command devices.
If virtual DKC straddles multiple
physical DKC, display one of the
command devices of physical DKC.

Pool which has a usage privilege.

Pool which has a usage privilege.

6.

Pool list

* If physical DKC straddles multiple
DKC, display only a pool where the
number of the duplicated pool
numbers and the number of physical
DKCs are identical.
7.

Configu
ration
file

VSP serial number
Physical DKC
Serial number:54321

VSP:< Serial number of physical
DKC >
<Example of notation>
VSP:54321

VSP:<Serial number of virtual DKC>
<Example of notation>
VSP:12345

Virtual DKC
Serial number:12345
8.

Serial number of VSP
G1000

VSP_G1000:<Serial number of
physical DKC>

VSP_G1000:<Serial number of virtual
DKC>

Physical DKC

<Example of notation>

<Example of notation>

Serial number:2

VSP_G1000:300002

VSP_G1000:377777

Virtual DKC
Serial number:77777
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#
9.

Item
Data pool/
ThinImage number
Physical DKC
Serial number:54321

Physical DKC

Virtual DKC

[datapool=<Serial number of
physical DKC>@<Data
pool/ThinImage number>]

[datapool=<Serial number of virtual
DKC>@<Data pool/ThinImage
number>]

<Example of notation>

<Example of notation>

datapool=54321@23

datapool=12345@1

Virtual DKC
Serial number:12345
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